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From: FOIA
Date: Nov 26, 2013 3:18:27 PM
Subject: RE: FOIA Request F14 007

This e-mail responds to your request for records under the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA), 5 U.S.C. 552. Your request has been assigned file number FY14-007. In your
below e-mail, you requested a copy of each of the Memoranda of Understanding
(MOUs) or Memoranda of Agreement (MOAs) established in FY 2012 and/or FY 2013
between NEA and other federal agencies.
Your request has been granted. Attached are the responsive documents (1 of 2
emails) for your request with regards to FY12. The responsive documents for FY13 will
be sent in another email.
The National Endowment for the Arts is governed by the provisions of the National
Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act, 20 U.S.C. 951 et seq., and the
Freedom of Information Act with respect to the release of agency records. In
accordance with the NEA's FOIA regulations, 45 C.F.R. 1100.5(b)(1), you may appeal
the Agency’s determination. Such an appeal must be made to the Chairman within ten
working days following the receipt of this e-mail. Additional information on the appeal
process may be found at the following link:
http://www.nea.gov/about/FOIA/index.html#appeal.
Please contact me if you have any questions about this response.
Sincerely,
FOIA Officer
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 608
Washington, DC 20506
Ph: (202)682-5746/Fax: (202)682-5572

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

Concerning an Appalachian Regional Development Initiative
Between and Among
Appalachian Regional Commission and
United States Department of Agriculture, United States Department of Commerce, United States
Department of Education, United States Department of Health and Human Services, United States
Department of Housing and Urban Development, United States Department of the Interior, United
States Department of Labor, United States Department of Transportation, United States Department
of the Treasury, United States Environmental Protection Agency, United States Small Business
Administration, and National Endowment for the Arts
I.

Purpose
This Memorandum of Understanding (Memorandum) is entered into by the signatory agencies
to establish an interagency collaboration and action plan specifically designed to strengthen and
diversify the Appalachian economy, improve the health and welfare of its people and to protect
the environment. This Memorandum aims to better deploy and coordinate Federal resources in
the Appalachian Region, and implement the goals, strategies and purposes of the Appalachian
Regional Development Act of 1965, as amended. This Memorandum includes short-term goals
to organize a Federal outreach initiative to assist with immediate capacity needs in the Region,
as well as long-term goals to facilitate the cooperation and collaboration of Federal agencies and
to disseminate policy and funding strategies to State and local partners.

II.

Authority
Under the provisions of the Appalachian Regional Development Act of 1965, as amended (40
U.S.C. 14101-14704), the Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) is authorized to serve as a
focal point and coordinating unit for Appalachian programs and to seek to coordinate the
economic development activities of, and the use of economic development resources by,
Federal agencies in the Appalachian Region (40 U.S.C. 14303 (a) (7) and (10)).

III.

Background
The Appalachian Region of the United States, as defined by statute, includes all of West Virginia
and portions of 12 other States, including Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi,
New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia.
Appalachia is generally characterized by three main sub-regions – Northern, Central and
Southern – each possessing unique socioeconomic challenges. Approximately 25 million people
live in the 205,000 square mile area called Appalachia, encompassing 420 counties.
Appalachia faces a combination of challenges that few other regions of the country experience,
including mountainous terrain, dispersed population, limited access to higher education,
shortages of financial and human capital, and lower per capita public investment. These
challenges have resulted in lower rates of educational attainment and higher rates of poverty
and underemployment. Appalachia also experiences continued underinvestment in critical
infrastructure-related work, including broadband, and wastewater and drinking water systems.
In addition, the Appalachian Region experiences significant health disparities and a lack of
access to health care. The most recent economic downturn has compounded these challenges,
and Appalachia has been affected even more severely than the nation as a whole.
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IV.

Findings
To help better understand Appalachia’s unique situation, several signatory agencies to this
Memorandum performed an economic assessment of the Region and sought the input of
Appalachian citizens through a series of listening sessions held in the Region and on an online
public comment website. The assessment reported that the well-being of the Appalachian
people remains below the national average on a wide range of key indicators, including high
rates of unemployment, disability, health disparities, and poverty, coupled with low per capita
incomes and college graduation rates. The assessment concludes that the combination of these
challenges has greatly hindered economic development in Appalachia. At the same time,
Appalachians who attended the listening sessions expressed frustration with the Region’s
overdependence on single-sector employment and concern over health issues associated with
environmental challenges. Attendees repeatedly requested help to take advantage of 21st
century educational and employment opportunities. Citizens were also concerned over the
shortage of regional economic development strategies and the lack of coordination to address
challenges by Federal, State, and local agencies.
The signatory agencies to this Memorandum find that these aforementioned concerns represent
critical challenges for Appalachia that could be more effectively addressed through a
coordinated and targeted Federal response, a strategy for which is outlined herein.

V.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Actions and Responsibilities
In response to these findings, the signatory agencies intend to:
Commit one representative to an Interagency Coordinating Council (Council) on Appalachia. The
Council, which is to be chaired by the ARC Federal Co-Chair, shall consist of a senior
representative designated by each agency head. The Council will meet in person at the
beginning of each fiscal year to commence yearly coordination efforts and periodically
thereafter to share information, establish policy priorities, and, where appropriate and
consistent with applicable statutory and regulatory authority, share information on new and
current funding opportunities and activities in the Region. The ARC Federal Co-Chair will be
responsible for organizing and hosting these meetings.
Commit local Federal agency representatives to three regional steering committees covering
each of Northern, Central, and Southern Appalachia. (See attached map for regional breakout)
Representatives on these steering committees should be senior agency field staff that work in
the Northern, Central and Southern regions. The steering committees will be responsible for
coordinating Federal activities in each sub-region and making policy recommendations to the
Council. Each steering committee is to meet at least once each fiscal year and will be comprised
of Federal personnel only.
Support the Council’s efforts to develop a strategy to further the purposes of the Appalachian
Regional Development Act (ARDA) of 1965, as amended (40 U.S.C. 14101-14704). The Council
will examine which agencies are best suited to work towards the fulfillment of the different
purposes of ARDA, and ascertain ways the agencies can work with Federal, State, and local
partners to advance these elements. As part of this effort, the Council will work with
participating agencies to gather information on prior year funding in Appalachia. In addition, the
Council will work with agencies to identify challenges encountered in their work in Appalachia
and help formulate mitigating strategies.
Through the Council, collaborate with States, local governments, and regional stakeholders, as
appropriate, to develop strategic initiatives and partnerships to pursue particular goals
developed through this initiative.
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e) Participate in a Federal technical assistance outreach initiative across Appalachia to better
inform citizens on how to access Federal grant assistance programs. Each agency agrees to
participate in strategic outreach sessions during which their programs are to be showcased and
described to State and local stakeholders. These sessions are to be designed and organized by
the Council, in partnership with the Northern, Central, and Southern Appalachian regional
steering committees, and are to occur as necessary at the agreement of the group.
f) Collaborate with a Federal Advisory Board to assess demographic, economic, and natural
resource trends in the Appalachian Region and identify issues where additional Federal
attention is needed to support community and regional development efforts. The Federal
Advisory Board is to be chaired by a representative from the Department of Agriculture’s
Economic Research Service and will coordinate closely with the Council. The Board will be
composed of Federal Government social scientists with expertise in research areas relevant to
the development challenges and opportunities in the Appalachian Region.
g) Actively seek opportunities, as appropriate, to collaborate with other Federal agencies to
support activities and investments in Appalachia related to the goals of this Memorandum.
VI.
Period of Agreement and Limitations
a) This Memorandum of Understanding will terminate on September 30, 2016, but may be
extended or amended at any time by mutual written agreement of signatory agencies.
b) This Memorandum does not create any right or benefit, substantive or procedural, enforceable
by law or equity, by persons who are not signatory agencies to this agreement, against any
party, their officers or employees, or any other person. This Memorandum does not direct or
apply to any person outside of any of the signatory agencies.
c) As required by the Antideficiency Act (31 U.S.C. 1341 and 1342), all commitments made by any
signatory agencies in this Memorandum are subject to the availability of appropriated funds and
budget priorities. Nothing in this Memorandum, in and of itself, obligates any signatory agency
to expend appropriations, to enter into any contract, assistance agreement, or interagency
agreement, or to incur other financial obligations. Any transaction involving transfers of funds
between the signatory agencies to this Memorandum will be handled in accordance with
applicable laws, regulations, and procedures under separate written agreements.
d) Nothing in this Memorandum shall obligate any of the signatory agencies to undertake any
activity not consistent with that agency’s laws, regulations, or priorities.
The signatory agencies hereto have executed this Memorandum concerning an Appalachian Regional
Development Initiative as of the latest date written below:
_____________________________
Earl Gohl, Federal Co-chair
Appalachian Regional Commission

_____________________________
11/12/2010
Date

_____________________________
Thomas Vilsack, Secretary
U.S. Department of Agriculture

_____________________________
11/12/2010
Date
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___________________________
Gary Locke, Secretary
U.S. Department of Commerce

_11/12/2010__________________
Date

_____________________________
Arnie Duncan, Secretary
U.S. Department of Education

11/12/2010
_____________________________
Date

_____________________________
Kathleen Sebelius, Secretary
U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services

______________________________
11/12/2010
Date

_____________________________
Shaun Donovan, Secretary
U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development

11/12/2010
______________________________
Date

_____________________________
Ken Salazar, Secretary
U.S. Department of the Interior

______________________________
Date

_____________________________
U.S. Department of Labor

______________________________
Date

_____________________________
Ray LaHood, Secretary
U.S. Department of Transportation

_11/12/2010____________________
Date

_____________________________
Timothy F. Geithner, Secretary
U.S. Department of the Treasury

_11/18/2010____________________
Date
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_____________________________
Lisa P. Jackson, Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

11/12/2010
______________________________
Date

_____________________________
Karen G. Mills, Administrator
U.S. Small Business Administration

_11/12/2010___________________
Date

_____________________________
Rocco Landesman, Chairman
National Endowment for the Arts

______________________________
Date

ARDI Steering
Committee
Regions
Northern
Central
Southern

Source: Appalachian Regional Commission.
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INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT
PURSUANT TO THE ECONOMY ACT
Through which the National Endowment for the Arts (NBA), Independent Agency
is Purchasing Services
to Produce its "Arts and Cultural Production Satellite Account" (ACPSA)
From the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), U.S. Department of Commerce
NEA Agreement #: G 12-00034
BEA Agreement#: RA 12 NEA 757

1. PURPOSE AND PARTIES
This Interagency Agreement establishes an agreement between the National Endowment for
the Arts (NBA) and the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), United States Department of
Commerce (DOC) through which NEA will pay BEA for the full cost to produce statistics
describing the industries producing, or industries providing goods and services to assist in the
production of arts and culture. The resulting product will be termed the "Arts and Cultural
Production Satellite Account" (ACPSA).
The foundation for this new account will be the BEA Benchmark Input-Output Table which
provides the foundation for most of the accounts in BEA including gross domestic product
(GDP).

2. BACKGROUND
The National Endowment for the Arts was established by Congress in 1965 as an
independent agency of the federal government. To date, the NEA has awarded more than $4
billion to support artistic excellence, creativity, and innovation for the benefit of individuals
and communities. The NEA extends its work through partnerships with state arts agencies,
local leaders, other federal agencies, and the philanthropic sector.
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3. AUTHORITY
The authorities for BEA and NEA to enter into this agreement are:
(1) The Economy Act, 31 U.S.C. § 1535, which provides that an agency may place an order
with a major organizational unit within the same agency or another agency for goods or
services if:
(A) Amounts are available;
(B) The ordering agency decides the order is in the best interest of the United
States Government;
(C) The agency to fill the order is able to provide or get by contract the ordered
goods or services; and
(D) The agency decides ordered goods or services cannot be provided by contract
as conveniently or cheaply by a commercial enterprise (payments must be
made on the basis of the actual cost of goods or services provided).
(2) The programmatic authority under which the Bureau of Economic Analysis provides
these services is Title 15 U.S.C. Section 1516, which authorizes the Secretary of
Commerce to control the gathering and distributing of statistical information naturally
relating to the subjects confided to his department.
The programmatic authority under which the National Endowment for the Arts is
authorized to enter into this agreement pursuant to Section 5(o) of the National
Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965 as amended [20 U.S.C. 951,
954(0)].

4. ECONOMY ACT FINDINGS
As set forth in the attached "Determinations and Finduigs Pursuant to 48 CFR 17.503," NEA
warrants that sufficient funding amounts are available, that this agreement is in the best
interest of the United States Government, and that the services requested cannot be provided
by contract as conveniently or cheaply by a commercial enterprise. BEA warrants that it is
able to provide the requested services.

5. TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Funding and financing for this agreement will not exceed $2,500,000.00. NEA wil1 provide
funding in the amount of $1,500,000 in FY2012 and amendments in FY 2013 and FY 2014
for the purpose of adding $500,000.00 each year. This funding will reimburse BEA's costs
incurred during fiscal years 2012 through 2014 to produce statistics describing the industries
producing or providing goods and services in the production of arts and culture.
BEA will bill the $1.5M for services and/or goods provided from when this agreement is
signed until 09/30/2013.
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6. STATEMENTOFWORK
The Bureau of Economic Analysis {BEA) promotes a better understanding of the U.S.
economy by providing the most timely, relevant and accurate economic account data in an
objective and cost-effective manner. BEA's Benchmark Input-Output (I-0) accounts provide
the foundation for nearly all the estimates of BEA including gross domestic product. BEA is
the agency responsible for producing these I-0 accounts.
Satellite Accounts are supplemental accounts that expand the analytical capacity of the main
accounts by focusing on a particular aspect of economic activity. BEA currently produces
three sets of satellite accounts: The travel and tourism satellite account; the research and
development satellite account; the health care satellite account. Previously BEA produced a
transportation satellite account.
Experience from developing and maintaining these accounts will assist BEA in producing
this new account. Likewise, the NEA's experience in conducting economic research and
analysis of arts and cultural industries will assist BEA in producing the account. BEA and the
NEA's Office of Research & Analysis will be in regular and frequent communication and
consultation throughout this process.

During FY 2012 BEA will produce a Project Plan for the Arts and Cultural Production
Satellite Account or ACPSA which will include:
o

The Background on satellite account concepts and structures as defined by the BEA
and international guidelines on national accounting
o Distill research carried out by other nations in the area of cultural statistics
o Present a preliminary listing of detailed industries and commodities BEA plans to
include in the account
o The satellite account for Arts and Cultural Production will include those industries
and commodities associated with establishments
o Whose output is intended chiefly as a function of creative or cultural
engagement
o Whose goods and services are intended chiefly to facilitate public access to
such output

During FY 2013 BEA will produce preliminary estimates for the ACPSA which will
include:
o Nominal estimates of annual output by detailed ACPSA industries
o Direct employment estimates by detailed ACPSA industries
o Indirect employment estimates by detailed ACPSA industries
o Compensation estimates by detailed ACPSA industries
o "Value-added" estimates by detailed ACPSA industries
These estimates will be based on the structure of the U.S. economy as defined by the BEA
2002 Input-Output Accounts. They will employ methods consistent with those used to
estimate gross domestic product, national income, and other national economic measures
published by BEA.
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During FY 2014 BEA will produce final estimates for the ACPSA which will include:
o
o

7.

Revisions and extensions to the estimates provided in FY 2013
An article in the Survey of Current Business

KEY OFFICIALS I PROJECT OFFICERS
Sunil Iyengar
Director, Research & Analysis
National Endowment for the Arts
Phone: (202) 682-5654
E-mail: iyengars@arts.endow.gov
PauIV.Kem
Branch Chief, Industry Economic Accounts
Bureau of Economic Analysis
U.S. Department of Commerce
1441 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20230
Phone: (202) 606-9596
Fax:
(202) 606-5316
E-mail: paul.kern@bea.gov

8. OBLIGATION OF FUNDS
NEA confirms that no-year funds are or, subject to appropriation, will be available in the
fiscal years under this agreement
Fiscal Year 2012
Fiscal Year 2013
Fiscal Year 2014

$ 1,500,000
$ 500,000
$ 500,000

BEA will bill NEA for reimbursement of funds via the Intragovernmental Payment and
Collection System (IP AC). Bills are to be submitted by fax or email to:
Finance Office Fax Number: 202-682-5679
Finance email: NEAinvoices@arts.gov
Contact: Brenda Owens 202-682-5461, owensb@arts.gov
NEA Finance Office/Billing Address:
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Finance Office, RM 624
Washington, DC 20506

9.

ACCOUNTING DATA
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Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA)
Agreement No.: RA 12 NEA 757
BEA Treasury Acco.unt Symbol: 00-00-13-2012-00-1500-000
BEA ALC:
13-06-0001
BEA DUNS: 929956381
BEA TIN:
52-1259974
COLL
BEA Type:
BEA Financial POC: Desirae Moorer, Budget Section Chief
Phone: (202) 606-9874
Fax:
(202) 606-5323
Email: budget@bea.gov

National Endowment for the Arts (NEA)
NEA Agreement No.: 012-00034
NEA ALC: 59-00-0002
NEA Treasury Account Symbol: 59XOIOO
NEA ACCS accounting: 00750D0000.20 l 2.00G0260000.0070380000.251l0
NEA funds expire: No Year Appropriated Funds
NEA DUNS: 92-8276468
NEA TIN: 52-1098587
NBA Type: DISB
NEA Financial POC: John Sotelo, Budget Office Director
Phone: (202) 682-5478
Email: soteloj@arts.gov

10. DURATION OF AGREEMENT
This agreement will become effective when signed by all parties. The agreement will
terminate on September 30, 2014, but may be amended at any time by mutual consent of
the parties. Either party may terminate this agreement by providing 1Q days written notice
to the other party.

11.

RESOLUTION OF DISAGREEMENTS
Should disagreements
on the interpretation of the provisions of this agreement or
amendments and/or revisions thereto, that cannot be resolved at the operating level,
area(s) of disagreement shall be stated in writing by each party and presented to the other
party for consideration. If agreement or interpretation is not reached within 30 days, the
parties shall forward the written presentation of the disagreement to respective higher
officials for appropriate resolution.
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If a dispute related to funding remains unresolved for more than 30 calendar days after the
parties have engaged in an escalation of the dispute, disputes will be resolved in accordance
with instructions provided in the Treasury Financial Manual (TFM) Volume I, Part 2,
Chapter 4700, Appendix 10, available at http://www.frns.treas.gov/tfm/index.html

12. ACCEPTANCE
The tµidersigned commit themselves, their successors, and their agencies to abide by the
provisions of this Interagency Agreement.

9/f;./! 2
Date
irector
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA)
U.S. Department of Commerce

Joan Shigekawa
Senior Deputy Chairman
National Endowment of the Arts
Independent Federal Agency
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Attachment
DETERMINATIONS AND FINDINGS
PURSUANT TO 48 CFR 17 .503

NEA warrants:
_X_ that sufficient funding amounts are available;
_X_ that this agreement is in the best interest of the United States Government; and
_X_ that the services requested cannot be provided by contract as conveniently or
cheaply by a commercial enterprise.
It has been determined that this Economy Act order:
_X_does not require contracting action by the servicing agency; or
_ _ does require contracting action by the servicing agency and that one of the following
circumstances exists:

_ _ the acquisition will appropriately be made under an existing contract of the
servicing agency, entered into before placement of the order, to meet the
requirements of the servicing agency for the same or similar supplies or
services;
_ _ the servicing agency has capabilities or expertise to enter into a contract for
such supplies or services which is not available within the requesting agency; or
_ _ the servicing agency is specifically authorized by law or regulation, i.e., [set
forth the citation for the law or regulation], to purchase such supplies or services
on behalf of other agencies.

~

Larry Baden ·
Deputy Chairman, Management & Budget
National Endowment for the Arts

BEA/ NEA
Arts & Cultural Production tial:emte Account

RA 12 NEA 757
$1,500,000.00

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Office of the General Counsel
Washington, O.C. 20230

SEP 05 2012
ECONOMY ACT AGREEMENT CLEARANCE

FOR:

Ophelia King, Accountant
Bureau of Economic Analysis
{BEA Agreement No. RA12NEA757}

~

FROM:

Barbara S. Fredericks, Assistant General Counsel for Administration

SUBJECT:

Revised Agreement between BEA and National Endowment for the Arts

tJ '-"

ACTIVITIES/COST: Pursuant to the attached revised agreement, BEA will perform statistical
work for the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA), to produce an Arts and Cultural Production
Satellite Account which will describe the industries producing or providing goods and services to
assist in the production of arts and culture. NEA will provide no-year funds to BEA in the
amount of $1,500,000 for the cost of services through September 30, 2013.
DURATION OF AGREEMENT: The attached agreement becomes effective upon signature
and will terminate on September 30, 2014. The period of performance for the current funding is
from signature through September 30, 2013. NEA will provide future funding by amendment to
the agreement. Each amendment will require separate clearance.
PROGRAMMATIC AUTHORITY: BEA is authorized to perform the requested work pursuant to

15 U.S.C. § 1516, which authorizes the Secretary to control the gathering and distributing of
statistical information naturally relating to the subjects confided to the Department. NEA has
authority for this work under the National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of
1965, as amended, 20 U.S.C. §§ 951and954(0).
OTHER COMMENTS: A signed Determination and Finding Statement is attached. The

attached agreement has been revised to clarify funding information and the period of
performance.
REVIEWING ATTORNEY: Andrea Torczon, 202-482~8028

Attachment

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
between the
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
and
BLUE STAR FAMILIES
I.

PARTIES AND PURPOSE

The purpose of this Memorandum of Understanding is to establish the framework for the
continuation of the Blue Star Museums program.

II.

LEGAL AUTHORITY

NEA: The National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965, as amended
(20 U.S.C. § 954(0)).

111.

BACKGROUND

Blue Star Museums is a collaboration among the National Endowment for the Arts, Blue
Star Families. Inc. ("Blue Star Families"), and more than 1,800 museums across
America. First launched in the summer of 2010, Blue Star Museums offers free
admission to all active duty and active duty National Guard, and reserve military
personnel and their families from Memorial Day through Labor Day. Leadership support
is provided by sponsors through Blue Star Families.
IV. STA TEMENT OF WORK

The National Endowment for the Arts shall. through the Director of Museums and
Visual Arts:
• Implement the Blue Star Museums program in collaboration with Blue Star Fam ilies
and coordinate the involvement of all appropriate NEA departments, including, but
not limited to, the following NEA offices: NEA Visual Arts and Museum Division, NEA
Chief of Staff, NEA Public Affairs, NEA Government Affairs, NEA Local Arts Agency
Division, NEA Management and Budget, and NEA Senior Staff.
• Support the .Slue Star Families' military outreach strategy by connecting Blue Star
Families to the appropriate museums and local arts agencies.
• Maintain contact with participating museums throughout the year, recruit new and
current museums and enroll those museums that want to participate in the program.

• Oversee the coordination and logistics for the Blue Star Museums Launch Event and
consult with Blue Star Families to choose a date, a city and a museum location for
the launch. Both parties must agree on the launch location and date.
• Provide oversight for the development and implementation of the communications
plan, developed and implemented by NEA Public Affairs in consultation and
collaboration with Blue Star Families.
• Coordinate the design of and payment for Blue Star Museum artwork so that military
installations and participating museums can download the artwork to create posters.
post cards and their own marketing and promotional materials.
• Update the Blue Star Museums website , the FAQs and the downloadable Blue Star
Museums PR tool kit.
• Ensure that Blue Star Families is informed of all communications with the White
House and Department of Defense.
• Conduct a survey of the museum partners in the fall of each year and share the data
and the results with Blue Star Families.
Blue Star Families shall:

•

Create a military community engagement and outreach plan in alignment with the
overall Blue Star Museums communications plan, messaging, and materials no later
than April 15.

•

Contact and coordinate three to five military families (with one member in uniform)
to participate in a photo/video shoot and interviews one week before the Blue Star
Museums Launch.

•

Contact and coord inate at least three military families and one senior uniformed
service member or to appear and speak at the Blue Star Museums Launch.

•

Ensure that the Blue Star Families uses current Blue Star Museums messaging,
copy, graphics, internet content, and materials as provided by the NEA.

•

Provide weekly blog content from participating service members, military spouses
and military kids.

•

Provide photos and video interviews of service members and their families from
Blue Star Families promotional events.

•

Ensure that the NEA Project Director is informed of all communications with the
White House and Department of Defense related to Blue Star Museums.

•

Ensure that the NEA Project Director and NEA Public Affairs representative are
consulted oo the Blue Star Families military engagement and outreach plan to
ensure consistent messaging, materials and tactics.

•

Share all data and results of surveys and anecdotes from participating services
members and their families.

The attached timeline specifies the anticipated dates for the above activities.

V. EFFECT OF AGREEMENT

This Memorandum of Understanding does not confer any legal right upon any private
person or private entity.
This Memorandum of Understanding does not restrict the NEA or Blue Star Families
from participating in similar activities or arrangements with other entities.
VI. CONTACTS

The Blue Star Families contact for this MOU is Mark D. Smith, Executive Director;
the NEA contact is Robert Frankel, Director, Museums and Visual Arts.
VII. TERM OF AGREEMENT

This Memorandum of Understanding shall become effective on the date of the last
signature herein.
This agreement may only be modified or amended in writing upon written request
of either party and with the concurrence of the other party.
This Memorandum of Understanding shall remain in effect until Sept 30, 2015, unless
renewed in writing prior to that date. This Memorandum of Understanding may be
terminated at any time earlier upon 60 calendar days advance written notice by one
party to the other.
VIII. ACKNOWLEDGMENT

All print, audio, video, digital, web-based and other materials relating to this program
shall acknowledge appropriately the support of the NEA, Blue Star Families and all
other partners.
IX.

AUTHORIZING SIGNATURES

For Blue Star Families:

I

Date
For the National Endowment for the Arts:

Date

Attachment: Timeline
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING between the
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
and BLUE STAR FAMILIES
ATTACHMENT

BASIC TIMELINE
FOR EACH OF THE THREE YEARS
OF THE PROJECT

September
January:

January:

NEA collect survey information from museums and maintain
NEA contact with museums
Assess prior year program
Discuss survey results
Begin Planning for next year
NEA and BSF agree upon regular meeting schedule from
January to August.
Regular NEA/BSF meetings begin

February/March:

NEA begins museum recruiting and updating PR Tool Kit

March 31 :

NEA Communications plan finalized

April 1:

Deadline for museum sign-up
PR Tool goes live
Launch date and location determined

April 15:
BSF Outreach plan finalized
BSM online map goes live
May 1:

Week prior to
Memorial Day:

BSF, NEA, DOD, military and government launch
participants confirmed

BSM Launch events

United States Government
Interagency Agreement (IAA)- Agreement Between Federal Agencies

General Terms and Conditions (GT &C) Section
IAA Number NEA-7556013
GT&C #

- 0000-

0000
------Order# Amendment/Mod #
DEPARTMENT AND/OR AGENCY

1.

Requesting Agency of Products/Services
Name
Address

Servicing Agency Providing Products/Services
U.S. Census Bureau
Demographic Surveys Division

National Endowment for the Arts (NEA)
Office of Research and Anarysis
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, DC 20506

4600 Silver Hill Road
Suitfand, MD 20746

2. Servicing Agency Agreement Tracking Number (Optional)

3. Assisted Acquisition Agreement Yes

D

NofZI

4. GT&C Action (Check action being taken)
IZJ New

D

Amendment - Complete only the GT&C blocks being changed and explain the changes being made.

D

Cancellation - Provide a brief explanation for the· IAA cancellation and complete the effective End Date.

5. Agreement Period

Start Date

04-15-2012

End Date

08-30-2013

ofIAA or effective cancellation date

MM-DD-YYYY

MM-DD·YYYY

6. Recurring ,Agreement (Check One) A Recurring Agreement will continue, unless a notice to discontinue is received.
YesD

If Yes, is this an: Annual Renewal
Other Renewal

D
D

State the other renewal period:

No IZJ
7. Agreement Type (Check One)

IZ!Single Order IAA

DMultiple Order IAA

8. Are Advance Payments Allowed for this IAA (Check One)
IZJYes
DNo
If Yes is checked, enter Requesting Agency's Statutory Authority Title and Citation
Census Statutory Authority Title 13 U.S.C 8(b)

Note: Specific advance amounts will be captured on each related Order.

FMS

Form
6-10

7600A

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICE
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United States Government
Interagency Agreement (IAA) - Agreement Between Federal Agencies

General Terms and Conditions (GT &C) Section
IAA Number

• oooo. 0000
------Order# Amendment/Mod #

NEA-7556013
GT&C #

9. Estimated Agreement Amount (The Servicing Agency completes all information for the. estimated agreement amount.)
(Optional for Assisted Acquisitions)
Provide a general explanation of the Overhead Fees & Charges
Direct cost _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _$_22_0_,_oo_o_.o_o_

Direct costs include overhead.

.overhead Fees & Charges ________$_0_.o_o_
Total Estimated Amount ______$_2_2_0_,o_o_o_.o_o
10. STATUTORY AUTHORITY
a. Requesting Agency's Authority (Check One)
Franchise Revolving
Working
Economy Act
Fund
Fund
Capital Fund
(31 U.S.C. 1535/FAR 17.5)

D

D

D

D

Other
Authority

tzJ

Fill in Statutory Authority Title and Citation for Franchise Fund, Revolving Fund, Working Capital Fund, or Other Authority
National Endowment for the Arts 20 U.S.C., Chapter 26, Subchapter I, 954(q)
·
b. Servicing Agency's Authority (Check One)
Economy Act
Franchise Revolving
Working
Fund
Fund
Capital Fund
(31U.S.C.1535/FAR 17.5)

D

D

D

D

Other
Authority

tzJ

Fill in Statutory Authority Title and Citation for Franchise Fund, Revolving Fund, Working Capital Fund, or Other Authority
Title 13 U.S.C. 8(b)
11. Requesting Agency's Scope (State and/or list attachments that support Requesting Agency's Scope.)
This interagency agreement (IAA) establishes an agreement between the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) and the
the Demographic Surveys Division (DSD), U.S. Census Bureau {Census), through which NEA will pay DSD to plan,
coordinate, conduct, process, and deliver data from the 2013 Public Participation in the Arts (PPIA) Supplement. The
purpose of the PPIA is to obtain information on type and frequency of adult participation in the arts; training and exposure
(particularly while young), an their musical and artistic activity preferences. The PPIA Supplement was last collected in
May 2008 and there are activities underway for the July 2012 data collection. Although PPIA is generally collected every
five years, the 2013 collection will be a shorter version of the larger supplement and wfll be collected every year. It was
previously collected in conjunction with the National Crime and Victimization Survey (NCVS) in 1982, 1985, and 1992.
The 1997 collection was conducted by the Westat Corporation. See attached Statement of Work.

12. Roles & Responsibilities for the Requesting Agency and Servicing Agency (State and/or list attachments for the roles and
responsibilities for the Requesting Agency and the Servicing Agency.)
·
The data collected/shared under this agreement are confidential under Title 13 U.S.C. § 9. Should the NEA staff require
access to Title 13 data from this survey to assist in the planning, data collection, data analysis, or production of final
products, those staff members are required to obtain Census Bureau Special Sworn Status (SSS). They must
demonstrate that they have suitable background clearance and they must take Title 13 Awareness Training.
Any access to Title .13 data at the NEA is subject to prior approval by the Census Bureau's Data Stewardship Executive
Policy Committee upon assurance that the NEA facility and information technology security meet Census Bureau
requirements.

FMS

Form

6-10

7600A
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I

United States Government
Interagency Agreement (IAA) - Agreement Between Federal Agencies

General Terms and Conditions (GT&C) Section
IAA Number

NEA-7556013
GT&C #

_ OOOO. 0000
------Order# Amendment!Mod #

13. Restrictions (Optional) (State and/or attach unique _requirements and/or mission specific restrictions specific to this IAA).
N/A

14. Assisted Acquisition Small Business Credit Clause (The Servicing Agency will allocate the socio-economic credit to the
Requesting Agency for any contract actions it has executed on behalf of the Requesting Agency.)
15. ·Disputes: Disputes related to this IAA shall be resolved in accordance with instructions provided in the Treasury Financial
Manual (TFM) Volume I, Part 2, Chapter 4700, Appendix 10; Intragovemmental Business Rules.

16. Termination (Insert the number of days that this IAA may be terminated by written notice by either the Requesting or Servicing
Agency.)
60 days

If this agreement is canceled, any implementing contract/order may also be canceled. If the IAA is terminated, the agencies shall
agree to the terms of the termination, including costs attributable to each party and the disposition of awarded and pending actions.
If the Servicing Agency incurs costs due to the Requesting Agency's failure to give the requisite notice of its intent to terminate the IAA, the
Requesting Agency shall pay any actual costs incurred by the Servicing Agency as a l'esult of the delay in notification, provided such costs
are directly attributable to the failure to give notice.

17. Assisted Acquisition Agreements - Requesting Agency's Organizations Authorized To Request Acquisition Assistance for
this IAA. (State or attach a. list of Requesting Agency's organizations authorized to request acquisition assistance for this IAA.)
NIA

18. Assisted Acquisition Agreements - Servicing Agency's Organizations authorized to Provide Acquisition Assistance for
this IAA. (State or attach a list of Servicing Agency's organizations authorized to provide acquisition for this IAA.)
N/A

19. Requesting Agency Clause(s) (Optional) (State and/or attach any additional Requesting Agency clauses.)

The effective date of this agreement is the last date signed or start date in block 5, whichever is later. This agreement

I may be amended at any time by mutual written consent of the parties.

FMS. ~~r~ 7600A

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICE
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United States Government
lnteragency Agreement (IAA)- Agreement Between Federal Agencies

General Terms and Conditions (GT&C) Section
IAA Number

NEA-7556013
GT&C #

_ OOOO _ 0000

----·---

Order # Amendment/Mod fl

20, SHvicing Agency Clause(s) (Optkmnl) (State and/or a!lach any 11ddHio11aJ Servicing

Ag~'m:y

cl:rnses,)

NIA

2 L Additional Requesting AgenC'y 1111d/or Servicing Agency Attachments (Optional) (Stale and/or attach any 11dditional
Requesting Agency and/or Servicing Agency atta,'.hments.)
NIA

22. Annual Review of fAA
By signing this agreement the parties agree lo annually review the IAA if the agreement period exceeds one year, Appropriate

changes will be made by amendment tot.he GT&C and/or n1<1dification to any affected Order(s}.
AGENCY OFFICIAL
111e Agency ()flldal is Urn highest level accepting aulh6rity or official as designated by the Requesting Agency and St>rvicing Agency
to sign this agreement. Each Agency Officral must ensure that the general terms and conditkms are properly defined, including the
stated statutory authMlties, and, that the scope of work can be fu!fi.lled per the agreement.
Thi.' .\g;reement Period Srnrt Date (Block 5) nrnsl be Hw same mi or later than the sigrmture dates,
A;wxt work for this fAA may NOT begin unlil an Order lrns be~•:n S!ff1.md by the appropriate imlividua!s, as stated in the lns.tructkms
)i;_y

n!;;<:ks 37 and .l8,

Requesting Agency
Joan Shigekawa
Title

Senior Deputy Chairman

Acting Chief, Demographic Surveys Division

.I----~~~~-!-~~~;__.:_~~~~~~~~~~~;-~~~~~~-

T cleplHme
Numbi:

(202) 682-5415

(301) 763-3811
(301) 763-4859

FMS
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United States Government
lnteragency Agreement {IAA}-Agreement Between Federal Agencies
Order Requirements and Funding Information (Order) Section
IAA Number NEA-7556013
GT&C#

- 0000
- 0000
Order# Amendment/Mod #

Servicing Agency's Agreement
.
Tracking Number (Optional) 0084-2012 018

-

PRIMARY ORGANIZATION/OFFICE INFORMATION

24.
Primary Organization/Office
Name
I Responsible. Organization/Office
Address

Requesting Agency
National Endowment for the Arts (NEA)
Office of Research and Analysis

Servicing Agency
U.S. Census Bureau
Demographic Surveys Division

1100 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, DC 20506

4600 Silver Hill Road
Suitland, MD 20746

ORDER/REQUIREMENTS.INFORMATION
25. Order Action (Check One)
IZ!New

CJ Modification (Mod)- List affected Order blocks being changed and explain the changes being made. For Example: for
a performance period mod, state new performance period for this Order in. Block 27. Fill out the Funding Modification
Summary by Line (Block 26) if the mod involves adding, deleting or changing Funding for an Order Line.

CJCancellation - Provide a brief explanation for Order cancellation and fill in the Perfonnance Period End Date for the
effective cancellation date.

26. Funding Modification
Summary by Line

Total

Line# - -

Original Line Funding

$

$

$

$

$0.00

Cumulative Funding Changes
From Prior Mods [addition (+) or
reduction HJ

$

$

$

$

$ 0.00

--

Line#

Total of All
Other Lines
(attach funding
details)

Line#

--

Funding Change for This Mod

$

$

$

$

$0.00

TOTAL Modified Obligation

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0~00

Total Advance Amount (-)

$

$

$

$

Net Modified Amount Due

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

27. Performance Period
·For a performance period mod,. insert
the start and end dates that reflect the
new performance period.

FMS ~~;~ 76008

Start Date

04-15-2012
MM-DD-YYYY

,'

End Date

08-30-2013
MM-DD-YYYY

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICE
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United States Government
lnteragency Agreement (IAA)-Agreement Between Federal Agencies
Order Requirements and Funding Information (Order) Section
IAA Number NEA-7556013
GT&C#

- 0000 - 0000
------Order # Amendment/Nlod #

Servicing Agency's Agreement
Tracking Number (Optional) 0084-2012-018

28. Order Line/Funding Information

Line Number

Requesting Agency Funding Information

Servicing Agency Funding Information

ALC

91-02-0001

13-04-0001

Treasury Agency Code

091

013

Trading Partner Code

091

013

TAS
59X0100
BETC
DISB
Object Class Code (Optional)

13X4512
COLL

928276468

BPN
BPN + 4 (Optional)

----

929955383

Additional Accounting
Classification/Information
(Optional)
Requesting Agency Funding Expiration Date

Requesting Agency Funding Cancellation Date

MM-DD-YYYY

MM-DD-YYYY

2013 Public Participation in the Arts Supplement/ CPS
Project Number & Title
Description of Products and/or Services, including the Bona Fide Need for this Order (State or attach a description of
products/services, including the bona fide need for this Order.)
·
This order covers tasks associated with the data collection of the 2013 PPIA Supplement. This includes the coordination of the
overall development, implementation, and documentation of the supplement. The period of performance for the work performed
pursuant to this funds transfer is from the effective date of the agreement through August 30, 2013.

North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) Number (Optional)
Breakdown of Reimbursable Line Costs

OR

Unit of Measure
Quantity
1

Unit Price
$220,000.00

' Overhead Fees & Charges

Total

N/A

Breakdown of Assisted Acquisition Line Cost:
Contract Cost

$

Servicing Fees

$

$220,000.00

Total Obligated Cost

$Q.OO

$

Advance for Line(-)

$

$ 220,000.00

Total Line Amount Obligated

Net Total Cost

11--~~~~~~~~~---1~~~~~~~~~1

Assisted Acquisition Servicing Fees Explanation

$

Advance Line Amount(-)

$ 220,000.00

Net Line Amount Due
Type of Service Requirements

D Severable Service
FMS ~~1~ 76008

IZI Non-severable Service

D Not Applicable
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICE

Page 2 of 5

United States Government
lnteragency Agreement (IAA) -Agreement Between Federal Agencies
Orde.r Requirements and Funding Information (Order) Section
IAA Number NEA-7556013
GT&C#

- .0000 - 0000
------Order# Amendment/Mod #

Servicing Agency's Agreement
Tracking Number (Optional) 0084-2012-018

29. Advance Information (Complete Block 29 if the Advance Payment for Products/Services was checked "Yes" on the GT&C.)
Total Advance Amount for the Order

220,000.00

[All Order Line advance amounts (Block 28) must sum to this total.]

Revenue Recognition Methodology (according to SFFAS 7) (Identify the Revenue Recognition Methodology that will be used to
account for the Requesting Agency's expense and the Servicing Agency's revenue) .
IZJ Straight-line -Provide amount to be accrued

D

~-------

and Number of Months

~~-

Accrual Per Work Completed-Identify the accounting posting period:

D Monthly per work completed & invoiced
D Other- Explain other regular period (bimonthly, quarterly, etc.) for posting accruals and how the accrual
amounts will be communicated if other than billed.

30. Total Net Order Amount: $ 220,000.00

~-----------~

[All Order Line Net Amounts Due for reimbursable agreements and Net Total Costs for Assisted Acquisition Agreements (Block 28)
must sum to this total.]

31. Attachments (State or list attachments.)
DKey project and/or acquisition milestones (Optional except for Assisted Acquisition Agreements)

Dother Attachments (Optional)

BILLING & PAYMENT INFORMATION
32. Payment Method (Check One) [Intra-governmental Payment and Collection (!PAC) is the Preferred Method.]
IfIPAC is used, the payment method must agree with the IPAC Trading Partner Agreement (TPA).

D Requesting Agency Initiated IPAC
D Charge Card

IZ:Jservicing Agency Initiated IPAC

D

Other - Explain other payment method and reasoning.

33. Billing Frequency (Check One)
[An Invoice must be submitted by the Servicing Agency and accepted by the Requesting Agency BEFORE funds are
reimbursed (i.e., via IPAC transaction)]
One time payment after signed by both

D

Monthly

D Quarterly

IZJother Billing Frequency (include explanation) parties

Upon IPAC notification (NSF 7-dlgit IANGT&C #above must
be referenced on all !PAC documents in the "obligation
34. Payment Terms (Check One)
07 days
IZJOther Payment Tenns (include explanation): number" filed, once signed by both parties.

FMS ~~~~ 76008
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I

I

United States Government
lnteragency Agreement {IAA)-Agreement Between Federal Agencies
Order Requirements and Funding Information {Order) Section
- 0000 - 0000
------Od
men
d men t/Md#
i
o
r er # A

IAA Number NEA-7556013
,
GT&C#

Servicing Agency's Agreement
T rac k'mg Num ber (0ipt10na
·
J) 0084 -2012 -018

35. Funding Clauses/Instructions (Optional) (State and/or list funding clauses/instructions.)
Funds must be obligated by the Servicing Agency no later than the Requesting Agency's funding cancellation date.

36. Delivery/Shipping Information for Products (Optional)
Agency Name

NEA

Point of Contact (POC) Name & Title

Elizabeth Holland, Program Analyst

POC Email Address

hollande@arts.gov

Delivery Address /Room Number

1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Room 616

POC Telephone Number

(202) 682-5548

Special Shipping Information

APPROVALS AND CONTACT INFORMATION

37. PROGRAM OFFICIALS
The Program Officials, as identified by the Requesting Agency and Servicing Agency, must ensure that the scope of work is
properly defined and can be fulfilled for this Order. The Program Official may or may not be the Contracting Officer depending on
each agency's IAA business process.
Requesting Agency

Servicing Agency

Name

Sunil Iyengar

Enrique J. Lamas

Title

Director, Office of Research and Analysis

Acting Chief, Demographic Surveys Division

Telephone Number

(202) 682-5654

(301) 763-3811

Fax Number

(202) 682-5677

(301) 763-4859

Email Address

iyengars@arts.gov

enrique.j.lamas@census.gov

SIGNATURE
Date Signed

38. FUNDING OFFICIALS - The Funds Approving Officials, as identified by the Requesting Agency and Servicing Agency, certify
that the funds are accurately cited and can be properly accounted for per the purposes set forth in the Order. The Requesting
Agency Funding Official signs to obligate funds. The Servicing Agency Funding Official signs to start the work, and to bill, collect,
and properly account for funds from the Requesting Agency, in accordance with the agreement.
Servicing Agency

Requesting Agency
Name

Sandy Stueckler

Enrique J. Lamas

Title

Director, Finance

Acting Chief, Demographic Surveys Division

Telephone Number

(202) 682-5491

(301) 763-3811

Fax Number

(301) 763-4859

Email Address

stueckls@arts.gov

SIGNATURE

~/Jr1d!P11

Date Signed

FMS ~~J1~ 76008
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Attachment 1.

2013 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN THE ARTS SUPPLEMENT
INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT (IAA)
Statement of Work

This Interagency Agreement (IAA) establishes an agreement between the National Endowment
of the Arts (NEA) and the U.S. Census Bureau, U.S. Department of Commerce, through which
NEA will pay the Census Bureau for work covered by this agreement. This agreement is for the
survey operations associated with the Public Participation in the Arts (PPIA) Supplement.
The complete scope of work for the supplement covers all the activities listed below:
a.

Coordinate overall development, implementation, and documentation of the
supplement.

b.

Specify and test the supplement instrument.

c.

Program the supplement instrument and test it against supporting systems
(e.g., laptop case management, Master Control, ROSCO, etc.).

d.

Prepare a 1-hour interviewer home study and field procedures memorandum, and
provide interviewer training via the home study.

e.

Collect data from CPS households, asking 12 questions in months-in-sample 3 and 7
only, using both CATI and CAPI interviewing and the same respondent selection
procedures employed for the 2012 PPIA supplement.

f.

Specify and program the

g.

Produce check tallies and summary tables (comparable, but with slight modifications
to set of tabs prepared following the 2012 PPIA supplement) to verify the integrity of
the data for the Census Bureau and NEA review. A sponsor file (CD-ROM) with the
results of the February 2013 CPS/PPIA and a data dictionary will also be provided.

h.

Provide NEA with copies of the February 2013 CPS public use CD-ROM and
technical documentation for their review.

L

Create a "Source and Accuracy Statement" describing the statistical properties of the
supplement data.

J.

Following sponsor approval, release supplement data to the public.

suppleme~t

edits and weights.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OUTGOING

AGREEMENT BETWEEN FEDERAL AGENCIES

FOR ED ORDER OF GOODS AND SERVICES
OTE TO EDUCA noN POINT OF CONTACT: Provide a brief explanation ol the goods or seNices Ofdeted, basis for detennining costs. and estimated total costs for multi-year projects using the BS-008
BUYER Payment Addendum. SOW or MOU. GSA OJX;onal Fonn 347 (Order for SuppTies or Setvices) and BS-008 EDBUYER PAYMENT ADDENDUM must be attached

to this Agreement.

pplicable provisions ol the FAR, Parts 3.1, 9.5, and 17.5, and a8 applicable conff/Ct of interest laws and regulations ate incorporated by reference with the same forte and effect as if given in fuR text.

EDUCATION OFFICE REQUESTING SERVICE:

OTHER FEDERAL AGENCY PERFORMING SERVICE:
(SELLER)

(BUYER)
PRINCIPAL OFFICE

AGENCY AND OF,,CE

_Offi_1c_e_
of_l_n~
n~
ov
_a~tl~o
·~n~a~n~d~l~
m=-r~
ov
_e~m
_e
~n_t"-'-"O_ll_,__ _ _---1NAM~

NAME:
ADDRESS:

400 Ma and Avenue. SW
Washin ton, DC 20202

ADDRESS:

National Endowment for the Arts

11 00 Penns lvania Avenue. N.W.
Washin ton, D.C. 20506

POINT OF CONTACT/ORDER

AGREEMENT CONTACT

CONTACT NAME:

NAME:

~.;.....'---'-'-'----------------.i

TELEPHONE NUMBER:

Tl!Ll!PHONE NUMBER:

EMAIL ADORE$$:

.=d:ia~:=i===o=i;;~=z;=... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ - IEMAIL ADDRESS:

BPN (DUNS) NUMBER:

IT!

§ @l

IT!

@J @1

IT! 0

§=70

0D

~-~-GGJ-Q-~-[DJJ

ORDER NUMBER:

---'-'-;....___.;...;....__

___

FAX#:

0 @I

@J § ~ §

BPN (DUNS) NUMBER:
INTERAOENCY

~

@I

~..;:...o

ooo

-08

'I fi

REFERENCE NUMllER:

Tawanna c. Coles

/AC NAME & INITIALS:

202-682-5002

arts.endow. ov

------------------~

tawanna.coles@e<l.gov

/AC EMAIL ADDRESS:
TOTAL ORDER AMOUNT:

$ 350,000.00

2012

1'/SCAL YEAR:

CERTIFICATION OF AVAILABILITY OF.fUNDS:

DATE:

Af':.f!.ROVA!J'R!JMJ.tf._1,J,_ER_'SflNANCE!Bl.!_fl_GET OFFIC§R;

jj>'.

Fl/llA#CEIS.UDGET OFFICER

9

c

$/GllA nJllE:

AUTHORITY
ED AUTHORITY: 20 U.S.C. Secllon 3475

20 U.S.C. 954{0) a nd 954(a)

SELLER AUTHORITY:

PERFORMANCE PERIOD
FROM:

September 1~2012

August31 , 2013

THROUGH:

ACCOUNTING DATA AND CLEARANCES
FINANCING: (BUYING AGENCY • $ OUT)

PINANCING: (SELLING AGENCY • $ IN)
ALC:

PPROPITREASURY ACCT SYMBOL(TAS):

APPROPITREASURY ACCT SYMBOL(TAS):

5

9

0

0

0

APPROPITREASURY ACCT SYMBOL(TAS):

0

0

2

APPROPITREASURY ACCT SYMBOL(TAS):

69X0100

91120204

$ 350,000.00
AMOUNT:
~$---------tAMOUNT:
9/30/2012
Al'PROP EXP DATE:
PPROP CANCEL DATE:
9/30/2017 APPROP CANCEL DA TE:

~$_3_5_0~.o_o_o_.o_o~~~---1 A•ouN~

$

PPROP EXP DATE:

BUSINESS EVENT TYPE CODE (BETC):

Will imtillt• /lllym•nt tnns•ction:

Yes

I D I Is I B I
CJ

~

BUSINESS EVENT TYPE CODE (BETC):

Will lnltil.t•

JNIY"'""' tnn. .ctlon:

ED CLEARANCES: ( sl!Jn a_nd d.at•}

Yes

I c I0 I L I L I
ITJ

OTHER /NFORltlAT/ON:

No

CJ

(optional)

TITLE:
SIGNATURE & DATE:

SIGNATURE & DAT/!:

(Page 1 of 2)

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OUTGOING

'°l'<ltl,J<lt~

EDBUYER PAYMENT ADDENDUM
AGREEMENT BETWEEN FEDERAL AGENCIES

FOR ED ORDER OF GOODS AND SERVICES
eD PRINCIPAL OFFICE (BUYER):
Completes Sections 11 11, Ill and IV
I.

Payment Information:

@@l·~·~·Ql·~·lolololol

ORDER NUMBER:

II.

MODE:

REIMBURSEMENT

TIMING:

LUMP SUM

METHOD:

IPAC

D

[I]

0

ADVANCE OF FUNDS

D

MONTHLY

D

or OTHER

D

OTHER (explain}:

(explain}:
(Use this space for edditional Buying Agency appropriations, continued from BS-008 EDBUYER fonn (page 1 of 2).)

Additional Financing Information:

AppropriationfTAS:
Amount:
Appropriation Expiration Date:
Appropriation Cancellation Dale:

Ill.

0

QUARTERLY

AppropriationfTAS:
Amount
Appropriation Expiration Date:
Appropriation Cancellation Dale:

(A brief description of the oroer must be provided in this sedion.}

Brief Description of Goods or Services Ordered:

This Is an lnteragency Agreement between the Department of Education and the National Endowment for the Arts in support for Arts Education Partnership. The purPOse of the
Arts Education Partnership is to strengthen arts education as an integral part of lhe elementary and secondary school curriculum.

IV.

Additional Terms and Conditi ons:

MODIFICATION, TERMINATION, OR CANCELLATION
Each party may, at its option, modify, tenninate, or cancel this agreement with
days notice to the other party. (Enter the number of days notice as negotiated by the Parties.)
30
In the event an order is cancelled by the buyer. the seller is autholized to collect costs incurred prior to cancellation of tile order plus any tennination costs.
DISPUTE RESOLUTION
In the event of a dispute concerning either the accounting treatment or the contractual aspects of this agreemen~ the parties agree to resolve the dispute using the dispute resolution procedures set forth in Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) Memorandum M-07-03, Business Rules for lntragovemmentai Transactions, da1ed November 13, 2006, and Treasuiy Financial Manual, Volume 1, Bulletin No. 2007-03. Section VII.
The link to the Business Rules is provided below.
httl!'flwww,fm§ . ~s.gov/!fm/vol1/07-03 .ll!jf

OTHER FEDERAL AGENCY (SELLER)r Completes either Section V.A. or V.B.

v.

ED Chief Financial Officer Required Informati on:
(To be completed by the Selling Agency Finance Office.)
Questions pertaining to this section should be directed to the ED Finance Points of Contact Leon Scott (2ll2) 205·2423 or Carolyn Ashby (202) 401·3887;
Email: Leon.Scotl@ed.gov or Carolyn.Ashby@ed.gov; Fax: (202) 205-0765
SELLING AGENCY NAME:
U.S. De2artment of Education

A. COMPLETE THIS SECTION FOR REIMBURSEMENT PAYMENTS:
1. When will REVENUE be recognized?
a) Upon signing ol agi-eement:

b) Upon rOC$ipt of tPAC cash:

D

c) Asexponm~:

D

d) Periodically for the &esser of the specified bi1Un9 anoun1 or e:xpcnses incurred.

P•riod is:

Monttiy

•) Periodic3ly for tho) spocified bilftng amount regar<hss of tho oxpenS'3s incu"od.

Period i$:

Monthly

D

D

auart•rty D

Yearly D

UponComplolion D

D

Ouarteriy D

YearlyD

Upon Completion D

I) Other (please specify):

2. When will RECEIVABLES be recognized?
a) A.s oxponses acx:rue:
b) Periodically for the lasso< of the sP8Qfied bilftng amo<Jnt or •"ll"nses incu"ed.
D
c) Periodically for th<> spocifl8d billing amount regardless of the expenses incurred. Period is:
Monlhly
D
d) Olhe< (ploaS<3 '1'9cify):

Peflod i$: Monthly
Quarterly D

Yearly D

Ouartcny D

D

Upon Completion D

Upon Complelioo D

Yearty D

B. COMPLETE THIS SECTION FOR ADVANCE PAYMENTS:
1. When will an ADVANCES FROM OTHERS be recognized?
•) Upon si!1'il19 of ~roomont

b) Upon receipt of IPAC easll:

D

e) Al the end of the fioe<i year:

D

ID

d) Wo are not going to rocognize <nentry to 'Mvanc•s kom Others' SGL2310:

D

e) Other (please specify):

2. When will the ADVANCES FROM OTHERS be liquidated?
a) At fiscal yea> end:

b) As expenses accrue;

D

c)

D

Period'~y.

Ptriod is: Monthly

D

Ouanony D

Upon Completion D

Yearly D

d) 01her (please specify):

3. If an advance is recognized, the ED Finance POC will be notified quarterly via fax or email ol the advance liquidation and balance for elimination and expense recognition purposes.
•) Agr..:

D

b)

Oi~roo

and havedi$0Ussod with ED Finance POC:

D

Comments:

4. When will REVENUE be recognized?
a) Upon signing of agreement

D

b) Upon reoeipt of IPAC cash:

D

c) As expensos accrue: D

d) Periodiealy. Period is:

Mont~

D

Quarterly D

Yearly D

UponCompletion D

•) Oltior (please specify):

Accounting/Finance Point of Contact:

~DA

Printed N1me:

Lois Rolds

awe-Ns

BS-008 EDBUYER PAYMENT ADDENDUM {JUL 2008)

o(J.tcf'(S~~S~GOI

fietdsl@arts.gov

~7,- ~ .8~ -51/6"'1
Telephone Number

202"682-5461
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PAGE

ORDER FOR SUPPLIES OR SERVICES

a. NAME OF CONSIGNEE

ED-011-12-J-0003

3. 0RDERNO.

3

6.SHIPTO:

(If any)

2. CONTRACT NO.

JUL 23, 2012

PAGES

1

IMPORTANT: Mark all packages and papers with contract and/or order numbers.
1. DATEOF ORDER

OF

Twanna Coles

4. REQUISITION/REFERENCE NO.

b. STREET ADDRESS
5. ISSUING OFFICE

See Schedule

(Address correspondence to)

011
US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, 400 Maryland Ave SW - Rm
4W300
Washington, DC, 20202, USA

7. TO:
00001766 TIN: 123456789
DUNS: 928276468
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS

c.CITY

Id. STATE

rZIPCODE

If. ~H l l'VIA

a. NAME OF CONTRACTOR

8. TYPE OF ORDER

b. COMPANY NAME

~

c. STREET ADDRESS

1100 PENNSYLVANIA AVE NW
d.CITY

le. STATE

DC

WASHINGTON

rZIPCODE

205060001

9. ACCOUNTING AND APPROPRIATION DATA

See Schedule

delivery order is subject to
instructions contained on this side

f;lr.~~~7~i~~ ~~~~~;i~~ig,St"t.~ect

above-numbered contract.

10. REQUISITIONING OFFICE

Obligated Amount: $350,000.00

11. BUSINESS CLASSIFICATION (

D
D

D b.instructions
DELIVERY •• Except for billin9
on the reverse, this

a. PURCHASE

REFERENCE YOUR:
Please furnish the followin~ on the
terms and conditions speci 1ed on both
sides of this order and on the attached
sheet, if any, including delivery as
indicated.

Ched<. appropriate box(es)

a.SMALL

~

b. OTHER THAN SMALL

d. WOMEN-OWNED

D

e. HUBZone

12. F.O.B. POINT

)

D c. DISADVANTAGED
D f. SERVICE-DISABLED VETERAN-OWNED
14. GOVERNMENT BIL NO.

13.PLACE OF

II). ACCEPTANCE

a. INSPECTION

ITEM NO.
(a)

(b)

16. DISCOUNTTERMS

15. DELIVER TO F.O.B. POINT ON
OR BEFORE (Date)

0% O Days Net O

SEP 01 , 2012
17. SCH EDULE

SUPPLIES OR
SERVICES

Destination

(See reverse for Re1ect1ons)

QUANTITY
ORDERED
(cl

UNIT

UNIT
PRICE

AMOUNT

(d)

(el

(f)

QUANTITY
ACCEPTED
()

See Continuation Page For Line Item Details

19. GROSS SHIPPING WEIGHT

18. SHIPPING POINT

21. MAIL INVOICE TO:
SEE BILLING
IN5TRUCTIONS
ON
REVERSE

20. INVOICE NO.

OllTC

a.NAME

Twanna Coles
b. STREET ADDRESS

17(h}TOT .
(Cont.
pages}

$350,000.00

<l

$350,000.00

<J ;~~~~

(or P.O. Box)

US Department of Education/Oii
400 Maryland Avenue, SW, Room 4W330

17(i}
d. STATE

c. CITY

DC

Washington

e. ZIP CODE

20202
23. NAME

(Typed)

22.UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA BY
(Signature)
r----~

AUTHORIZED FOR LOCAL REPRODUCTION
PREVIOUS EDITION NOT USABLE

TITLE: CONTRACTING/ORDERING OFFICER

OPTIONAL FORM 347

(REV. 1012010)
Prescribed by GSNFAR 48 CFR 53.213(e)

sOPPLEMENfAt iNVoiCING iNFORMAfioN
If desired, this order (or a copy thereof) may be used by the Contractor as the Contractor's invoice, instead of a separate invoice,
provided the following statement, (signed and dated) is on (or attached to) the order: "Payment is requested in the amount of
$_ _ _.No other invoice will be submitted." However, if the Contractor wishes to submit an invoice, the following information
must be provided; contract number (if any), order number, item number(s), description of supplies or service, sizes, quantities, unit
prices, and extended totals. Prepaid shipping costs will be indicated as a separate item on the invoice. Where shipping costs
exceed $10 (except for parcel post), the billing must be supported by a bill of lading or receipt. When several orders are invoiced
to an ordering activity during the same billing period, consolidated periodic billings are encouraged.

RECEIVING REPORT
Quantity in the "Quantity Accepted" column on the face of this order has been:

D inspected, D accepted, D received by me

and conforms to contract. Items listed below have been rejected for the reason s indicated.

SHIPMENT
NUMBER

I PARTIAL
I FINAL

TOTAL CONTAINERS

IGROSS vvtlGHT

DATE RECEIVED

ISIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED U.S. GOVT REP.

RECEIVED AT

ITITLE

IDATC

REPORT OF REJECTIONS
ITEM NO.

UNIT

SUPPLIES OR SERVICES

ED-011-12-J-0003

QUANTITY
REJECTED

REASON FOR REJECTION

OPTIONAL FORM 347

(REV. 1012010)

BACK

SCHEDULE Continued
ITEM NO.

QUANTITY

SUPPLIES/SERVICES

UNIT

AMOUNT$

UNITPRICE $

Contracting Officer: None
Primary Contracting Officer Representative: Tawanna C.
Coles, 202-205-4505, tawanna.coles@ed.gov
Alternate Contracting Officer Representative(s):
None
Primary Technical Point of Contact: None
Alternate Technical Point of Contact(s):
None

0001

lnteragency Agreement between the Department of
Education and the National Endowment for the Arts.
The purpose of this Agreement is to strengthen arts
eduation as an integral part of the elementary and
secondary school curriculum, to help ensure that all
students meet challenging State content standards,
to assist in the development and implementation of
assessments, and to support the national effort to enable
all students to demonstrate competence in the arts.

1.00

SE

NTE
350,000.00

NTE
350,000.00

Accounting and Appropriation Data:
0204A2012.B.2012.EUOOOOOO.UAD.2530A.000.351.
0000.000000
$350,000.00
DELIVERY DATE: 09/0 }'2012
SHIP TO:
Twanna Coles
US Department of Education/Oii
400 Maryland Avenue, SW, Room 4W330
Washington DC 20202
FOB : Destination
Pricing Option: Firm-Fixed-Price

.
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INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND
THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS

The Department of Education (ED) and the National Endowment for the Arts (Endowment) enter
into this interagency agreement for a joint project to support the activities of the Arts Education
Partnership.
The purpose of the Arts Education Partnership is to strengthen arts education as an integral part
of the elementary and secondary school curriculum, to help ensure that all students meet
challenging State content standards, to assist in the development and implementation of
assessments, and to support the national effort to enable all students to demonstrate competence
in the arts. The passage of the No Child Left Behind Act made the arts one of the ten core
academic subjects. This provides an important opportunity for the arts to become a part of the
core curriculum for all students. While No Child Left Behind holds schools accountable for
reading, math, and science, the arts are recognized as an important part of the core experience for
all children.
Under this agreement, ED through its Office of Innovation and Improvement (OII) will provide
$350,000 to the Endowment in FY 12 for the Arts Education Partnership. The Endowment will
enter into a cooperative agreement with the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) to
manage the Arts Education Partnership and will provide the Arts Education Partnership with
$700,000 ($350,000 from NEA and $350,000 from ED) in FY 12. This agreement amends the
current agreement, signed in September 2011.
AUTHORITY

This agreement is authorized by:
The National Endowment for the Arts - The National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965, 20 U.S.C. Sections 954(0). The United States Department of Education - Section
415 (a) of the Department of Education Organization Act, 20 U.S.C. Section 3475; Section 5551
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, 20 U.S.C. 7271.
Section 430 of the General Education Provisions Act (GEPA) (20 U.S.C. 1231, (et seq.)
authorizes the Secretary of Education to enter into arrangements with other Federal agencies to
jointly carry out projects of common interest, to transfer such funds appropriated under any
applicable program consistent with the statutes authorizing the appropriations of such funds, and
to use the administering agency's procedures to award contracts or grants.
The Secretary shall provide notice to the Education and the Workforce Committee of the House
of Representatives and the Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee of the Senate of
this joint funding agreement not later than 60 days after the effective date of this agreement.

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

The Arts Education Partnership was formed in 1995 through a cooperative agreement between
the United States Department of Education and the National Endowment for the Arts, the
National Assembly of State Arts Agencies, and the Council of Chief State School O:ffic~rs. Over
150 national organizations committed to promoting arts education in elementary, secondary
schools and institutions throughout the country have joined the Partnership to help states and
local school districts integrate the arts into their educational improvement plans under federal,
state, and local initiatives. The Partnership works closely with state teams composed of
representatives from the state education agency, state arts agency, and the state alliance for arts
education. The Partnership is not an advisory body to the Endowment or the Department of
Education.
The National Endowment for the Arts and the United States Department of Education, with the
support of the private sector, wish to support the continuation of the Arts Education Partnership
to facilitate planning, communication, research, and collaboration among the national
organizations, government agencies, foundations, and businesses that share the goal of making
the arts part of basic education, consistent with the AEP strategic plan and goals.
Under this Agreement in FY 12, the Department of Education shall:
•

Transfer $350,000 to the National Endowment for the Arts to fund the Arts Education
Partnership. Funds transferred by ED for this purpose will be provided through Title V,
Part D, Subpart 15 (Arts in Education) of the Elementary and Secondary Education Art;

•

Monitor the cooperative agreement with the Arts Education Partnership through Oii;

•

Meet with the Endowment and a representative of Arts Education Partnership for
quarterly discussions of completed activities, planned activities, and coordination of
activities among the entities; and

•

Participate in the Arts Education Partnership, including its Governance Committee.

The National Endowment for the Arts shall be the lead agency for this project. The
cooperative agreement shall be governed by established Endowment procedures. The
Endowment shall:
•

Enter into a cooperative agreement with the CCSSO to facilitate and coordinate the
activities of the Arts Education Partnership.

•

Provide CCSSO with $700,000 ($350,000 from the Endowment and $350,000 from ED)
in FY 12 to fund the Arts Education Partnership.

•

Monitor and supervise the cooperative agreement and the Arts Education Partnership
through the Arts Education Director and assigned program staff;

•

Ensure that ED's designated representatives are notified of all meetings of the
Partnership, its Governing Committee, and meetings with public and private funders
noted previously in this document;

•

Ensure that ED is provided a semi-annual interim performance report;

•

Ensure that ED is provided with disseminated materials on a regular basis;

•

Ensure that ED and OII receive appropriate credit for supporting any activities and
products developed and disseminated as a result of the activities supported with these
funds;

•

Ensure that OII is provided with a copy of the Cooperator's final report 45 days after
receipt by the NEA;

•

Administer and account for ED funds in accordance with applicable statutory and
regulatory requirements; and

•

Participate in the Arts Education Partnership, including its Governance Committee.

The Executive Director of the Arts Education Partnership will facilitate planning,
communications, and collaborative actions by participants in the Arts Education Partnership. In
continuing the Arts Education Partnership, the Executive Director will:
•

Coordinate planned objectives;

•

Develop and implement specific measures that are clearly defined and carefully
integrated into AEP's strategic plan. Progress on these measures will be described in a
brief mid-year and a more substantial end of year report;

•

Facilitate periodic meetings and subcommittee meetings of the Partnership participants;

•

Include at least one session at each meeting that focuses on models that reflect promising
arts education practices;

•

Include "choice" schools that have an arts theme or integration of arts at schools with
promising arts education practices;

•

Continue the focus on research and evaluation, with at least one session at each meeting
on either one or both topics;

•

Work with participating organizations to create a commitment to the Partnership's
mission among their state and local officials and constituents;

•

Provide a speaker or topic for the annual Arts Project Directors meeting;

•

Maintain regular communications with participants of the Partnership and disseminate
information through the AEP listserv to include but not limited to announcements of
upcoming grant competitions and abstracts and/or other relevant information on
Department of Education Arts-in-Education grants and initiatives on the AEP's website,
listserv, and other means of communication to Partnership members;

•

Select and manage a fulltime Associate for Research in the field of arts education;

•

Serve as a catalyst in encouraging partnerships among participants;

•

Maintain a database of state changes in the inclusion of arts as an integral part of
education and the inclusion of arts in the states assessments and make that data available
to ED and the Endowment;

•

Assure additional resources are secured to implement the priorities outlined in the Arts
Education Action Plan and annual work plan; and

•

Disseminate promising practices to key audiences, including information and research
developed through U.S. Department of Education arts education grants programs.

TRANSFER OF FUNDS
Upon execution ofthis agreement, the Endowment shall initiate the transfer of $350,000 from
the Department of Education through the Intra-Government Payment and Collection (IP AC)
system. In FY 12, ED will provide $350,000 to the Endowment and include the ability for either
entity to adjust the doJlar amount.

TERM OF AGREEMENT
This interagency agreement shall become effective on the date of the last signature herein.
This agreement may be modified or amended only upon written request of either party and with
the concurrence of the other party.

This interagency agreement may be terminated at any time earlier upon 30 calendar days
advance written notice by one Party to the other.

EFFECTIVE DATE AND DURATION
The effective dates ofthis Interagency Agreement will be September 1, 2012 through August 31 ,
2013

SIGNATORIES

e on,III
sistant Deputy Secretary
for Innovation and Improvement

·~'
~'§dL-cl~--Joan Shigekawa
Senior Deputy Chairman
National Endowment for the Arts

Date

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
AND THE
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WHEREAS, the purpose of the original interagency agreement between the National
Endowment for the Arts (NEA) and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was to
partner in supporting the Governors' Institute on Community Design (Governors' Institute);
\VHEREAS, the goal of the Governors' Institute is to provide training and technical assistance
to governors and other key state officials about the costs of sprawling land-consumptive
·development and the benefits of regional and community design;
WHEREAS, EPA provided funds to NEA to support the Governors' Institute initiative under a
2005 interagency agreement and NEA contributed its own resources as well;
WHEREAS, NEA competitively selected a cooperative agreement recipient, the Smart Growth
Leadership Institute of Smart Growth America (c.ollectively Smart Growth), to conduct major
responsibilities for Governors' Institute;
WHEREAS, the NEA no longer intends to fund the Governors' Institute beyond December 31,
201 l, and the EPA intends to continue funding the Governors' Institute at appropriate levels
detennined by the EPA;
NOW THEREFORE, the NEA and EPA (collectively, the Parties, and
mutually agree as follows:

individually~

a Party)

ARTICLE I - OBJECTIVE
This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) establishes the terms and conditions under which
the NEA may transfer its responsibilities and any related rights concerning the Governors'
Institute initiative to EPA. For this purpose, the NEA, resolves to provide the necessary
resources and software used during the .Parties' partnership to EPA pursuant to the terms
contained herein.

ARTICLE II - IMPLEM.ENT A TION
A. The details of all transfers of software and related items are set forth in this MOU.

B. The NEA is to notify the cooperator, Smart Growth, in writing that the NEA
will not be providing financial assistance for the Governors' Institute beyond the
December 2011 end dates of the FY09 and FY10 cooperative agreements between NEA and
Smart Growth. Additionally, NEA is to advise Smart Growth of the federal government's rights
under 2 CFR 215.36 to obtain, reproduce and use materials and data produced under the NEA
cooperative agreement for federal purposes, and to authorize others to do so.

C. The NEA has requested that Smart GroVi<1h take the following steps:
1. Ensure that the maintenance fees and all other related fees~ for the Governors
Institute web site if any, are current and continue to be paid on a timely basis
through the end of December 2011. All costs incurred by December 31, 2011, by
Smart Gro\:vth must be paid within 90 days of this date.
2. Forward all passwords and/or access codes for the \Vebsite to the NEA no later
than September 30, 2011. Smart Growth will still use the passwords and access
codes through the end of the FY09 and FY 10 cooperative agreements in
December 2011.
3. Advise the NEA if Smart Growth has any knowledge of any website-related
matters that the NEA should communicate to EPA to ensure that the website
functions properly.
4. Provide a list of all Governors' Institute materials and data sets, including
archived materials and data sets, in Smart GrO\ivth's possession that were
developed or produced with NEA funds.

5. Provide final reports for the FY09 and FY 10 cooperative agreements to the NEA
no later than 90 days after December 31, 2011.

D. The NEA is to provide EPA with an interim letter once Smart Growth has completed
the actions set forth in Article II.C. 1-4. The NEA is to provide the EPA with a close-out Jetter
for the 2005 interagency agreement once the NEA has received Smart Growth's final reports, as
provided in Article II.C.5.
E. The EPA intends to issue a Request for Proposals to provide financial assistance for
continuation of the Governors' Institute, The EPA may seek representatives from the NEA to
participate on the review panel for the Request for Proposals.

F. The EPA intends to maintain documents and other materials, archived and otherwise,
related to the Governors' Institute that EPA receives from Smart Growth or the NEA in
accordance with EPA Records Retention Schedules applicable to interagency agreements and
financial assistance agreements.
G. The designated offices for the coordination and management of this Agreement, and
to which all requests under this Agreement should be made, are:
1. For the NEA:

Jason Schupach
Director of Design
National EndoMnent for the Arts
1I00 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 729
Washington, DC 20506
Telephone: 202-682-5786
Facsimile: 202-682-5721
Email: schupbachj@arts.gov

2. For the EPA:
Clark Wilson
Office of Sustainable Communities
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania A venue, NW
Washington, DC 20460
Telephone: 202~566-2880
Facsimile: 202-566-2868
Email: !-!..:!..:~~~~!:2:~;.;.::::.!L'±:..t:i>~:.'. ..'-.

ARTICLE 111 - DESCRIPTION OF WEBSITE
The NEA initiated the creation of the Governors' Institute website by using an online
tum~key design by Genesis Theme Framework by Studio Press to populate the site with content.

ARTICLE IV - TRANSFER OF WEBSITE
A. As provided in 2 CFR 215.36, the NEA reserved a royalty-free, nonexclusive and

irrevocable right to reproduce, publish, or otherwise use the website content for Federal purposes
and to authorize others to do so under the terms ofNEA's cooperative agreement with Smart
Growth. Upon receipt from Smart Growth of the necessary passwords, the NEA will transfer the
website, including any and all intellectual property rights, to EPA. Upon receipt, EPA intends to
determine whether to continue to ope.rate the Governors' Institute pending EPA's selection of a
financial assistance recipient to continue the project.
B. To the extent that the website includes any additional content, data sets or software
that are not subject to 2 CFR 215.36 and are proprietary to a third party, the EPA will have to
seek any relevant rights or releases directly, including any rights related to website development
by Smart Growth or Studio Press.
C. The NEA is to obtain all necessary passwords and any other relevant access
infonnation from Smart Growth and provide such information to the EPA.

ARTICLE V - TRANSFER OF TRADEMARK
A. The NEA shall assign ownership of the Governors' Institute trademark to EPA
through the Parties' signature to this MOU.

B. The NEA shall record the assignment of its Governors' Institute trademark with the
Assignment Services Division of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office to maintain clear title.
C. The EPA shall, upon the trademark's assignment, assume full responsibility and
control of the Governors' Institute trademark.

ARTICLE VI - FINANCIAL PROVISIONS
The NBA will no longer provide funding to the Governors' Institute initiative. Smart Growth, the
NEA's cooperator, may not enter into any new obligations on behalf of the Governors' Institute
initiative after December 31, 2011. Smart Growth has ninety (90) days following December 31,
2011, to satisfy all financial obligations that it incurred for the Governors' Institute initiative.
The NEA acknowledges that all financial matters related to work performed by Smart GroVi.iih
through December 31, 2011 are to be directed to NEA. The EPA acknowledges that all financial
matters from the date of signature of this MOU regarding the website and any new initiatives on
behalf of the Governors' Institute are to be directed to the EPA. However> this MOU does not in
and of itself require EPA to incur financial obligations relating to the Governors' Institute and all
commitments EPA makes under this MOU are subject to the availability of appropriated funds
and EPA budget priorities. Any transaction involving transfers of funds between the parties to

this MOU will be handled in accordance with applicable laws, regulations, and procedures under
separate written agreements.

ARTICLE X - RESOLUTION OF DISAGREEMENTS
The Parties are to resolve any disagreement regarding the interpretation or application of
this Agreement in consultations between the Parties. This MOU does not create any right or
benefit, substantive or procedural, enforceable by la\.v or equity~ by persons who are not party to
this agreement, against NEA or EPA, their officers or employees, or any other person. This
MOU does not direct or apply to any person outside ofNEA and EPA.

ARTICLE X-COMMENCEMENT/MODIFICATIONffERMINATION
This MOU is to take effect upon the signature of the Parties and remain in effect until
completion of the website transfer in accordance with Articles II and IV and the trademark
transfer in accordance with Article VI. This MOU may be modified, at any time per the mutual
written consent of the Parties. Additionally, a Party may terminate its participation in this MOU
at any time by providing written notice to the other Party[ies], at least 30 days in advance of the
desired termination date.

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS

U.S. ENVIRONMENAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

BY:

BY:
Joan Shigekawa
Senior Deputy Chairman

tD-'-(_IL_t,,__,.(_I_ _ _ _ __
DATE: _ _

Matthew Dalbey, Division Director
Federal and State Division
Office of Sustainable Communities

United States Government
lntcragcnc:i" Agreement (IAA)- Agreement BctWC{'rJ Fcdernl Agencies

General Terms and Conditions (GT&C) Section
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DEPARTMF.NT AND/Olt AGENCY
.

I.

Requesting Agency of Products/Services
··------------~~-

National Institute on Aging

--------------

Address

"'=

-·--~-------

National Endowment for the Arts

Name

-

Servicing Agency Providing Products/Services

1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20506

9000 Rockville Pike, Building 31, Room 2C06
Bethesda, MD 20892

2. ServicinJ! Agenc:v Agreement Tracking Number (Optional)___ ______

_____
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4. GT&C Action (Check action heing taken)

!ZJ

New

Amendment - Complete only the GT& C blocks being changed and explain the changes being made.

D

Dcnm·ellation - Provide a brief explanation frir the IAA cancellation and complete the effective End Date .

.

Start Date

5. Agreement Period

03-01-2012 _,. __

~--·

10-06-2012

End Date --··--·--'··---- of I AA or effective canccllntion date

:VIM-DD-YYYY

MM-DD-YYYY
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Recuning Agreement !Check One) A Recurring Agreement will continue. unless a notice to discontinue is received.
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No

0
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Requesting Agency ·s Stntutnry ·\11thority I itlc and Citation

8. AreAdrnnct•P11)llll'lltsAllO\n·<lforthislA:\(Check011.:J
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f;\A Number

XAG12005

CJl&C

Order if Arncndment'l\fod fl

t;

9_ Estin1~~,e=d-,\=g~,r~e-e1~n-e1-1t=,-~,-tt_o_n_n_t_(·-~1-1c=S=.e-·1-,,-ic-·i1-1g-,-A=g=c=nc-1-·e-~-1n-1p_l_c_tc~~ all-~~1-1f~in~11~11~U1~.o~n~~~,~.t~he~es~ti=11-1a~l:;~g-rc-c-rn=c=ll-l-a,=n=o-u1-1t-.)~~~~

Provi<.k a general cxplmiation of the Overhead f-'ccs &, Cfrnrges
Overhead Fl:es & Clrnr11.es -----------·-- -------·--·Total Estirnati.:d Amount
$70,000_0Q

10. STATl!TORY AliTHORITV
11.

Requesting Aj;!cncy'.s Authority (Check One)
Revolving
Working
Economy Act
(31U.S.C.15351FAR 17.5)
Fund
Capital Fund
Fund

Frnnchisc

D

D

D

D

Other
Authority

[Z]

Fill in Statutor)' Authority Title and Citation for Franchise Fund, Revolving Fund. Wol'king Capital Fund, or Other Authority
National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965, as amended, 20 U.S.C., Sectiion 954(0)
b. Servicing Agency's Authority (Check One)
Economy Act
Revolving
\Vorking
( q U SC I". J.)-1
'F.•\R 17 ·-')
Fund
Capital Fund

Franchise
Fund

D

D

D

- '-"'ft!

Other

Authority

D

Fill in Statutory Authority Title and Citation for Franchise Fund, Revolving Fund, Working Capital Fund. or Other Authority

l L Requesting Agent•y's Scope (State and/or list attachments that support Requesting Agency's Scope.)

I

See attached Scope of Work

12 . Roles & Responsibilities for the Requesting Agency and Senicing Agency (State andior list attachment$ for the roles and
Rt~qucsltng .-\gcncy and the Servicing :\gency.)

responsibilities for the

See attached Scope of Work
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General Terms and Conditions (GT&C) Section
IA,\ \lumbc1·

XAG12005
GT&C

1.t

Order it Amcndment<\lod 11

rl3. l~~st:·ktious (Optional) (State and/or attach uniqu~ rcquin.'111~nts ~11dior mission specific rcs~r-ictions specific lo this fA,~1

A"i>t~I

"·
Mqui•ifioo Small 11.,,;.,,, CmHt Clou" (The Ser<id"g Ag"tY wHI """""ti" <odt>-ew:omit mdit ,;
Requesting Agency for any contract actions it has executed on bchal f of thc Rc4ucsting Agency.)

th~

15. Disputes: Disputes related to this !AA shall he resolved in nccordance with instructions provided in the Treasury Financial
1\lanual (TFM) Volume I. Part 2. Chapter 4700. Appendix IO: lntrngovcrnmcntal Business Rult:s.

16. Termination (Insert the number of days that this IAA may be terminated by written notice by either the Requesting or Servicing
Agency.)

60
ff this agreement is canceled. any imrlementing contractiordcr may also he canceled. If the IA:\ is terminated, the agencies shall
, agree to the terms oftht: termination. including costs attributable to each party and the disposition of awarded and pending actions.
If the Scn·idng Agency incurs costs tlm' to tlte Rc11uestinl! A,j!ency's faihu·c to give tlte requisite notke of its intent to terminate the IAA, the
Requesting .\ge11t·y slrnll 1>lly any i1ctu11I cosb incurred by the Scn·icinj!; Ai:ency a~ 11 1·cNult of the delay in notification, 11rovidcd such costs
, arc tlircrtly atll·ibutablr to the failure to give notice.

17. Assisted Acquisition Agreements··- Re{1nesti11g Agcncy"s Organizations Authorized To Request A~quisition Assistance fol'
this IAA. (State or att;lch a list of Requesting Agency's organizations authorized to request acquisition assistance for this IAA.l

L_

.

-

.

) 8. Assisted Acquisition Agl'ceml•nts -·Sen-icing Agency·~ Organilations :wthol'ized to Provide Acquisition Assistance fol'
this IAA. (State or attach a list ofScrvicing Agency's organizations authorized to provide acquisition for this IAA.)

19.
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United States Government
lntcragenc'.I: Agreement (IAA)- Ag1·eemcut Between Federal Agencies

General TtTms aud Conditions (GT&C) Section
CJT&C i!

Order ii Ameudment/l\lod #

Agency Clause(s) (Optional) (State and/or a!tad1 any additional Servicing Agency dause'i.)

21. Additional Requesting Agency and/or Servki.ng Agency At.tachments (Clptiorml) !Stnte nnd1or anach any addith>nal
Re4ucs1ing
and/or Servicing Agency artachmen1s.)

22. Annual Revie\l' of IAA
By signing this agreement, the parties agree lo annually review the IAA iflhe agreement pt•riocl exceeds nmt year. Appropriate
changes wifJ be made by amendment to the Gf&C and/or nwdification to any affected Ordcr{:d.
AGENCY OFFICIAL
The Agency Oft1cial is the higJ1cst level accepting authority or oflkhil as dcsigrmtc<l by the Requesting Agency and Servicing Agency
lo 'ign this agreement, Each Agency Official must cn~ure that the general terms and conditions arc prnperly defined, induding !he
stated statutory authorities, and, that. the scope (>f work can be fulfilled per t.hc agreement

The Agreenmlt Period Srart Date (Block 51 tntl5t be the same as or later than th.: signature dates,
Actmd work for this 11\A may NOT begin until an Order has been signed by the appropriate individuals, as stated in the lnstrw.:tinns
for Blo.,;ks n and 18.

Patrick Shlrdon
Director of Management, NIA
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United States Government
lnteragency Agreement {IAA) - Agreement Between Federal Agencies
Order Requirements and Funding Information (Order) Section
l.\r\ :\umber

Xf'.~200_~ · - - - - ~01
Order ri
GT&C If

--

Servicing i\gcncv's ;\grcemcnt

···--·-·······

..

Track in!! Numb:r· (Optional 1 .QJ.l:QQOOI:QQ.

Amendment/r..lod #

¢

'

PRIMARY Ol{GANIZATION/OFFICE J'IFOR:\IATION

24.
··----~"~-~-"·---~~~M~~----~--"'~'~'"''~~=~~·--

Primary Or!!fmizationiOfticc
Name

Rcsponsihk OrganizationiOffic<'
Address

-

orfi~~~t·R1;~:::~"~~~g~~;;ysi~---·····lNationa1 1~st~:::i~~~;!;~.L~·-~···~

·-· ···-·~~-··~······-~--r~·~-·~·······- . ~····~·~······~
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue. NW, Rm
616, Washington, DC 20506

9000 Rockville Pike, Bldg. 31, Rm. 2C06
Bethesda, MO 201392

·--~-~

OR.DER!REQlllRE:MF:NTS INFORM,\TION

25. Order Attiim (Check One)
fZINew

0

List affccled Order blt>cks hi:ing changed und c:'lpfnin the changes bdng made. Fm Ex;1mpfe: for
new perfl.mrnmce period for thb ( >rd1:r in Block 27. Fill out the Funding Modification
Suumuu·y hy Linet Blrn:k 26) if the mod involves adding. deleting or changing f1mding for 1u1 Order Lint•.
;1

1\loclilinttiou I Mod)

performance period mod,

stak~

O< ':111celht1ion Providi: a hrii:f explanation for Onkr canccllmion and fill in the Perfonnanee Period End Date for the
effective cancellation date.

2<1. Funding Modifiealion
Smnnrnry bJ' Une

1.iue

!,inc
···~·····

"·····

Line

fotal nf A I!
Other Lines
(nt1ad1 fonding
dcrnilsl

Total

$

s

s

$0.00

s

$

$

s

so.oo

Funding Change for Thi~ l\lod

"1,

s

s

s

$0.00

TOTAL Modified Obligation

so.oo

$0.00

$0,00

.$0.00

$().00

s

s

s

.$0.00

SOJJO

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

Original Line hmd111g

s

Cumulative Fu!lding Changes
From Prior .\fods 1additim1 ! 'J •.lr
reduer ion ( l l

·,\!;ii Ad\ann: ·\mount !·l
~ct

Modified Amount D11e

ls
$0.00

~'-~"'.«'"''"''"'**'~=~

27. Perfornuuu·c Pt•riod
h.Jr a perfotmatK~' period mod, ins<:Tt
the srnn and end \lak'> that rclkct the
new p
pen•

FMS ~~~~ 76008

Start !Jitlc

"''

03·01 ·2012

Lm!Da!l:'.

10-06·2012

''"""---~~~~-~--,~~•»WA''~ov

\!\l·DD· YYYY

\l\l·DD-'i'YYY
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United States Government
lnteragency Agreement (IAA) - Agreement Between Federal Agencies
Order Requirements and Funding Information (Order) Section
Servicing Agency's Agr<·cment

GT&C

if.

Order 11

Amcndmcnt/i\fod Ii

Tracking Number (Optional) G 1~-00_007-QO

Line Number-~-~-

ZS. Order Lineffunding Information

Number.,\ Tide G1
Description of Products and/or Ser\'ices, induding the Bona Fide Need for this Order (Stale (lf attach a d.:-scriptfrm of
products/services, induding the bona fide need for this f)fdcr,)

_n_r_e,_a_._k_d__
ow···~11_o_f_R__f_,·i_m_.__b_u_r_s_a_1_,_1__e_.._L,..i_n___e.-(._'o~s_1s_:-·--·-·----·-···---. -5~.~----Br~~..!"" of_As_~~~ted Ac<1uisif ion Une~_-·o_s_1:_-1
l;11it of Meawn;

<)uanti!y

l '111 I Price

Total

( >vcrhcad Fees & ( 'harues
Total I.me

--·.
\m•lllllt f lhl!,11all'd

Contract Cost

S

Servicing Fees

S

.\dvnr11.:c for Um:(·)

.$

~--------·-+··~~-·---~-----------~

\ii.ct !me \momtl Due

s 70.000.00

$70,000.00

0
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United States Government
lnteragency Agreement (IAA) - Agreement Between Federal Agencies
Order Requirements and Funding Information (Order} Section

GT&C

11

Order fl

Amcn<lmcnti!\fod II

Servicing Agency's Agn:cmcnt
Tracking \lumber (Optional) G1£QOOQ_?.-OO -·-·

! 29. Advance Information (Complete Ulock 29 if the Advance Payment for Products•Scrviccs was checked "Yes·· on tht' CiT&C)
Total Advance Amount for the Order$

··-----···---····--..··--·[All Order Linc advance amounts (Block 28) must srnn to this total.]

Revenue Rcro~nition Methodology (according to S~TAS 7) (Identify the Revenue Recognition Methodology that will be used to
account for the Requesting Agcncy·s expense and the Servicing Agency's revenue)

D

Straight-line·- Provide amount to be accrued :5

D

Accrual !'er Work Completed

0

·-·-·.,·-·-·---····and Number of Months --··--······-

[dcntify the accounting posting period:

l\fonthly per work 1:omplctcd & invoiced

&ZJ Other ·-1'.xplain other regular period /bimonthly. quarterly. etc. l for posting accruals and how the accrual
amounts will be communicated if other than billed.

JO. l'otal Net Order Amount: $ 70,000.00
·------·---··--[All Order Lint: Net Amounts Due for reimbursable agreements and Net Total Costs for Assisted A1:quisition Agreements (Block 28)
must sum to this total. l

i

31. Attathmcnts (State or list attachments.)
0Kcy project and/or acquisition milestones (Optional except for Assisted Acquisition Agr·cemcnts)

00ther Attachments (Optional)

BILLING & PAYMENT INFORMATION

32. Papnl·nt Method (Check One) [Intra-governmental Payment :rnd Collection (I PAC) is the Prcforred Method./
If !PAC is used. the payment method must agree with the !PAC Trading Panncr Agreement (TPAl.

L

D Requesting Agency lnitiali:d !PAC

0scrvicing Agency Initiated !PAC

D Charge ( ·;1rd....- - . .

D

i
1 .U. Rilling Frequmry ( <'hcck One)

II
~':'.:, Do""''"''
I
Term~
f .\u

I
~

0

da;

a~_,.!.__·r.:_<1_y~'°-ir_1.'--'-=-~~-~==·-~J

j

J

Invoke must he submittf'd hy tlH• S.<'nidng
rt'imhursed !i.e.. \ia lP.\C transanion)f

J4. l'aynH'UI

Other .., Fxplain other payment method

I

\geu~y iuul al·ccpted by the Rl•qucstlng .\genry BEFORE funds are

I

·

IZJ°'"" "'""'" ,,.,q"'"'' o"'"'d' "'""'"'""' 1 _

_

(Clwd Oncl

j

"

l.1

!l

001her f'avnw.nt fums lindude cxpla1mti,.1r11· one time billing..
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United States Government
lnteragency Agreement (IAA) - Agreement Between Federal Agencies
Order Requirements and Funding Information (Order) Section
!AA NumbcrXAG12005
GT&C Ii

·---·-·~·~Y·•-·----···---·--·~---

-~~.--~

- 001
Order//

Amendment/\fod

I'

_,._ ·--

~

35. Funding Clauses/Instructions (Optional) (State and/or list funding clauses1i11strm:tions.)

'°' "'°1""' (

36. 0<1i'"~/Ship1>i~fomrntfo•
Optimmli
Agency NMnc
-------·
· - - - - · - - -·----·--------------·----~
Point of Contact (POC) Name & I itle
-·------~--------·----~-----" - --~------~~--+---·-------------- -----·----·-·---------~
POC Email Address
Delivery Address /Room Number

--------·--------------->----·POC Telephone Number

L.-----·-·--- - - - - - · · · - - · · - - - - - - - · - - - - Special Shipping Information

APPROVALS AND CONTACT INFORMATIOl\
37. PROGRAM Of'F'ICIALS
The Progrn111 Officials. as identified by the Requesting ;\gency and Servicing Agency, must ensure that the scope of work is
properly de tined and can be lit Ifilled for this Order. The Program Official may or mi1y not be the Contracting Offict:r depending on
each agency's !AA busine>s process.

- - - - - - - - - - - - , _ __ _ _ _ Requesting Agency
:\a me
Sunil Iyengar

Title

......
Telephone Number

--~--~-~.--·-

Servicing AJf._e_n...:cy'----~·----<

···-Patrick Shirdon

Director of Management, NIA

Director, Research and Analysis

--.-·-~------·--»-~---·-·-~~-'----~~~~-----~~----~-~------~·-----"~~

>--·-----Fax Number

r----~-----·

Email Address

(202) 682-5654

----(202) 682-5677
---

-·-·~··-·--·-------

(301) 480-1261

---+

iyengars@ar;ts.9ov

--·--------·-~-!-----

SIGN ATL IH.E
,_~-~~~- - - ~ -~------ -- - ---- Date Signed
"'~

(301) 496-5345

·····---·-

<

i
- - - - - · · -.. - -\} ,Li'1
:

',,

;

-'-~~-~- -\:~.~:r-:.:,~ ~ ~~~- ·- - ~
.~/ I · / ~:':, i l .·
~·'I,·''r~?:

--

-

38. Fl.' :'\DING OFFICIALS - The Funds Approving Officials, as identified by the Requesting Agency and Servicing Agency, certify
that the funds are accurately cited and can be properly accounted for per the purposes set forth in the Order. The Reqt.wsting
Agency Funding Official signs to obligate funds. The Servicing Agency Furiding Official signs to start the work, and to bii!, collect,
cmd properly· account fot· funas from the Requesting 1\gency, in accordance with the agreem~:nt

I_,...

--··-··-······ ........ -·-·····r····· .. .

'

[~;1:~~~:-.

Requ~~-ti1~-g-~\g~;,~;~--· ··-------T ·-· . ······-··--·-;e1~·~;n~·;\ge~~~·;·-·--·-···-·····

. ·····- ··----··-·-·-+·--·-·····-------·-············-························-·--····--·· +......................

.... . ·---

111tk

-·-···-.J~~~-t~~~~ueck_!.~r......

-~rector, Finance

~ ·r ekphPnc i\u11:~:1~ _._ _µ~2) 6~3-5491

-·-- ---···---- -·-·-·----'" ___

·- _____

······-········-·····--··"··-- ... ····-·-

-·····

········

1

····-······i

i

I Christopher L Porier ·--··--- _

---~-]~~d~.!_~c~_i:'....f'!IP·- -··---· ___·_·-··=~··=]
-J (301) .~5_1_:8830__.__ ·- ·--·-·· .. ___ ............._ .........1

1

9

r: ~:"~:,;,;;;, .. .. ~~,;:~,~;:~~;; . ~- -- .-.-1 · -~.*s~.t-~.~- - -.~.·.·.-~._·A~.-:~01_.~-·r~·.©· ·_I._~.%· _:. ~.- ·:· ~-· l· :·~.- ~- :.~.~----_
[~~~~'..'.t~----~:__J~f~iI~~~~-~~. =~~~~=~j
..;_·..

.......

---.·.·-.-..- ,_. . •.=.·.
.

l...
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United States Government
lnteragency Agreement (IAA) -Agreement Between Federal Agencies
Order Requirements and Funding Information (Order) Section
- ~~-1___ ·----------···--·...-~=~=~~-c=n=·&='=C=i;=.'~--·-·_o_r(=fc_r!!,__ Amcndmc~d ii
..

Servicing Agency· s J\greemcnb

12 00007

OO

.. Track in[ Num~er (C)ptional) . -:----='.~: :;;;~-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

~~~A=;-,<-:f-;(-)~F-F=I~;~ ~;~;~~t~s~of-(-:o~n-t-a(-'t-~POCs) C(?~CT INHHUVJ ..\-~!,,~,....--==-"···

.-

-=~-==i

The finance office points of contact must ensure that the payment (Requesting Agency). billing (Servicing Agency). and
adva11ce1acc:ounting information are accurate and timely for this Order.

-~2-·-·-···. . . . . ···-..···--------~nesting Age_ncytl'ayment OfH;;)·-···1
Servicing Agency (Billing Offi;:;~·""
_I::amt_·---------~~~nda Owens
Chri~topher L. Porter
····--·Budg~!_Qffic;~r,_~.l_A___________~_

______ Accouritant

Tit.le
Office Address

____,

1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Rm 624, 31 Center Drive, 2C06
Washington, DC 20506
Bethesda, MD 20892

- - - - - ·-----+------------·-- -------;------------------··-~-·". ~~~---···

Telephone Number

(202) 682-5461

____,_____

Fax Number

I

(301) 451-8830

~~-·-·--··~------·---·---·---------+--------·-----------~--------!.

Em a i 1Address
Signature & Date (Optional)

(301) 594-2495

(202) 682-5679

Iowensb@arts.gov -----·-I
---··· ---·-··

<----·------------+--------~

---+----------·-------·-~""'

Christopher. Porter@nih .hhs .gov

ti-~~~~~~....,,;,~-==-'--~~~~--~~~~--~~--~""""'*"'-~~~~~~~~~~~,~~~~~====-4

. 40. ADDITIONAL Points of Contacts (POCs) (as determined by each Agency)
This may include CONTRACTING Office Points ofCont11ct (POCs).
Requesting Agency
>------------------+-------..c,_.
___.;____ _.____..,.._ __

Servicing Agcnq·

··~----~---~-------

Deborah Kelly
- - - - - -----1-----------------------i

Natnt'

Title

1

Budget Analyst

I9000 Rockvil.l_e_P_ik_e_.-B-u--ild-in_g_3_1_,_R_oo_m_2_c_o6____,

Office Address

--·----1---------·---·-----

Telephone :-\umber

Fax Number

Bethesda, MD 20892

i1

~~~~ ~ :::~~:::-----------~--~

· - - - - - - -----+-------·----····---·······----- -----r--------·------·----
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A National Academies Study of Research Gaps and Opportunities for Exploring
the Arts' Relationship to Health and Well-Being in Older Adults

SCOPE OF WORK
January 30, 2012
PROJECT SUMMARY

Rationale:

The National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) and three National Institutes of Health
(NIH) partners propose to commit a total of $100,000 toward a National Academies
workshop on the effects of arts programs and interventions on health- and quality-of-liferelated outcomes in older Americans. Sponsoring agencies include the National Institute
on Aging (NIA), the National Center for Complementary & Alternative Medicine
(NCCAM), and the NIH's Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research (OBSSR).
The study would take the form of a series of commissioned papers, a public workshop,
and a transcript of the proceedings. The goal of the study is to provide the NEA and the
three co-sponsoring agencies with a literature review, gap-analysis, and suggestions
that will inform programmatic priorities and identify research opportunities linking the
arts to health and life-span development.

Statement of Task:
The Division of Behavioral and Social Sciences and Education, with input from the
Institute of Medicine, will appoint a steering committee to organize a workshop on
research gaps and opportunities for exploring the relationship of the arts to health and
well-being in older adults. The Committee on National Statistics in DBASSE will
coordinate the input of other relevant DBASSE units (such as the Board on Behavioral,
Sensory. and Cognitive Sciences and Committee on Population) and the Institute of
Medicine in appointing the steering committee, developing the workshop agenda, and
identifying commissioned paper authors and discussants.
The workshop will cover the current state of evidence and potential research questions
for one or more of the following topics to be determined by the steering committee in
consultation with the workshop sponsors, which are the National Endowment for the
Arts, the National Institute on Aging, the National Center for Complementary &
Alternative Medicine. and the NIH Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research:
•

The relationship of arts programs and interventions to cognitive, sensory, and
motor skills function in older adults, and the underlying brain processes;
1

•
•
•

•

The relationship of aesthetics and design factors to health and quality-of-liferelated outcomes of older adults in long-term care and assisted living facilities;
Cost-benefit analyses associated with the inclusion of arts programs and
interventions in healthcare delivery for older adults;
Comparative benefits or weaknesses of arts therapies over other behavioral
and/or pharmacological interventions for older adults experiencing declines in
cognitive, sensory, and/or motor ability; and
The relationship of art-making and creativity to physical health, mental health,
and psychological well-being of older adults.

Additionally, the steering committee will meet to plan the workshop agenda, identify
authors of 5 commissioned papers on research gaps and opportunities to be presented
on each of the topics selected for workshop sessions, and identify discussants for each
paper. The product will be a clean transcript of the proceedings, provided to the
sponsors after review by the NAS legal counsel, including short biographies of
workshop participants and the 5 commissioned papers as appendices. The
commissioned papers will also be made available by posting on the Internet.

Project Context and Issues:
On March 14, 2011, the NEA and the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services
(DHHS) co-hosted a research and policy forum in Washington, D.C., to showcase some
of the nation's most compelling studies and evidence-based programs that have
identified cognitive, social, and behavioral outcomes from arts interventions.
The forum, titled "The Arts and Human Development: Learning across the Lifespan,"
resulted in an NEA-DHHS white paper co-authored by the National Center for Creative
Aging and the NEA's Office of Research & Analysis. Available here, the paper proposes
a framework for long-term research collaboration among the NEA, DHHS, and other
federal agencies and departments to track, evaluate, and report evidence of the arts'
potential impacts on human development, from early childhood to older adult
populations.
Concurrent with release of the white paper, the NEA announced creation of a federal
interagency task force, consisting of 13 member agencies or departments, to coordinate
research and communications about the arts and human development. Task force
members generally agreed that a systematic literature review and gap-analysis are
necessary to identify priority areas for further research investments, and to confront
potential challenges in undertaking research capacity-building for the field.
The opportunity for a systematic review of research gaps and opportunities is especially
ripe for analyses of health-and quality-of-life-related outcomes associated with arts
programs and interventions in older adults. As life expectancy increases, there is
growing interest among the older adult population in activities and interventions that will
promote healthy aging, maintenance of cognitive function, and subjective well-being into
old age.
The NEA-DHHS white paper reviewed studies showing strong correlations between arts
exposure and improved cognitive and motor abilities in older adults, as well as improved
health outcomes, socialization, and psychological well-being scores for those adults,
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compared with control groups. A recent review of relevant literature was also published
in the Journal of Aging, Humanities, and the Arts in 2010.
These activities form the background for NEA's request to the National Research
Council to commission a series of papers to be presented and discussed at a workshop
on exploring the relationship of the arts to health and well-being in older adults. Each
paper would critique the literature in one of several relevant areas (as noted in the
statement of task), identify gaps, and prioritize opportunities for research that would
advance the state of the art and knowledge in the field.
Project Audiences and Impact:

The sponsor agencies are the primary audiences for the workshop; they are expected to
use the papers and transcript from the workshop to develop requests for applications for
one or more grant programs to support research on the arts and well-being of the
elderly.

Work Plan:

With input for the sponsoring agencies, a 5-member steering committee will be
appointed to carry out the statement of task. The steering committee should include
academic researchers with expertise in the health and well-being of older adults and the
role of arts and related programs in elderly health and well-being. The committee should
also include at least one person with experience in operating arts-related programs for
the elderly. The committee will meet once in person with sponsor staff to develop the
agenda, identify authors for commissioned papers, and identify discussants and other
workshop participants. Staff will commission papers, with drafts to be provided for
steering committee comment by telephone and e-mail one month prior to the workshop
and final papers delivered at the workshop, which will be held in summer 2012. After
review by legal counsel, a clean transcript of the proceedings will be provided to the
sponsor, and the 5 commissioned papers will be posted on the web. In addition, staff
will provide twenty-five printed copies of the transcript, which should include formal front
matter (including the workshop agenda and participant biographies; see NIA workshop
summaries for examples) and the 5 commissioned papers as appendices. The
transcript and the commissioned papers will be compliant with Section 508. All work will
be completed within 9 months of project award, and the transcript will be delivered no
later than September 30, 2012.
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INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
NATIONAL ENDO\VMENT FOR THE ARTS
and the
INSTITUTE OF MUSEUM AND LIBRARY SERVICES
DESIGN FOR ACCESSIBILITY REVISION PROJECT

I.

PARTIES AND PURPOSE
This Interagency Agreement between the National Endov.ment for the Arts (NEA)
and the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) is for the revision of
Design for Accessibility: A Cultural Administrator's Handbook, a resource designed
to help organizations comply with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and the
Americans with Disabilities Act, and make access an integral part of their planning
and programming. A cooperator will be selected to revise the content to reflect
current laws and technologies and publish it online. Costs will be shared by the
IMLS, the NEA, and the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH).

II.

LEGAL AUTHORITY
IMLS: The Museum and Library Services Act, as amended, 20 U.S.C. Sections 9103,
9162, and 9173.
NEA: National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities Act of 1965, as amended,
20 U.S.C. Section 954 (o).

III.

SCOPE OF WORK
NEA shall:

+ Enter into a cooperative agreement with an organization that will redesign and
revise Design for Accessibility: A Cultural Administrator's Handbook to reflect
current laws and technologies; integrate it with the NEA's second accessibility
publication, the Accessibility Planning and Resource Guide for Cultural
Administrators; and publish it online.

•

as the lead

in

project.

•

•

ensure

and
website content.

•

Assume responsibility for managing the work of, and communications with, the
Cooperator, and make final decisions on the time line of the project and the content
and appearance of the Web site.

•

Host final product on the NEA Web server at the conclusion of the cooperative
agreement.

IMLS shall:

IV.

•

Transfer up to $60,000 to the NEA to support the redesign and revision of Design
for Accessibility: A Cultural Administrator's Handbook.

•

Appoint two representatives, one from the Office of Museum Services and one
from the Office of Library Services, to serve on the Federal Steering Committee,
who will meet with the NEA's Accessibility Director, as needed, to review the
project and ensure that the perspectives of IMLS constituents are included the final
product.

•

Provide suggestions for project advisory group members and criteria for effective
practices as well as review the Web site mock-up.

•

Assist with piloting and troubleshooting the Web site and provide feedback on the
final product before the site is launched.

•

Assist with the dissemination of the final product.

ACKNO\VLEDGMENT AND VISIBILITY
All print, audio, video, digital, web-based and other materials relating to this prqject
must acknowledge IMLS as a partner with the NEA and NEH. Any media
statements developed relating to this project shall be done in coordination with, and
provided in draft form for, IMLS' review and approval prior to release.

V.

EFFECT OF AGREEMENT
This Interagency Agreement is an internal Government agreement, and does not
confer any legal right upon any private person or private entity.
This Interagency Agreement does not restrict the IMLS or the NEA from participating in
activities or arrangements with other

VI.

AGENCY CONTACTS
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VII.

TERl\1 OF AGREEMENT
This Interagency Agreement may only be modified or amended in \vriting upon
VvTitten request of either party and with the concurrence of the other party. This
Interagency Agreement will become effective on the date of the last signature
herein and will remain in effect until December 31, 2013.

VIII.

REIMBURSEMENT OF FUNDS
The Statement of Federal Financial Accounting Standards (SFF AS) 30 requires that
the full costs for performing under this interagency agreement, including the
unreimbursed or under-reimbursed costs of the performing agency (NEA), be
communicated to the recipient of services (IMLS).
Each entity's full cost should incorporate the full cost of goods and services that it
receives from other entities. The entity providing the goods or services (NEA) has the
responsibility to provide the receiving entity (IMLS) with information on the full cost
of such goods or services either through billing or other advice.
Recognition of inter-entity costs that are not fully reimbursed is limited to material
items that (1) are significant to the receiving entity, (2) form an integral or necessary
part of the receiving entity's output, and (3) can be identified or matched to the
receiving entity with reasonable precision. Broad and general support services
provided by an entity to all or most other entities should not be recognized unless
such services form a vital and integral part of the operations or output of the receiving
entity.
Check one:
(a) The service provider will indicate if this interagency agreement reflects full cost
recovery.

El

Yes, full recovery

or
(b) The service provider will indicate if this interagency agreement does not reflect
full cost recovery.

Cl
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The IMLS
to obligate and subsequently reimburse up to $60,000 to the NEA
for the purposes of this agreement in accordance with Section III. The NEA will bill
of the month) upon
IMLS and draw down monthly reimbursements (by the
invoices using the Intra-governmental Payment and Collection (!PAC) system. The
NEA Finance Office will report expenses to the IMLS Finance contact to reconcile
quarterly this Interagency Agreement.

INSTITUTE OF MUSEUM AND
LIBRARY SERVICES

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT
FOR THE ARTS

ALC: 59-00-0004

ALC: 59-00-0002

APPROPRIATION: 59120301

APPROPRIATION: 59XOIOO

Fl.JND TYPE

FUND TYPE

1 YEAR

XYEAR

CODING:

CODING:

59120301P0.2012.MP12.6512 - $40,000

00350R0000.20 l2.00F06 l 0000.0070390000

59120301P0.2012.LP12.7512 - $20,000
SGL Accts@ Signing 4610/4801 [TC B-204]

SGL Accts @ Signing: : 4221/4210 [TC A-304]

Document Ref#- AGMT-12-26

Document Ref#- IA-12-03

SGL Accts @ Collection: 4801/4802

SGL Accts @ Collection: 4222/4221

1410/1010 [TC B-308]

IO 10/2310 [TC C-182]

I SGLAccts@Billing: 6100/l410[TCB-604]

I
I

SGL Accts@ Billing: 2310/5200 [TC A-710]

D-U-N-S®: 187684550

D-U-N-S®: 92-8276468

TIN: 43-1300479

TIN: 52-1098587
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IX.

RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
The IMLS and
will make their best efforts to amicably resolve disputes that
may arise under this Agreement through discussions. If resolution cannot be reached,
NEA and the IMLS will solicit the views and mediation of the Agency Contacts in
Article VI. If those views or mediation cannot be obtained, or fail to resolve the
matter, the issue will be elevated through respective management channels for
resolution.

X.

SIGNATORIES

Director of Strategic Partnerships
Institute of Museum and Library Services

Senior Deputy Chairman
National Endowment for the Arts
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
between
THE JAPAN-UNITED STATES FRIENDSHIP COMMISSION
and
THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
FY 2012

I.

PARTIES AND PURPOSE

The purpose of this Memorandum of Understanding is to coordinate an effort between
the Japan-United States Friendship Commission (JUSFC) and the National Endowment
for the Arts (NEA) to support artist residencies through the U.S./Japan Creative Artists'
Program. The purpose of the residencies is to enable U.S. artists to explore elements
in Japanese culture that are relevant to the art they create and to contribute to cultural
understanding and dialogue between the U.S. and Japan.
The residencies are open to professional creative artists who are already established in
their fields and show clear potential to become prominent members of their professions.
The program is not open to persons who are primarily historians, scholars, or critics of
the arts.

II.

LEGAL AUTHORITY

JUSFC: 20 U.S.C. §2905(8)
NEA: The National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965, as
amended (20 U.S.C. § 954(0)).

Ill.

STATEMENT OF WORK

JUSFC shall:
•

Solicit and receive applications from American artists in the following fields:

>r Architecture including city planning, garden/landscape design, or any of the other

>r
>r

ir
,_

>r
,_

•

design disciplines supported by NEA;
Dance for choreographers;
Visual arts for artists wishing to pursue calligraphy, painting, print making, crafts,
photography, sculpture, or other genres;
Theater for playwrights, solo performers who create original work, professional
company artistic directors, and stage designers;
Folk arts for artists wishing to pursue the art of paper making, textile design,
pottery, or other traditional arts;
Literary arts; and
Creators in other fields of artistic activity considered by the selection committee
to be in the spirit of the program;

Transfer the applications and all application support materials to the NEA to
organize for the selection committee meeting;

•

Convene a selection committee for the program that includes former participants in the program as well as one representative each from NEA and
JUSFC;

•

Award funds to cover travel, housing, living and professional expenses for up to five
residencies for three months in Japan to American artists in the fields listed above;
and monitor residencies.

NEA shall:
•

Disseminate information about the funding opportunity and promote the program.

•

Assist with the administration of the review process including:

'r
'r
'r
'r
'r

IV.

Receiving the applications and all support materials from the JUSFC;
Creating a database of the applications;
Reviewing applications for completeness;
Organizing and distributing application materials to the selection committee;
Assisting JUSFC with the logistics of the selection committee meeting.

EFFECT OF AGREEMENT

This Memorandum of Understanding is an internal Government agreement and does
not confer any legal right upon any private person or private entity.
This Memorandum of Understanding does not restrict JUSFC or NEA from participating
in similar activities or arrangements with other entities.

V.

AGENCY CONTACTS

The JUSFC contact for this Memorandum of Understanding is the Associate Executive
Director. The NEA contact is the Director, International Activities.

VI.

TERM OF AGREEMENT

This Memorandum of Understanding shall become effective on the date of the last
signature herein.
This agreement may only be modified or amended in writing upon written request
of either party and with the concurrence of the other party.
This Memorandum of Understanding shall remain in effect until June 30, 2013. This
Memorandum of Understanding may be terminated at any time earlier upon 30 calendar
days advance written notice by one party to the other.

VIII. AUTHORIZING SIGNATURES

National Endowment for the Arts

Japan-United States Friendship Commission

By: Rocco Landesman
Chairman

Date

Date

INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT
between the

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
and the

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
2012 National Book Festival
ARTICLE I.

PURPOSE

The Library of Congress (LOC) and the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) hereby enter
into this Interagency Agreement to create a National Endowment for the Arts Poetry & Prose
Pavilion featuring up to 12 authors and up to four state champions from the Poetry Out Loud:
National Recitation Contest at the 2012 National Book Festival, to be held on September 22-23,
2012 in Washington, DC, under the terms and conditions set forth below.

ARTICLE II.

AUTHORITY

The Library of Congress of Congress is authorized to enter into this agreement under the
authority of the Economy Act, U.S.C. 1536 & 1536. The National Endowment for the Arts is
authorized to enter into this agreement pursuant to Section 5( o) of the National Foundation on
the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965 as amended [20 U.S. C. 9 51, 954( o)].

ARTICLE III.

STATEMENT OF WORK

The Library of Congress shall:
•

Organize, produce, sponsor, and promote the National Book Festival, providing logistical
support for the festival's pavilions.

•

Select jointly with the NEA up to 12 authors and up to four state champions from the Poetry
Out Loud: National Recitation Contest to read in the Poetry & Prose Pavilion at the National
Book Festival.

The National Endowment for the Arts shall:

•

Transfer $50,000 directly to the r,ibrary of Congress to sponsor the Festival. s Poetry & Prose
Pavilion.

•

Select jointly with the LOC up to 12 authors and up to four state champions from the Poetry
Out Loud: National Recitation Contest to read in the Poetry & Prose Pavilion at the National
Book Festival.

•

Assist in hosting and emceeing the performances in the Poetry & Prose Pavilion .

ARTICLE IV.

TERM OF AGREEMENT

This interagency agreement shall become effective on the date of the last signature herein.
This agreement may only be modified or amended in writing upon wTitten request of either party
and with the concurrence of the other party.
This interagency agreement shall remain in effect until December 31. 2012. This interagency
agreement may be terminated at any time earlier upon 30 calendar days advance written notice
by one Party to the other.

ARTICLE V.

KEY OFFICIALS I PROJECT OFFICERS

Ira Silverberg
Director, Literature Program
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Room 703
Washington, DC 20506

ARTICLE VI.

Roberta Shaffer
Associate Librarian for Library Services
Library of Congress
101 Independence Ave., SE
Washington, DC 20540-1000

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Support of this project by the NEA and its funding partner shall be appropriately acknowledged
in any materials produced with funds from the Initiative. Materials shall include banners andJor
other signage from both partners to be prominently displayed in the Poetry & Prose Pavilion.

ARTICLE VII.

ADVANCE OF FUNDS

SFF AS 30 requires that unreimbursed or under-reimbursed costs of the performing agency be
communicated to the recipient of services.
Each entity's full cost should incorporate the full cost of goods and services that it receives from
other entities. The entity providing the goods or services has the responsibility to provide the
receiving entity with information on the full cost of such goods or services either through billing
or other advice. Recognition of inter-entity costs that are not fully reimbursed is limited to
material items that (I) are significant to the receiving entity, (2) form an integral or necessary
part of the receiving entity's output, and (3) can be identified or matched to the receiving entity
with reasonable precision. Broad and general support services provided by an entity to all or
most other entities should not be recognized unless such services form a vital and integral part of
the operations or output of the receiving entity.
The service provider (Library of Congress) will indicate if this interagency agreement reflects
full cost recovery.

El

Yes, full recovery

The service provider will indicate if this interagency agreement docs not reflect full cost
recovery.

Cl

No. not full cost recovery

The service provider will provide the recipient of services (NEA) with the amount of
unreimbursed or under-reimbursed costs on a quarterly basis by the 22nd of the end of the
;/nd , M'arc'h ;;nd
, JS
;;nd .
quarter,. [) ecem ber__
__ , June, ;;nd
-- , anc1
, eptem ber -The recipient of services \Viii check this box to indicate \Vhether any amounts not fully
reimbursed \viii meet the above recognition criteria. If yes. both agencies will report their
unreimbursed/imputed costs.

Cl

Cl

Yes

No

Advance
The NEA agrees to advance $50,000 to the Library of Congress for the purposes of this agreement in accordance with Section III. The Library of Congress will draw down the advance
using the Intra-governmental Payment and Collection (IPAC) system. The Library of Congress Project Office agrees to report exfenses not less than quarterly [by the 22 11 d of the end of
the quarter; December 22nd, March 22 11 , June 22nd. and September 22nd] to the NEA Finance
contact for this Interagency Agreement.

I Service Provider

Recipient Of Services

I LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

l

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS

i

ALC: 59-00-0002

ALC: 03-00-0001

I APPROPRIATION: 03X0101

APPROPRIATION: 59X0100

!

FUND TYPE - [ X YEAR]

FUND TYPE - X YEAR

I CODING:

I CODINGo
: 12 02X802 RSRC 1313
: SGL Accts@ Signing: : 4210/4 (TC A702]

I Document Ref# I SGL Accts@ Collection:

4222/4221

ir-----1010/1310 [TC C-182]

2310/5900 [TC A-710Cl09]
4277 /4222

{------~"-~-··-~--~--------· --·,.---·----~-

I DUNS:
! TIN:

788790434

53-6002532

I SGL Accts@ Collection:

4801/4802

, 1410/1010 [TC B-308]

-~

I SGL Accts@ Quarterly expenditure report:
f

I 00350D0000.2012.00F0260000.0070520000.25110
I SGL Accts@ Signing 4610/4801 [TC B-204)
I Document Ref# G12-00012

+

I SGL Accts@ Billing:

6100/1410 [TC B-604]

i

I

1

+-~----·-·---··------~-~---- -----~----···~---~----·-----~-~--~----i

i DUNS:

92-8276468

: TIN: 52-1098587

i

1

- - - - ------·---------······---------·-·"--·-··---·---------------'-···--------·-----·---__J

ARTICLE VIII.

RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES

The LOC and NFA will make their best efforts to amicably resolve disputes that may arise
under this Agreement through discussions. If resolution cannot be reached. NEA and the
LOC will solicit the views and mediation of the Agency Contacts in Article V. If those views
or mediation cannot be obtained. or fail to resolve the matter. the issue will be elevated through
respective management channels fr)r resolution.

ARTICLE IX.

AUTHORIZING SIGNATURES

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
APPROVAL

Joan Shigekawa
Senior Deputy Chairman
National Endowment for the Arts

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
APPROVAL

Date
Non-Appropriated Team Leader
Library of Congress

1. EFFECTIVE DATE:

4. Document Request# (ORN):

National Endowment for the Arts
lnteragency Agreement - FUNDS OUT
3. IZI N4lW Agreement
0Amendment

upon signature
2. EXPIRATION DATE:

December 31 , 2012

G 12-00012-00
5. ESTIMATED AMOUNT :

$50,000.00

6 . NEA'S AUTHORITY. (This agreement is entered into pursuant to the following authority and incorporates by reference any and all related
implementing regulations and Office of Management & Budget circulars) (Check all that apply):

0

National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965. as amended, 20 U.S .C. 954(0)

0

Reques ng Agency
CONTACT INFORMATION

a. Name and Address:

a. Name and Address:

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
101 Independence Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20540

National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20506

b Program Office Contact Name and Telephone Number:

Amy Stalls

b. Program Office Contact Name and Telephone Number:

Roberta Shaffer

202-682-5771

d. Email Address:

rsha@ Ice.gov

stollsa@arts.gov

e. FINANCIAL INFORMATION
59-00-0002

b. DUNS: 92-8276468
TAS
c. ORN: G 12-0001 2
(Must be provided on /PAC bill)

52-1098587

TIN:

59X 0100
BETC:

DISB

e. Finance Office/Billing Address--please send by FAX

Finance Office, RM 624
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20506

R mbursemenc
TIN:

03-00-0001

788790434

TAS:

c. ORN:

53-6002532

03X0101
BETC:

COLL

12 - 02X802 - RSC 1313

e. Finance Office/Billing Address:

Library of Congress
101 Independence Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20540-9110

f. Finance Office Contact Name and Telephone Number:

g. Finance Office Fax Number:

O

d. Accounting Code(s):

00350D0000.2012.00F0260000.0070520000.25110

Brenda Owens

0 Advanc

a. Agency
Location Code :
b. DUNS:

d . Ace-0unting Code(s

h. E-mail

202-707 -9825

202-707-6269

c. Program Office Fax

202-682-5481

d. Email Address:

a. Agency
Location Code:

Other (specify)

Performing Agency
1.

c. Program Office Fax:

0

Economy Act, 31 U.S.C 1535-1536

202 -682-5767

202-682-5679

owensb@arts.gov

f. Finance Office Contact Name and Telephone Number:

Robert James
g. Finance Office Fax Number
h. E-mail

9
Program Office Name (printed) & Signature--if needed

202-707-3991
202 -707-426 1

rjam@loc.gov

AUTHORIZED APPROVALS
j Date
'·

NEA/FIN-121; Rev. 6/09

INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
and the
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES
DESIGN FOR ACCESSIBILITY REVISION PROJECT

I.

PARTIES AND PURPOSE
This Interagency Agreement between the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA)
and the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) is for the revision of Design
for Accessibility: A Cultural Administrator's Handbook, a resource designed to help
cultural organizations comply with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and the
Americans with Disabilities Act, and make access an integral part of their planning
and programming. A cooperator will be selected to revise the content to reflect current laws and technologies and publish it online. Costs will be shared by the NEH,
the NEA. Additional funding for this project, not covered by this Interagency
Agreement, will be provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
(IMLS). Through two previous interagency agreements, the NEH contributed
$51,650 to cover development and printing costs for the original 2003 Design.for
Accessibility Handbook, and distributed 2,000 copies to its constituents.

II.

LEGAL AUTHORITY
NEH: National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965, as amended,
20 u.s.c. 956(i).
NEA: National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities Act of 1965, as amended,
20 U.S.C. Section 954 (o).

III.

SCOPE OF WORK
NEA shall:

+ Enter into a cooperative agreement with an organization that will redesign and
revise Design.for Accessibility: A Cultural Administrator's Handbook to reflect
current laws and technologies; integrate it with the NEA's second accessibility
publication, the Accessibility Planning and Resource Guide for Cultural
Administrators; and publish it online.

+ Serve as the lead agency in the management and oversight of the project
+ Form a Steering Committee of the Federal partners (NEA, NEH, and IMLS) to
review the project and ensure that all aspects of cultural accessibility are considered
in the revision of the handbook material.

+ Establish an
fields, to provide guidance and feedback on

+ Assume responsibility for managing the work of, and communications with, the
Cooperator, and make final decisions on the timeline of the project and the content
and appearance of the Web site.

+ Host final product on the NEA Web server at the conclusion of the cooperative
agreement.
NEH shall:

+ Subject to the availability of appropriations, transfer $60,000 to the NEA for the
management of the redesign and revision of Design.for Accessibility: A Cultural
Administrator's Handbook.

+ Appoint a representative to serve on the Federal Steering Committee, who will
meet with the NEA's Accessibility Director, as needed, to review the project and
ensure that the perspectives ofNEH constituents are included the final product.

+ Provide suggestions for project advisory group members and criteria for effective
practices as well as review the Web site mock-up.

+ Assist with piloting and troubleshooting the Web site and provide feedback on the
final product before the site is launched.

+ Market the final product to its constituents.
IV.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND VISIBILITY
All print, audio, video, digital, web-based and other materials relating to this project
must acknowledge NEH as a partner with the NEA and IMLS, using language and
logos agreed upon by the parties to this Interagency Agreement. Any such materials
and any media statements, public statements and promotional activities relating to this
project shall be provided in draft form for NEH' s review and approval prior to
release.

V.

EFFECT OF AGREEMENT
This Interagency Agreement is an internal Government agreement, and does not confer any legal right upon any private person or private entity.
This Interagency Agreement does not restrict the NEH or the NEA from participating
in similar activities or arrangements with other entities.

VI.

AGENCY CONTACTS
The NEH contact for this Interagency Agreement is Carole Watson, Deputy
Chairman.
contact for
Agreement is Beth Bienvenu,
Accessibility Director.

VII.

TERM OF AGREEMENT
or
upon
written request either party and with the concurrence of the other party. This
Interagency Agreement will become effective on the date of the last signature
herein and will remain in effect until December 31, 2013.

VIII.

REIMBURSEMENT OF FUNDS
The Statement of Federal Financial Accounting Standards (SFF AS) 30 requires that
unreimbursed or under-reimbursed costs of the performing agency be communicated
to the recipient of services. Each entity's full cost should incorporate the full cost of
goods and services that it receives from other entities. The entity providing the goods
or services has the responsibility to provide the receiving entity with information on
the full cost of such goods or services either through billing or other advice. Recognition of inter-entity costs that are not fully reimbursed is limited to material items that
(I) are significant to the receiving entity, (2) form an integral or necessary part of the
receiving entity's output, and (3) can be identified or matched to the receiving entity
with reasonable precision. Broad and general support services provided by an entity
to all or most other entities should not be recognized unless such services form a vital
and integral part of the operations or output of the receiving entity.
The service provider will indicate if this interagency agreement reflects full cost
recovery.

El

Yes, full recovery

The
provider will indicate if this interagency agreement does not reflect full
cost recovery.

Cl

No, not full cost recovery

The service provider will provide the recipient of services with the amount of
unreimbursed or under-reimbursed costs on a quarterly basis by the 22nd of the end of
the quarter; or no less than preliminary estimates on March I st, with actual amounts
by June 22nd, and September 22nd.
After receipt of preliminary estimates of unreimbursed or under-reimbursed costs, the
"-"'"~" will notify the service provider whether any amounts not fully
reimbursed will meet the above recognition criteria. If yes, both agencies will report
their unreimbursed/imputed costs.
Reimbursement Without Advance
Subject to the availability of appropriations, the NEH agrees to obligate and
subsequently reimburse $60,000 to the NEA for the purposes of this agreement
accordance with Section IIL
NEA will bill NEH and
down monthly
reimbursements (by the 22nd of the month) upon invoices using the Intragovernmental Payment and Collection (IPAC) system. The NEA Finance Office
will report expenses to the NEH Finance contact to reconcile quarterly this
Agreement.

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT
FOR THE HUMANITIES

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT
FOR THE ARTS

ALC: 59-00-0003

ALC: 59-00-0002

APPROPRIATION: 59X0301
FUND TYPE [ 1 YEAR, X YEAR,
MULTI]
CODING:
231-2012-1100-2530-000000
SGL Accts @ Signing:
4610/4801 [TC B-204]
Document Ref# SGL Accts @Billing:
6100/2110 [TC B-302]
SGL Accts @ Collection:
2110/1010 [TC B-110]

APPROPRIATION: 59X0100
FUND TYPE [XYEAR]
CODING:
00350R0000.2012.00F0630000.0070390000
SGL Accts@ Signing:
422114210 [TC A-304]
Document Ref# IA 12-02
SGL Accts @ Billing:
1310/5200 [TC A-714]
SGL Accts @ Collection:
1010/1310 [TC C-186]

DUNS: 82-912-3343
TIN: 52-1098584

DUNS: 92-8276468
TIN: 52-1098587

IX.

RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
The NEH and NEA will make their best efforts to amicably resolve disputes that may
arise under this Interagency Agreement through discussions. If resolution cannot be
reached, NEA and the NEH will solicit the views and mediation of the Agency
Contacts in Article VI. If those views or mediation cannot be obtained, or fail to
resolve the matter, the issue will be elevated through respective management channels
for resolution.

X.

SIGNATORIES

Carole Watson
Deputy Chairman
National Endowment for the Humanities

Joan Shigekawa
Senior Deputy Chairman
National Endovvment for the Arts
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I ....... FECTIVE DATE:

National Endowment for the Arts
lnteragency Agreement - FU OS IN

I upon signature
'!

2. EXPIRATION DATE:

12/31/2013

3. ~ New Agreement

0Amendment

4. Document Request# (ORN):

.

IA-12-02

1

5. ESTIMATED AMOUNT:

I

$60,000.00

i

6. NEA'S AUTHORITY. (This agreement is entered into pursuant to the following authority and incorporates by reference any and all related
implementing regulations and Office of Management & Budget circulars) (Check all that apply):
~ National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities

0

Act of 1965, as amended, 20 U.S.C. 950(0)

Economy Act, 31 U.S.C. 1535-1536

Requesting Agency

0

Other (specify)

Perfonning Agency
1.

CONTACT INFORMATION

a. Name and Address:

a. Name and Address:

National Endowment for the Humanities
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20506

National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20506

b. Program Office Contact Name and Telephone Number:

b. Program Office Contact Name and Telephone Number:

Carole Watson

Beth Bienvenu

202-682-5567

c. Program Office Fax:

202-682-5613

202-606-8328

c. Program Office Fax:

cwatson@neh.gov

d. Email Address:

s. FINANCIAL INFORMATION
a. Agency
Location Code:

59-00-0003

b. DUNS: 82-912-3343

TIN:

bienvenub@arts.gov

d. Email Address

52- 1098584

o

Advance

~ Reimbursement

a. Agency
Location Code :

59-00-0002

b. DUNS: 92-8276468

TAS: 59X0200

TIN:

52-1098587

TAS: 59X0100
BETC: COLL

c. ORN:

c. ORN: IA-12-02

d. Accounting Code(s):

d. Accounting Code(s):
00350R0000.2012. OOF0630000. 0070390000

231 -2012- 1100-2530-000000

e. Finance Office/Billing Address:

e. Finance Office/Billing Address:

Office of Accounting, Room 310
National Endowment for the Humanities
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20506

Finance Office, RM 624
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20506

f. Finance Office Contact Name and Telephone Number:

f. Finance Office Contact Name and Telephone Number:

John Gleason

202-606-6336

Lois Fields

202-682-5461

g. Finance Office Fax Number:

202-606-8343

g. Finance Office Fax Number:

202-682-5679

h. E-mail

j gleason@neh.gov

h. E-mail

9.
1

Program Office Name (printed) & Signature--if needed

II n/a

.
I!
J

fieldsl@arts.gov

!

AUTHORIZED APPROVALS

i Date:

Program Office Name (printed) & Signature--if needed

II

n/a

i

Ii J

(print~d) & Signature

..~~
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7---...______..

i
; Date·

i
1

i

!

!

i
iI

I

Finance Office Name

i Date:

Fin.<·

.,/J L<f
fJ -'{;'"'/ / ~X--h?d<..1
Sandy Stueclder c.__
C ·

~----~--------------------..1__

i

~~ce Nj me (p~i! ~ Simnatur
I

1
1

I

I

_: --i
7 i
I

i

Dat

:

12

/

i

~
! · JJ.. I I
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NEA/FIN-120; Rev. 8/08

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD. ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

Date: September 11, 2012
Sandy Stueckler
Finance Director
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania A venue NW
Washington, DC 20506-0001
Re: NSF OA No. 12368
Your Agreement No. G 12-00008-00
DFM Control No. LX44
Dear Ms. Stueckler:
The National Science Foundation (NSF) accepts and returns herewith 1 copy(ies) of the
above-referenced interagency funding agreement in the amount of $16,044. This agreement provides
$15,000 to NSF"s awardee National Academy of Sciences under NSF award No. 1024012 and includes
$1,044 to cover NS F's administrative cost (based on NSF's established rate) related to undertaking this
activity.
Acceptance is made with the understanding that funds will be made available pursuant to the terms and
conditions of the NSF award and in accordance with the appropriation cited on the agreement.
In accordance with Treasury Financial Manual (TFM) Bulletin No. 2007-03, NSF will bill and collect
the amount of this agreement on a reimbursable basis through the IPAC system citing the agreement
number referenced on the enclosed agreement. In addition, all intra-governmental reconciliations and
confirmations are required to be performed quarterly and differences resolved in a timely manner.
This agreement is entered into pursuant to the authority of the National Science Foundation Act of 1950,
as amended (42 U.S.C. 1861-75).
Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Tianay Robinson, at (703)
292-7859.

Sincerely,~

~··.

~

Martha Ione Do on
Grants and Agreements Officer
Enclosure(s)

National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22230

Internal Transmittal Memo for "Incoming" Interagency Agreements (IAAs)
Date: September 7, 2012
To: XDGA
From: Jeryl Mumpower, DD/SES
Program Officer: Cheryl L Eavey
Program Administrative POC: Josetta Fomuko
Subject: IAA from NEA
G 12-00008-00
$16,044.00

Total IAA Amount transferred to NSF:
Less ACR (NSF admin fee)

6.51%

($1,044.46)

$14,999.54

Available to Obligate on grant/contract:

100% IDEAS
NSF Program Org Code 04050300

XYes

No

NSF Thematic Code (Disciplinary /Interdisciplinary
Research

Does the IAA identify specific NSF grants, cooperative agreements, or contracts to be
supported by the other agency's funding?

If "yes", A~wide detailed information in the space below for each NSF proposal or contract to be funded with the
subject I
[attach detailed list for more than two proposals]. If no, skip to next question below.

NSF proposal or contract #: 1024012
PI Name (first & last): Constance Citro
Awardee/Vendor name: National Academy of Sciences
Amount to be Obligated (based on
$15,000
amount available calculated above):
Yes

0No

I

$

If specific awards have not yet been identified, is there a signed Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) approved in accordance with NSF clearance procedures that explains
the purpose of the funding and the responsibilities for NSF to use the funds?

If "yes", include a copy of the MOU with the IAA paperwork or provide a link to the document if accessible online.
[insert link to MOU if applicable]
If there is no MOU and no proposals have been identified above, then provide explanation of the plans to obligate
other agency's funds transferred by the IAA prior to fiscal year end.

i

Oil
r11s+-·
i1)

f 2-3(,6

53000 I l 3SL/

Revised: December 2011 (NSF Form 1610)

NSF Internal "Incoming" IAA Transmittal Memo
Page 2

"I/ming'' IAA Checklist:

D

Clearly stated project description or scope of work that identifies the specific activities to be supported
by the IAA

0

lAA performance period sufficiently covers proposed grant/ contract period that will be obligated to
perform work requested by other agency including time to bill for those expenses incurred by the
grantee or contractor

/

_,,,..,,,

/ IT

Acknowledgement of NSF's administrative cost recovery (ACR) rate to be deducted from the total
transferred (be sure that NSF's fee amount based on total funds is calculated correctly)
,/

/

Financial Data for "Incoming" IAAs (NSF form 1611) has been completed by other Federal agency
only if the IAA is not filled out using the Treasury Standard Forms 7600A & B

/

Funds represented in whole dollars only (NSF cannot process acceptance of cents)

0

Payment/Billing identified as "reimbursement" (Note: NSF typically does not request "advance" funds. If
use of advance billing is requested, a justification must be obtained from the other agency on their requirement
for advance billing for consideration by DFM and DGA/DACS.)
IAA signed by appropriate Requesting Agency Official

D

Program Office has reviewed any special clauses/ requirements included in the IAA to ensure that
nothing conflicts with NSF policies or procedures (consult with DGA/DACS)

0

Copy of approved MOU (if applicable - can be made available electronically)

NSF Program Official Recommendation:
The subject IAA is herein recommended for acceptance and meets the guidelines and data requirements for
incoming agreements. Any grants, cooperative agreements, or contracts, including supplements to existing
awards, issued as a result of the subject IAA will be awarded in accordance with NSF policies and
procedures. Monitoring of the executed agreement, timely provision of identified deliverables (where
appropriate), and any requests for extension of the agreement to coincide with any approved extensions of
the resultant grant/ contract will be handled by the cognizant NSF program official.

Revised : December 2011 (NSF Form 1610)

I

I

FINANCIAL DATA for INTERAGENCY AGREEMENTS (Transfers TO NSF)
The lntragovernmental Business Rules issued November 30, 2010, under Treasury Financial Manual (TFM)
Bulletin 2011-05 Volume I (http://www.fms.treas.gov/factsi/vol1/vol1appen10.doc) recommends use of the new
standard lnteragency Agreement {IAA) fonns (Treasury Form 7600NB) for all intragovernmental transactions
that exchange goods and services. (Forms are found online at http://www.fms.treas.gov/finstandard/forms.html)
Page two of this NSF form, once completed by the NSF Program Official, provides the minimum data required
from NSF as the Servicing Agency (seller) to complete the standard IAA forms.
If the Requesting Agency (buyer) does NOT use the new government-wide standard IAA form, then this NSF form
(page one) must be filled out and signed by the Requesting Agency and provided to NSF (as Servicing
Agency) as an attachment to any agency-specific funds transfer documents.

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
Office of Research and Analysis

Requesting Agency ("buyer") Name/Office
j Agency Location Code (ALC)

1159-00-0002

ITreasury Agency and Trading Partner Code

I

11 sg

I

J

Business Event Type Code (BETC)
Business Partner Network # (BPN or DUNS #)

II DISB
II 59X0100

I Fiscal Year Funds Appropriated

i

I Fund Expiration Date:

Agency/Program Official

Grants/Contracts Officer
(funds approving official)

Finance Office
(payment office)

11 Name

I
I
I

2012

I No-year

Statutory Authority & Citation for entering into IAA

j Contact Information:

I

I Fund Cancellation Date:

I

I

192-8276468

ITreasury Account Symbol (TAS)
Type of Funds (e.g., one-year, two-year, no-year)

I

(as requesting agency)

I

National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities
Act of 1965, as amended, 20 U.S.C. Section
954 (o)

I Email & Telephone Number

& Title

I

J

granthame@arts.gov
202-682-5793

Ellen Grantham
Office of Research and Analysis
John Sotelo, Budget Officer

J

[ soteloj@arts.gov
202-682-5478

Brenda Owens
Systems Accountant

I

__J

i

owensb@arts.gov
202-682-5767

I

I

Please acknowledge that NSF's requirements as Servicing Agency (on page 2 of this form) have been
addressed in any agency-specific IAA form.

j' ~

I

Name: Sandy Stueckler
I(,,
Requesti ng A gency
. ~·;
1
Official Completing Form ~======================~
.!7
j Date:
6- / Z
j (Signature)
1'

C/-

NSF Form 1611 (page 1 of 2)

-

a
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c~
_17 _ ~~ ~
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J

1/

Revised: December 19, 2011

FINANCIAL DATA for INTERAGENCY AGREEMENTS (Transfers TO NSF)
j Servicing Agency ("seller") Name

lI National Science Foundation

IAgency Location Code (ALC)

1149-00-0001

J

Treasury Agency and Trading Partner Code

I
I

I 49

IBusiness Event Type Code (BETC)

II

IBusiness Partner Network# (BPN or DUNS#)

I074811803

COLL

(as servicing agency)

I

I

FY 2012 TAS for ACR funds

Treasury Account Symbol (TAS)

4920180 Agency Operations & Award Management

FY 2012 TAS for Program Support
(NSF's Treasury Account Symbol varies depending on the
program being supported - NSF Program Office must
designate appropriate account to use)

IFY12 Administrative Recovery Rate
j Statutory Authority

I

IBilling Information

49121130100 Research & Related AcUvities - OR 49121130106 Education & Human Resources - OR 49X0100 for non-expiring R&RA -OROther NSF appropriation, if applicable

I 6.51% deducted from total funds transferred *

National Science Foundation Act of 1950, as amended (42 USC 1861-76)

I

I Reimbursement Basis; Seller Initiated /PAC; Bl/ling on a monthly basis
NSF will obligate Requesting Agency's funds within period of availability. NSF will
bill and collect for ACR upon obligation of any portion of the funds and only bill for
reimbursement for program support portion after expenditures are submitted by the
grantee or contractor.

NSF Requirements

The period of performance of the /AA must cover the entire anticipated period of the
grant, cooperative agreement (CA), and/or contract, as appropriate, and any grant,
CA, and/or contract will be awarded in accordance with NSF's terms and conditions.
j Performance Period

119-30-2013

INSF Address

I 4201 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, VA 22230

NSF Agency Official

NSF Program Officer

NSF Grants/Contracts
Officer Contact Info
(authorized official to
accept funds for NSF)

Finance Office
(billing)

l

IRachel Croson

11rcroson@nsf.gov;703-292-7279

I

ICheryl Eavey

11 ceavey@nsf.gov; 703-292-7269

I

I

Martha Dodson

Alisha Williams
dfm-i(2ac@nsf.gov
(703) 292-4539

l

mdodson@nsfgov; 703-292-4834

NSF Division of Financial Management
Accounting Operations Branch
14201 Wilson Blvd, Room 11-605
Arlington, VA 22230

I
I

* to calculate correct ACR amount as a percentage of the program support funds, divide the program support funds by 0.9349,
which equals the total amount to be transferred (the difference between this calculated total and the program support funds is
the exact ACR amount - MUST be rounded to nearest whole dollar)

NSF Form 1611 (page 2 of 2)

Revised: December 19, 2011

INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT
between the
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
and the
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
FY 2012 CORE SPONSORSHIP OF THE
COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL STATISTICS

I.

PARTIES AND PURPOSE
The purpose of this Agreement between the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA)
and the National Science Foundation (NSF) is for core sponsorship of the Committee
on National Statistics (CNSTAT) at the National Academies.

II.

LEGAL AUTHORITY
NSF: National Science Foundation Act of 1950, as amended (42 USC 1861-76).
NEA: National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities Act of 1965, as amended,
20 U.S.C. Section 954 (o).

III.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Established at the National Academies in 1972, the Committee on National Statistics
(CNS TAT) convenes expert panels to conduct studies on the data and methods
needed to improve our understanding of the U.S. population, the economy, the
environment, public health, crime, education, immigration, poverty, welfare,
terrorism, and other public policy topics.
Support for the Committee's activities, which include oversight of its panel studies
and the conduct of some special studies, together with semi-annual public symposia
on topics of interest to the federal statistical and research communities, is provided by
a consortium of federal agencies. Sponsor agencies that contribute to CNSTAT core
funding include the National Science Foundation, the National Institute on Aging, the
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, the Bureau of Economic
Analysis, and other agencies that transfer funding to NSF's core grant to the
Committee, including the U.S. Census Bureau, Social Security Administration, and
agencies of the Departments of Agriculture, Defense, Education, Energy, Health and
Human Services, Homeland Security, Housing and Urban Development, Justice,
Transportation, and Treasury.

IV.

SCOPE OF WORK
The NEA shall:
•
•
•
•

Transfer$ I 6,044to the NSF.
Participate in a rotating series of CNSTAT business meetings to discuss the
NEA's research agenda and interests with CNSTAT members and staff;
Participate in network opportunities with other core sponsor agency officials at
seminars and workshops; and
Explore the possibility of joint sponsorship of a CNSTAT workshop or panel
discussion about arts-specific research topics.

The NSF shall:
•
•

V.

Transfer $15,000 payment to CNSTAT
Retain a 6.51 % procession fee of $1,044. Provide a proof-of-payment report to
the NEA Point of Contact after payment has been transferred.

RECOVERY RA TE
NSF' s cost recovery rate is 6. 51 % and is deducted from total funds transferred
through this agreement.

VI.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND VISIBILITY
Support from the NEA shall be appropriately acknowledged in all materials produced
under this interagency agreement.

VII.

EFFECT OF AGREEMENT
This lnteragency Agreement is an internal Government agreement, and does not
confer any legal right upon any private person or private entity.
This Interagency Agreement does not restrict NSF or the NEA from participating in
similar activities or arrangements with other entities.

VIII.

AGENCY CONTACTS
The NEA point of contact for this interagency agreement is Ellen Grantham, Program
Analyst, Office of Research and Analysis. The NSF point of contact for this interagency agreement is Cheryl L. Eavey, Directorate for Social, Behavioral, and
Economic Sciences Program on Methodology, Measurement and Statistics.

IX.

TERM OF AGREEMENT
This Interagency Agreement may only be modified or amended in writing upon written request of any party and with the concurrence of the other parties hereto. This
Interagency Agreement will become effective on the date of the last signature herein
and will remain in effect until September 1, 2013.

X.

SFFAS REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
The Statement of Federal Financial Accounting Standards (SFF AS) 30 requires that
unreimbursed or under-reimbursed costs of the performing agency be communicated
to the recipient of services. Each entity's full cost should incorporate the full cost of
goods and services that it receives from other entities. The entity providing the goods
or services has the responsibility to provide the receiving entity with information on
the full cost of such goods or services either through billing or other advice. Recognition of inter-entity costs that are not fully reimbursed is limited to material items that
(1) are significant to the receiving entity, (2) form an integral or necessary part of the
receiving entity's output, and (3) can be identified or matched to the receiving entity
with reasonable precision. Broad and general support services provided by an entity
all or most other entities should not be recognized unless such services form a vital
and integral part of the operations or output of the receiving entity.
The service provider will indicate if this interagency agreement reflects full cost
recovery.

£&J

Yes, full recovery

The service provider will indicate if this interagency agreement does not reflect full
cost recovery.

Cl

No, not full cost recovery

The service provider will provide the recipient of services with the amount of
unreimbursed or under-reimbursed costs on a quarterly basis by the 22°d of the end of
the quarter.
The recipient of services will notify the service provider whether any amounts not
fully reimbursed will meet the above recognition criteria. If yes, both agencies will
report their unreimbursed/imputed costs.

XI.

TRANSFER OF FUNDS - REIMBURSEMENT WITHOUT ADVANCE
The NEA agrees to obligate $16,044 to the NSF for the purposes of carrying out
Section IV of this Interagency Agreement. The NSF will initiate the transfer using
the Intra-governmental Payment and Collection (IPAC) system. The NSF will
submit a report of expenditure to the NEA Finance Office point of contact
immediately after expenditure of the funds.

NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOUNDATION

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT
FOR THE ARTS

ALC: 49-00-0001

ALC: 59-00-0002

APPROPRJA TION:

APPROPRJATION: 59X0100

FY 2012 TAS for ACR funds:
4910180 Agency Operations & Award
Management

FUND TYPE - [ X YEAR)

FY 2012 TAS for Program Support:
491120100 Research & Related Activities OR
49121130106 education & Human Resources OR
49X0100 for non-expiring R&RA OR
Other NSF appropriation, if applicable

FUND TYPE1-Year for ACR funds
2-Year for Program Support funds
CODING:

CODING:
0035000000.20 I2.0000260000.0070380000.25110
($16,044)

SOL Accts@ Signing:
422114210 [TC A-304]
Document Ref# -

SGL Accts @ Signing:
4610/4801 [TC B-204]
Document Ref# G 12-00008-00

SOL Accts @ Billing:
1310/5200 [TC A-714]

SGL Accts @ Billing:
6100/2110 [TC B-302]

SGL Accts @ Collection:
1010/1310 [TC A-714]

SGL Accts @ Collection:
2110/1010 [TC B-110]

DUNS: 074811803
TIN: 53-0206152

DUNS: 92-8276468
TIN: 52-1098587

XII.

SIGNATORIES
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BFNDOA
National Science Foundation

Joan Shigekawa
Senior Deputy Chairman
National Endowment for the Arts

Date

Date
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(1861 et seq.)

POETRY OUT LOUD: NATIONAL RECITATION CONTEST
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE POETRY FOUNDATION
AND THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR TH E ARTS

The purpose of this MOU is to state the parties' intention t o continue joint support of a national
high school poetry recitation competition, Poetry Out Loud: National Recitation Contest. The
Poetry Foundation and the National Endowment for the Arts (Endowment) intend to support
this program during the 2012-2013 school year in SO states, the Dlstrfct of Columbia, Puerto
Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands, cu lminating with National Finals In spring 2013 in Washington,

DC.
The terms of t he partnership between the Poetry Foundation and the Endowment are as
follows:
Responsibilities of the Poetry Foundation
To accomplish the objectives of this project, the Poetry Foundation shall dedicate funds of
approximately $500,000. Within the confines of its budget and, in consultation with the
Endowment Program Manager, it shall:
•

Develop or update, as needed, the content and design of all educationa l materials
(including audio resources, Learning Recitation DVD, Teacher's Guide, anthologies,
posters) and promotional materials, in close coordination with the Endowment. The
Poetry Foundation accepts the responsibility for requesting and securing permissions
to use copyrighted poems, recordings, and images.

•

ProdtJCe a comprehensive Web site, in close coordination with the Endowment, including all educat ional materials and an on line anthology of at least 600 poems. The
Web sit e will be updated regularly. The Poetry Foundation accepts the responsibility for
request ing and securing permission to use copyrighted poems, recordings, and images.

•

Reproduce and distribute sufficient educational materials for classroom use in 50 states,
the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands.

•

Provide cash awards to the winners of each state-level competition, as follows: $200 to
the recitation champion and $500 to his or her school library for the purchase of poetry

books; and $100 to th e r unner-up and $200 to his or her school library for the purchase
of poetry books.
•

Provide cash awards to the winners and winners' schools at the National Finals, as
follows: $20,000 to the National Champion, $10,000 t o the second-place finalist, $5,000
to th e third-place finalist, and $1,000 to students finishing in fourth through twelfth
place. The top 12 students' schools will each receive $500.

•

Contribute toward expenses of the National Finals, including costs of travel, hotels,
venues, receptions, and other direct expenses. The amount of this contribution will be
determined as part of the NEA's cooperat ive agreement for the management of Poetry
Out Loud, and shall be made as part of the Poetry Foundation's overall commitment of
app roximately $500,000 to the project.

•

Cooperatively, with the Endowment, promote Poetry Out Loud to the literat ure and
education fields.

Responsibilities of the National Endowment for the Arts
To accomplish the o bjectives of thi s project, the Endowment will:
•

Develop or update, as needed, the content and design of all program materials
(includ in g audio resou rces, Learning Recitation DVD, Teacher's Guide, anthologies,
posters, Web site), in dose coordination with the Poetry Foundation .

•

Award grants of up to $20,000, contingent upon availability of federal funds, to State
Arts Agencies in 50 states, the District of Colu mbia, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin
Islands to implement the Poetry Out Loud curriculum in high schools and conduct a
Poetry Out Loud state finals competition in each participating state and special
jurisdiction.

•

Coord in ate and provide technical ass istance to program man agers at State Arts Agencies
and thei r partners.

•

Collect data gathered by the State Arts Agencies, including lists of participating schools
and fina l program reports.

•

Enter into a cooperative agreement with a qualified orga nization to support and
manage the Nation al Finals events. Supported costs may include con tractors, stud ent
and chapero ne per diems, and other direct expenses.

Responsibilities of Both Parties
The Poetry Foundation and the National Endowment for the Arts each agree to:
•

Approve the design and final version of all materials.

•

Share primary and prominent joint credit for the program.

•

Actively ensure the establishment of the Poetry Out Loud program and brand, and work
cooperatively toward the success of the program.

•

Collaboratively plan to implement the 2013 National Finals.

Renewal
This MOU may be renewed ann ually depending on the availability of federal funds and, where
appropriate, approval of grants and cooperative agreements by the National Council on t he
Arts, as well as approval by the Poetry Foundation's Board ofTrustees.
For the purposes of this MOU, t he Director of Arts Education or d esignee will serve as the NEA
Project Director for all Poetry Out loud activities. Stephen Young, Program Director for the
Poetry Foundation, will serve as the lead contact for that organization.
This MOU wi ll become effective on the date of final signature and continue until June 30, 2013.
The above has been agreed to by:

Rocco Landesman
Chairman

Presi ent

National Endowment for the Arts

Poetry Foundation

Date

Date
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INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS and
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
COOPER-HEWITT, NATIONAL DESIGN MUSEUM

FY 2012 Social Impact Design Summit

I. PURPOSE
The Smithsonian Institution, on behalf of the Cooper-Hewitt, National Design
Museum (CH), and the National Endowment for the Arts {NEA) hereby enter into
this lnteragency Agreement to convene a summit with national and international
leaders in the field of social impact design in the winter of 2012.

II. LEGAL AUTHORITY
Smithsonian: 20 U.S.C. Section 41 et seq.
NEA: National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities Act of 1965, as amended,
20 U.S.C. Section 954 (o).

Ill. SCOPE OF WORK

A. The Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum (CH) will:
1. Oversee and execute all logistics related to the one-day summit; including
invitations, travel arrangements for national participants, logistics, and
preparation of host facility.
2. Manage and secure funding from additional funders to support the event,
including the Lemelson Foundation.
3. Facilitate discussion during the summit and design the day's programming,
with input and approval from both the Lemelson Foundation and NEA.
4. Coordinate a media and communications strategy, including press
releases social media and reporting key takeaways from the summit. All
materials for public release must be reviewed and approved by NEA's
Office of Public Affairs. NEA will make every effort to respond promptly to
requests for information and/or material to review.
5. Contract a writer to produce a white paper documenting topics explored in
the summit and recommending next steps.
6. Capture audio and video at the summit to produce a summary video
available for dissemination via the web. All public documentation and
public release of summit content must be approved by NEA's Office of
Public Affairs.

B. Th e National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) will:
1. Transfer $25,000 to the CH to cover costs related to host a one-day
summit on social impact design.
2. In consultation with CH and the Lemelson Foundation, identify and
approve summit invitees.
3. Contribute to, preview and approve the design of the day's programming,
discussion topics, facilitator, and agenda.
4. Review and approve CH's proposed media strategy and all press releases
made available to the public. NEA will make every effort to respond promptly
to requests for information and/or material to review.
5. Review, provide feedback, and approve white paper document, summary
video, and all other materials resulting from the summit.
IV. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
All print, audio, video, digital, welrbased and other materials relating to this
project, including transcriptions, shall acknowledge the partnership between the
NEA and the Smithsonian Institution Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum
(CH), with the appropriate logos and text and may be utilized nonexclusively by
the NEA for educational and informational purposes.
Any media statements regarding the project shall be approved by NEA's Office of
Public Affairs and Smithsonian Institution Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum.
V. REIMBURSEMENT OF FUNDS
SF FAS 30 requires that unreimbursed or under-reimbursed costs of the performing agency be communicated to the recipient of services.
Each entity's full cost should incorporate the full cost of goods and services that
it receives from other entities. The entity providing the goods or services has the
responsibility to provide the receiving entity with information on the full cost of
such goods or services either through billing or other advice. Recognition of
inter-entity costs that are not fully reimbursed is limited to material items that
(1) are significant to the receiving entity, (2) form an integral or necessary part
of the receiving entity's output, and (3) can be identified or matched to the receiving entity with reasonable precision. Broad and general support services
provided by an entity to all or most other entities should not be recognized unless such services form a vital and integral part of the operations or output of
the receiving entity.
The service provider (Smithsonian Institution/Cooper-Hewitt, National Design
Museum) will indicate if this interagency agreement reflects full cost recovery.
x

Yes, full recovery
2

The service provider will indicate if this interagency agreement does not reflect
full cost recovery.

Cl

No, not full cost recovery

The service provider will provide the recipient of services with the amount of
unreimbursed or under-reimbursed costs on a quarterly basis by the 22nd of the
end of the quarter; December 22nd, March 22nd, June 22nd, and September 22"d.
The recipient of services (NEA) will check this box to indicate whether any
amounts not fully reimbursed will meet the above recognition criteria. If yes,
both agencies will report their unreimbursed/imputed costs.

x

Yes

Cl

No

Reimbursement Without Advance
The NEA agrees to obligate and subsequently reimburse up to $25,000 to the
Smithsonian Institution Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum for the purposes of this agreement in accordance with Section Ill. The CH will bill NEA
and initiate reimbursement(s) not later than 22nd of each applicable quarter
using the Intra-governmental Payment and Collection (IPAC) system. The CH
Finance Office will report quarterly expenses to the NEA Finance contact to
reconcile this lnteragency Agreement not later than the 22nd of each applicable quarter.
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
COOPER-HEWITT, NATIONAL
DESIGN MUSEUM

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT
FOR THE ARTS

ALC: 33-01-0001
APPROPRIATION: TAS 33x0100
FUND TYPE-

ALC: 59-00-0002
APPROPRIATION: TAS 59X0100
FUND TYPE - [X-Year Funds]

CODING:
110-2012-TBD

CODING:

SGL Accts@ Signing: 4221/4210 [TCA-706)

SGL Accts@ Signing: 4610/4801 [TC 8-204)

SGL Accts @ Billing:

SGL Accts@ Billing: 6100/2110 {TC 8-302]

I SGL Accts @ Collection:

SGL Accts@ Collection: 2110/1010 [TC B-110)

I DUNS:

DUNS: 92-8276468

0035000000.2012. OOF0260000. 0070420000. 25110

Document Ref# - G12-00048

08-952-2580

[_TIN: 53-0206027

TIN:

3

52-1098587

VII. ADDITIONAL TERMS
All information collected in any form under this interagency agreement will
be available to the general public at all times and without cost.

This interagency agreement shall become effective on the date of the last
signature herein.
This agreement may only be modified or amended in writing upon written
request of either party and with the concurrence of the other party.
This interagency agreement shall remain in effect until June 1, 2012. This
interagency agreement may be terminated at any time earlier upon 30 calendar
days advance written notice by one party to the other.
VIII. AGENCY CONTACTS
The CH technical contact is:
Caroline Payson
Director of Education
Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum
Smithsonian Institution
2 East 91 st Street
New York NY 10128
Phone: (212) 849-8382
E-mail: paysonc@si.edu
The Smithsonian contractual contact is:
J. Scott Robinson
Director, Office of Sponsored Projects
Smithsonian Institution
P.O. Box 37012, MRC 1205
Washington, DC 20013-7012
Phone: (202) 633-7110
E-mail: OSPMail@si.edu
The Endowment program contact is:
Jason Schupbach
Director, Design
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Room 729
Washington, D.C. 20506
Phone: (202) 682-5786
E-mail: schupbachj@arts.gov

4

IX.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION
The Smithsonian and the NEA will make their best efforts to amicably resolve
disputes that may arise under this Agreement through discussions. If resolution
cannot be reached, the NEA and the Smithsonian will solicit the views and
mediation of the Agency Contacts in Article VIII. If those views or mediation
cannot be obtained, or fail to resolve the matter, the issue will be elevated
through respective management channels for resolution.

X.

SIGNATORIES,
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS

Date:

o

Date:

0 \

1-~-

t2...

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

~~C)_{L
J. Scott Robinson, Director
Office of Sponsored Projects
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National Endowment for the Arts
lnteragency Agreement - FUNDS OUT
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2. EXPIRATION DATE:

6-1-2012

G 12-00048
6. ESTIMATED AMOUNT:
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CONTACT INFORMATION

1.
a. Name and Address:

a. Name and Address:

COOPER-HEWITT, NATIONAL DESIGN

National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20506

MUSEUM
2 East 91 st Street
New York, NY 10128

b. Program Office Contact Name and Telephone Number:

Jason Schupbach

b. Program Office Contact Name and Telephone Number:

Cynthia Smith

202-682-5786

c. Program Office Fax:

c. Program Office Fax:

d. Email Address:

d. Email Address:

a. FINANCIAL INFORMATION
52-1098587

TIN:

59-00-0002

b.DUNS: 92-8276468
TAS:
c. ORN: G \
0004~
(Mllll be provided on IPAC bill}

-z_-

59X 0100
BETC:

0Advance

IZI

Relmbursemont

a. Agency
Location Code: 33010001
b.DUNS: 089522580

DISB

TIN:

530206027

TAS: 33X0100

c. ORN:

d. Accounting Code(s

BETC:

COLL

d. AccounUng CO<le(s):

00350D0000.2012.00F0260000.0070420000.25

e. Finance Office/Billing Address--please send by FAX:
Finance Office, RM 624
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20506

Lois Fields

e. Finance Office/Billing Address:

f. Finance Office Contact Name and Telephone Number:

202-682-5461

202-682-5679

g. Finance Office Fax Number:

119-2012-1959xx-58xxxx-6xxx-xxxx-xxxx

Office of Sponsored Projects
Smithsonian Institution
PO Box 37012. MRC 1205
Washington, DC 20013-7012

f. Finance Office Contact Name and Telephone Number:

h. E-mail

212-849-3255

smithc@si.edu

schupbachj@arts.gov
a. Agency
Location Code:

Other (specify)

fieldsl@arts.gov

Halina lzdebska

202.633.7112

g. Finance Office Fax Number:
h. E-mail izdebskah@si.edu

1.

AUTHORIZED APPROVALS

Program Office Name (printed) & Slgnature·-if needed

Date:

Program Office Name (printed) & Signature-if needed

j

Date:

I
i

Finance Office Name (printed) & Signature

Sandy StueckleIJ&:"'l-1

I'

~~

tf7J,l

~ce Office cm~~re
~1-....

J.

Scott Robinson

r

I
I

--Date:

l'-1-r}iz_
NEA/FIN-121; Rev. 6/09

INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS and
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION for
SMITHSONIAN FOLKWAYS RECORDINGS

I. PURPOSE
The Smithsonian Institution, on behalf of Smithsonian Folkways Recordings
(SFR), and the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) hereby enter into this
Interagency Agreement to increase public knowledge and appreciation of world
music educational resources through the development of the Smithsonian
Folkways World Encyclopedia of Music, a comprehensive, multi-format
representation of music and cultures from more than 100 countries.

II. LEGAL AUTHORITY
Smithsonian: 20 U.S.C. Section 41 et seq. and Public Law 108-72 (August 15,
2003).
NEA: National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities Act of 1965, as amended,
20 U.S.C. Section 954 (o).

Ill. SCOPE OF WORK

A. Smithsonian Folkways Recordings, in partnership with the Society for
Ethnomusicology (SEM), will:
1. Digitally publish multi-media features on diverse music traditions and
communities.
2. Develop new partnerships with music archives around the world.
3. Promote the "viral growth" of a network of American teachers providing
world music classroom resources for other teachers. This network will
offer downloadable world music classroom experiences that tap the
Smithsonian Folkways World Encyclopedia of Music as well as the 43,000
tracks of audio that currently comprise the folkways and partner archive
collections.

B. The Society for Ethnomusicology (SEM) will collaborate with SRF to:
Produce three multi-media "Reports from the Field" distributed electronically
by Smithsonian Folkways Magazine.
Digitally publish two albums of music recorded by ethnomusicologists working
in diverse countries to inaugurate a "Worlds of Sound" series.
Add at least one major partner archive in order to ingest and make available a
large body of music.
Expand the Teacher-Nexus-Teacher (TNT) initiative to provide training and
certifications for public school teachers to offer world music resources in their
classrooms.

C. The National Endowment for the Arts will transfer $50,000 to the Smithsonian for Smithsonian Folkways Recordings for the activities described in this
interagency agreement.
See also Attachment A: Project Details, Attachment B: Project Timeline,
Attachment C: Project Budget for additional details, and Attachment D: SEM
letter of commitment.

IV. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
All print, audio, video, digital, web-based and other materials relating to this
project shall acknowledge the partnership between the National Endowment for
the Arts and Smithsonian Folkways Recordings with the appropriate logos and
text.

V. REIMBURSEMENT OF FUNDS
SFFAS 30 requires that unreimbursed or under-reimbursed costs of the
performing agency be communicated to the recipient of services.
Each entity's full cost should incorporate the full cost of goods and services that
it receives from other entities. The entity providing the goods or services has the
responsibility to provide the receiving entity with information on the full cost of
such goods or services either through billing or other advice. Recognition of
inter-entity costs that are not fully reimbursed is limited to material items that
(1) are significant to the receiving entity, (2) form an integral or necessary part
of the receiving entity's output, and (3) can be identified or matched to the receiving entity with reasonable precision. Broad and general support services
provided by an entity to all or most other entities should not be recognized unless such services form a vital and integral part of the operations or output of
the receiving entity.

2

The service provider (Smithsonian Institution/Smithsonian Folkways) will
indicate if this interagency agreement reflects full cost recovery.

El

Yes, full recovery

The service provider will indicate if this interagency agreement does not reflect

full cost recovery.

Cl

No, not full cost recovery

The service provider will provide the recipient of services with the amount of
unreimbursed or under-reimbursed costs on a quarterly basis by the 22"d of the
end of the quarter; December 22"d, March 22"d, June 22"d, and September 22"d.
The recipient of services (NEA) will check this box to indicate whether any
amounts not fully reimbursed will meet the above recognition criteria. If yes, both
agencies will report their unreimbursed/imputed costs.

Cl

Yes

El

No

Reimbursement Without Advance
The NEA agrees to obligate and subsequently reimburse up to $50,000 to the
Smithsonian for Smithsonian Folkways Recordings for the purposes of this
agreement in accordance with Section Ill. Smithsonian Folkways will bill NEA
and initiate reimbursement(s) not later than 22nd of each applicable quarter
using the Intra-governmental Payment and Collection (IPAC) system. The
Smithsonian Folkways Finance Office will report quarterly expenses to the NEA
Finance contact to reconcile this lnteragency Agreement not later than the 22nd
of each applicable quarter.
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT
FOR THE ARTS

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION for
SMITHSONIAN FOLKWAYS
RECORDINGS
ALC: 33-01-0001
APPROPRIATION:
FUND TYPE - [1 YEAR, X YEAR, MULTl]
CODING:

ALC: 59-00-0002
APPROPRIATION: 59X0100
FUND TYPE - [ X YEARl
CODING:

SGL Accts@ Signing: 4221/4210

00350D0000.2012.00F0260000.0070550000.25110
SGL Accts@ Signing: 4610/4801 [TC B-204)

Document Ref # -

Document Ref # - G 12- 00035-00

SGL Accts@ Billing: 1310/5200

SGL Accts@ Billing: 6100/2110 [TC B-302)

SGL Accts@ Colledion: 1010/1310

SGL Accts@ Colledion: 2110/1010 [TC B-110)

DUNS: 00-326-1880

DUNS: 92-8276468

TIN: 53-0206027

TIN: 52-1098587
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VII. ADDITIONAL TERMS

This interagency agreement shall become effective on the date of the last
signature herein.
This agreement may only be modified or amended in writing upon written
request of either party and with the concurrence of the other party.
This interagency agreement shall remain in effect until June 30, 2014. This
lnteragency agreement may be terminated at any time earlier upon 30 calendar
days advance written notice by one party to the other.
VIII. AGENCY CONTACTS
The Smithsonian Folkways technical contact is:
Dan Sheehy, Curator and Director
Smithsonian Folkways Recordings
600 Maryland Ave., SW, Suite 2001
Washington, DC 20024 USA
Phone: 1-888-FOLKWAYS or
Phone: 202-633-6450
Fax: 202-633-6477
E-mail: sheehyd@si.edu
The Smithsonian contractual contact is:

J. Scott Robinson
Director, Office of Sponsored Projects
Smithsonian Institution
P.O. Box 37012, MRC 1205
Washington, DC 20013-7012
Phone: 202-633-7110
E-mail: OSPMail@si.edu
The Endowment program contact is:
Barry Bergey
Director, Folk and Traditional Arts
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Room 720
Washington, D.C. 20506
Phone: (202) 682-5726
E-mail: bergeyb@arts.gov

4

IX.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION
The Smithsonian and the NEA will make their best efforts to amicably resolve
disputes that may arise under this Agreement through discussions. If resolution
cannot be reached, the NEA and the Smithsonian will soncit the views and
mediation of the Agency Contacts in Article VIII. If those views or mediation
cannot be obtained, or fail to resolve the matter, the issue will be elevated
through respective management channels for resolution.

X.

SIGNATORIES
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS

Date:

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

~s~k
J. Scott Robinson, Director
Office of Sponsored Projects
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Attachment B: Timeline of Activities and Deliverables
Duration:
Two Years
Year I
Content
During the first year of the inter-agency agreement, the following wil I be accomplished:
•

A joint NEA/SFR/SEM press release announces the project.

•

SEM calls for proposals for the Reports from the Field and Worldt of Sound project components.
Respondents produce one multimedia Reports from the Field feature article, and the
Smithsonian distributes each to more than 45,000 recipients via the electronic Smithsonian
Folkways Magazine (see www.folkways.si.edu)

•

Two contributors to Worlds ofSound series are contracted; work begins.

•

Digitization, ingestion, and translation of partner archive contents commences.

•

Dr. Patricia Shehan Campbell leads one TNT world music teacher certification workshop and
lines up another for 2013. [Note: Target universities include the University of Idaho, Louisiana
State University, Salisbury State University, and Boston University.]

Year I Budget
Honoraria for producer of first Reports from the Field features @ $1,000
Video editing for Reports from the Field feature @ $1,000
Obligation of producer funds for two Worlds of Sound albums: 2 @$1500
Teacher certification workshops, travel for artists and experts: workshop@ $4,000

$1,000
$1,000
$3,000
$4,000

Artist honorarium for TNT workshop: I workshop @$I 000
Digitization and ingestion of partner archive
Translation of archival notes

$1,000
$23,167
$2,000

Smithsonian Office of Sponsored Project I 0. 7% overhead rate

$ 3,763

Total Year I expenditure ofNEA funds

$38,930

Yearl
Content
•

Produce and distribute two multimedia Reports from the Field.

•

Two Worlds ofSound albums completed and launched.

•

Dr. Patricia Shehan Campbell leads second TNT world music teacher certification workshop.

•

Members of the TNT world music teacher network produce another 4 lesson plans on audio from
the collections. Plans are made available for download at
http://www.folkways.si.edu/tools for teaching/lcssons.aspx.

Year 2 Budget
Honoraria for producers of 2 Reports from the Field features @ $1,000
Video editing for Reports from the Field feature
Artist honoraria for two Worlds ofSound recordings
Teacher certification workshop, travel for artists and experts: workshop @ $4,000
Artist honorarium for teacher workshop @$I 000

$2,000
$1,000
$2,000
$4,000
$1,000

Smithsonian Office of Sponsored Project 10. 7% overhead rate

$1,070

Total Year 2 expenditure ofNEA funds

Total Expenditure ofNEA funds:

$11,070

$50,000

Attachment C: Project Budget
NEAFunds
$5,000
2 WOS album honoraria ($3,000 producers, $2,000 artist fees) [113 of original]
$3,000
3 Reports from the Field @ $1,000 [3/8 of original]
$2,000
2 video editing for Reports from the Field @ $1,000 (I /4 of original)
$10,000
2 TNT workshop/certifications @ $5,000 [one third of original]
$23,167
Acquisitions processor ($25/hour-$1,000/week x 22.6 weeks) [I /3 of original]
$2,000
Translator [1/8 of original]
$4,833 OSP I 0.7% overhead
$50,000

NEA funds
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lnteragency Agreement - FUNDS OUT

2. EXPIRATION DATE;
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
between the
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
and the
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
RURAL ARTS OUTREACH

I.

PURPOSE

The National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) and the U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) enter into this Memorandum of Understanding to explore cooperative efforts to
strengthen the role of the aiis, design, and creative placemaking in rural communities,
especially through NEA's Your Town workshops and Our Town grants.
II.

AUTHORITY

National Endowment for the Arts: National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965, as amended, 20 U.S.C. 954(0).
U.S. Department of Agriculture: Title VI of the Rural Development Policy Act of 1972 (7
U.S.C. 2204a et seq.)
III.

STATEMENT OF WORK

Under this MOU, the National Endowment for the Arts and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture shall cooperate to:
1. Assist with Your Town: The Citizens' Institute on Rural Design by:
• Improving the quality of Your Town: The Citizens' Institute on Rural Design
applications by stimulating additional applications through targeted distribution of
the annual RFP to communities with which USDA staff have been involved and
believe could benefit from a Your Town workshop.
• Having USDA Rural Development staff serve on the panel that selects
communities for the workshops.
• Involving local USDA Rural Development staff as participants in selected NEA's
Your Town workshops.
Expand the geographic representation of the Our Town applicant pool through
encouraging rural communities to apply for grant funding under NEA's Our Town
category of support by sending the grant guidelines out to all state Rural Development
offices.

IV.

AGENCY CONTACTS
The USDA contact for this Memorandum of Understanding is Rich Davis, Assistant
Administrator for the Community Facilities Program; the National Endowment for the A1is
contact is Jason Schupbach, Design Director.

VII.

EFFECT OF AGREEMENT
This MOU is an internal Government agreement, and does not confer any legal right upon
any private person or private entity.
This MOU does not restrict the USDA or the NEA from pmiicipating in similar activities
or arrangements with other entities.

VIII.

TERM OF AGREEMENT
This MOU shall become effective on the date of the last signature herein.
This MOU may only be modified or amended in writing upon written request of either
party and with the concurrence of the other party.
This MOU shall remain in effect until April 30, 2013.
This MOU may be terminated at any time earlier upon 30 calendar days advm1ce written
notice by one Party to the other.

IX.

SIGNATORIES
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Senior Deputy Chairman
National Endowment for the A1is
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Under Secretary, Rural Development
U.S. Department of Agriculture
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
between the
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
and the
WALTER REED NATIONAL MILITARY MEDICAL CENTER
OPERATION HOMECOMING: WRITING THE WARTIME EXPERIENCE

I.

PURPOSE
The National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) and the Walter Reed National Military
Medical Center (WRNMMC) enter into this Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
to bring to WRNMMC's National Intrepid Center of Excellence (NICoE) a pilot
program adapting the NEA's Operation Homecoming: The Wartime Experience
specially designed to explore the healing aspect that expressive writing workshops
may bring to service members affected by Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
and Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI).

II.

AUTHORITY
National Endowment for the Arts: National Foundation on the Arts and the
Humanities Act of 1965, as amended, 20 U.S.C. 954(0).
National Intrepid Center of Excellence: The Economy Act (31 USC 1535 et. seq.)
and DOD Instruction 4000.19

Ill.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In 2004, the NEA created Operation Homecoming: Writing the Wartime
Experience to help U.S. troops and their families chronicle their experiences
through professional writing workshops held on military installations. In 2008, the
NEA expanded the program to serve veterans and active-duty troops through
multi-week workshops at Veterans Affairs and Department of Defense medical
facilities and at nonprofit literary centers.
The program provided more than 60 workshops at 30 installations in nine
countries; more than 6,000 troops and family members participated. The project
resulted in an award-winning anthology and two documentaries, Muse of Fire and
Operation Homecoming.

IV.

STATEMENT OF WORK
The National Endowment for the Arts shall:

!

•

Work with NICoE to develop and implement pilot programs of expressive
writing workshops for wounded warriors at NICoE. These workshops will
build on the NEA's experience conducting Operation Homecoming workshops,
NICoE's integrated healing programs for wounded warriors, and recent
research on the health benefits of writing.

•

Hire staff to facilitate the workshops. The staff must receive proper training
from NICoE.

•

Consult with NICoE to identify appropriate artists/instructors, work with NICoE
to identify participants and secure appropriate venues for the workshops and
oversee management of the workshops.

•

Collaborate with NICoE to design and conduct assessment tools to evaluate
the efficacy of the pilot programs and to establish authentic measurements of
their qualitative and quantitative effects.

•

Collaborate with NICoE for future research endeavors regarding the pilot
program. NEA will use its established procedures for the clearance of all
investigator publications and presentations.

The National Intrepid Center of Excellence shall:
•

Work with the NEA to develop and implement at NICoE pilot programs of
expressive writing workshops for wounded warriors.

•

Identify potential participants for the workshops.

•

Secure access to NICoE facilities for the NEA to conduct or provide
assistance for the expressive writing workshops

•

Collaborate with the NEA to design and conduct assessment tools to evaluate
the efficacy of the pilot programs and to establish authentic measurements of
their qualitative and quantitative effects.

•

Collaborate with the NEA for future research endeavors regarding the pilot
program.

•

Establish a proper mechanism in which to keep track of the writings within the
Armed Forces Health Longitudinal Technology Application (AHLTA),
WRNMMC's electronic health record.

•
•
•

---NEA will not keep any writings.
---NEA will not see the writings.
---NICoE will establish policies and procedures for review of the writings.

+

Shall collaborate with NEA in any publication developed as a result of the pilot
program at NICoE and/or future research. NICoE will use its established
procedures for the clearance of all investigator publications and presentations.

+

Provide required training (at a minimum to include the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act [HIPAA])

+

Secure access to the installation.

V. HIPAA. The parties agree that the although individuals performing work on
NEA's behalf will be exposed to protected health information (PHI) pursuant to this
agreement and any underlying research, the parties to this agreement themselves do
not contemplate any sharing of PHI. Therefore, the parties acknowledge that this
agreement lacks the requirements contained in a HIPAA-compliant Business
Associate Agreement. The parties acknowledge that the individuals performing work
pursuant to this agreement may only use/disclose PHI consistent with the provisions
of HIPAA and its implementing regulations and may not otherwise use/disclose PHI
outside WRNMMC. WRNMMC and NICoE will consider these individuals part of its
workforce and properly train them.
VI. FUNDING. For purposes of this agreement to establish expressive writing
workshops, the parties will fund their own efforts (i.e., NICoE's operating and
maintenance funds will be used for the workshops conducted at NICoE; NEA will use
its own funds to pay for NEA personnel). Any research projects that may arise as a
result of these workshops may require additional funding that is not currently in a
budget. Funding for any future research projects will be addressed in any agreement
that may be necessary to set forth the parties' roles and responsibilities for the
research.
VII. LIABILITY. Both parties are instrumentalities of the Federal Government, and
Federal law would control this agreement. Additionally, the parties acknowledge that
individuals working on NEA's behalf may not be Government employees, and the
Federal Employees' Compensation Act may not be an adequate method of recovery.
If such an individual is injured while performing work at NICoE and WRNMMC, NEA
and WRNMMC will work to address handling the claim.
VIII. AGENCY CONTACTS
The NICoE contact for this MOU is Dr. Thomas DeGraba, Deputy Director,
Chief of Medical Operations, 301-319-3604. The National Endowment for the Arts
contact is Bill O'Brien, Senior Advisor for Program lnnovation_,_202-682-5550.

IX. EFFECT OF AGREEMENT
This MOU is an internal Government agreement, and does not confer any legal
right upon any private person or private entity.

This MOU does not restrict the NICoE or the NEA from participating in similar
activities or arrangements with other entities.

X. TERM OF AGREEMENT
This MOU shall become effective on the date of the last signature herein.
This MOU may only be modified or amended in writing upon written request of
either party and with the concurrence of the other party.
This MOU shall remain in effect until 15 November 2012. This MOU may be
terminated at any time earlier upon 30 calendar days advance written notice by
one Party to the other. It is understood that the Chief, Bureau of Medicine and
Surgery and Commander, Walter Reed National Military Medical Center, will have
the right to terminate this agreement without notice at any time if determined
necessary to be in the interests of the facility's mission requirements.

XI. SIGNATORIES

~~
Chairman
National Endowment for the Arts

~' ----

Alton L. Stocks
Rear Admiral , U.S. Navy
Commander
Walter Reed National Military
Medical Center

/2 It;///
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

between the
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS

and the
WALTER REED NATIONAL MILITARY MEDICAL CENTER
OPERATION HOMECOMING: THE WARTIME EXPERIENCE

I. PURPOSE
The National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) and the Walter Reed National Military Medical
Center (WRNMMC) enter into this Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to bring to
WRNMMC's National Intrepid Center of Excellence (NICoE) a pilot program adapting the
NEA's Operation Homecoming: The Wartime Experience·specially designed to explore the
healing aspect that expressive writing workshops may bring to service members affected by
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI). WRNMMC and the
NEA will also offer creative writing sessions on a voluntary basis for the patients and their
families. Additional arts activities at the NICoE may also be offered to augment the program.
Healing arts clinical interventions will occur in NICoE or other clinical spaces within a
WRNMMC facility. Non-clinical space can be used for non-clinical activities.

II. AUTHORITY
National Endowment for the Arts: National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act
of 1965, as amended, 20 U.S.C. 954(0).
National Intrepid Center of Excellence: The Economy Act (31 USC 1535 et. seq.) and DOD
Instruction 4000.19.
Ill. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In 2004, the NEA created Operation Homecoming: Writing the Wartime Experience to help
U.S. troops and their families chronicle their experiences through professional writing
workshops held on military installations. In 2008, the NEA expanded the program to serve
veterans and active-duty troops through multi-week workshops at Veterans Affairs and
Department of Defense medical facilities and at nonprofit literary centers.
The program provided more than 60 workshops at 30 installations in nine countries; more
than 6,000 troops and fam ily members participated. The project resulted in an award-winning
anthology and two documentaries, Muse of Fire and Operation Homecoming.

IV. STATEMENT OF WORK
The National Endowment for the Arts shall:

+ Work with NICoE to develop and implement pilot programs of expressive writing workshops
for wounded warriors at NICoE. These workshops will build on the NEA's experience conducting Operation Homecoming workshops, NICoE's integrated healing programs for
wounded warriors, and recent research on the health benefits of writing.

+ Hire staff to facilitate the workshops . The staff must receive proper training from NICoE.
•

Consult with NICoE to identify appropriate artists/instructors, work with NICoE to identify
participants and secure appropriate venues for the workshops and oversee management
of the workshops.

+ Collaborate with NICoE to design and conduct assessment tools to evaluate the efficacy
of the pilot programs and to establish authentic measurements of their qualitative and
quantitative effects.
•

Collaborate with NICoE for future research endeavors regarding the pilot program. NEA
will use its established procedures for the clearance of all investigator publications and
presentations.

• Assist in providing creative writing sessions on a voluntary basis for the patients and their
families. Healing arts clinical interventions will occur in NICoE or other clinical spaces
within a WRNMMC facility. Non-clinical space can be used for non-clinical activities.
•

Assist in providing other arts-based offerings as agreed to by both parties to this agreement.

The National Intrepid Center of Excellence shall:
•

Work with the NEA to develop and implement at NICoE pilot programs of expressive writing
workshops for wounded warriors.

+ Identify potential participants for the workshops.
•

Secure access to NICoE facilities for the NEA to conduct or provide assistance for the
expressive writing workshops

+ Collaborate with the NEA to design and conduct assessment tools to evaluate the efficacy
of the pilot programs and to establish authentic measurements of their qualitative and
quantitative effects.

+ Collaborate with the NEA for future research endeavors regarding the pilot program.
•

Establish a proper mechanism in which to keep track of the writings within the Armed
Forces Health Longitudinal Technology Application (AHLTA), WRNMMC's electronic
health record .
• NEA will not keep any writings.
• NEA will not see the writings.
• NICoE will establish policies and procedures for review of the writings.

•

Facilitate creative writing sessions on a voluntary basis for the patients and their families.
Any of the writing workshops that are clinical interventions will occur in NICoE or other
clinical spaces within a WRNMMC facility. Non-clinical space can be used for non-clinical
activities.

•

Facilitate other arts-based offerings as agreed to by both parties to this agreement.

•

Shall collaborate with NEA in any publication developed as a result of the pilot program
at NICoE and/or future research . NICoE will use its established procedures for the
clearance of all investigator publications and presentations.

•

Provide required training (at a minimum to include the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act [HIPAA]).

•

Secure access to the installation.

V. HIPAA

The parties agree that the although individuals performing work on NEA's behalf will be
exposed to protected health information (PHI) pursuant to this agreement and any underlying
research, the parties to this agreement themselves do not contemplate any sharing of PHI.
Therefore, the parties acknowledge that this agreement lacks the requirements contained
in a HIPAA-compliant Business Associate Agreement. The parties acknowledge that the
individuals performing work pursuant to this agreement may only use/disclose PHI consistent with the provisions of HIPAA and its implementing regulations and may not otherwise
use/disclose PHI outside WRNMMC. WRNMMC and NICoE will consider these individuals
part of its workforce and properly train them.
VI. FUNDING

For purposes of this agreement to establish expressive writing workshops, the parties will
fund their own efforts (i.e., NICoE's operating and maintenance funds will be used for the
workshops conducted at NICoE; NEA will use its own funds to pay for NEA personnel).
Further, creative writing sessions and any additional arts activities agreed to by the WRNMMC
and the NEA will be undertaken in the same manner. Any research projects that may arise as
a result of these workshops may require additional funding that is not currently in a budget.
Funding for any future research projects will be addressed in any agreement that may be
necessary to set forth the parties' roles and responsibilities for the research.

VII. LIABILITY
Both parties are instrumentalities of the Federal Government, and Federal law would control
this agreement. Additionally, the parties acknowledge that individuals working on NEA's behalf
may not be Government employees, and the Federal Employees' Compensation Act may not
be an adequate method of recovery. If such an individual is injured while performing work at
NICoE and WRNMMC, NEA and WRNMMC will work to address handling the claim.

VIII. AGENCY CONTACTS
The NICoE contact for this MOU is Dr. Thomas DeGraba, Deputy Director, Chief of Medical
Operations, 301 -319-3604. The National Endowment for the Arts contact is Bill O'Brien, Senior
Advisor for Program Innovation, 202-682-5550.

IX. EFFECT OF AGREEMENT
This MOU is an internal Government agreement, and does not confer any legal right upon
any private person or private entity.
This MOU does not restrict the NICoE or the NEA from participating in similar activities or
arrangements with other entities.

X. TERM OF AGREEMENT
This MOU shall become effective on the date of the last signature herein.
This MOU may only be modified or amended in writing upon written request of either party
and with the concurrence of the other party.
This MOU shall remain in effect until 31 December 2015. This MOU may be terminated at
any time earlier upon 30 calendar days advance written notice by one Party to the other. It
is understood that the Chief, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery and Commander, Walter Reed
National Military Medical Center, will have the right to terminate this agreement without notice
at any time if determined necessary to be in the interests of the facility's mission requirements.
XI. SIGNATORIES
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Rocco Landesman
Chairman
National Endowment for the Arts

Alton L. Stocks
Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy
Commander,
Walter Reed National Military Medical Center
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Agreement between the National Endowment of the Arts (NEA)
and
the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA)
First Amendment
to
NEA Agreement: G12-00034
and
BEA Agreement: RA 12 NEA 757-1

The purpose of this amendment is for the addition of $500,000.00 to the $1.5M as stated in
Section 5 - Terms and Conditions and Section 8 - Obligations of Funds in the original
agreement. This addition of $500,000.00 increase the agreement amount to $2M.
Section 7 - Correct the e-mail address: Key Officials/Project Officers from
iyengars@arts.endow.gov to iyengars@arts.gov.
Section 8 - Obligations of Funds: Contact Brenda Owens replaced by Ray Alwine,
alwine@arts.gov. The other information remain unchanged.
Section 9 -Accounting Data:
BEA TAS -13 13/14 1500
NEA ACCS Accounting - 00350D0000.2013.00G0260000.0070380000.25110.

All other provisions in the original Agreement remain unchanged and in effect.

Bureau
Economic
US Department of Commerce

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Office of the General Counsel
Washington, D.C. 20230

JUN 2 0 2013

ECONOMY ACT AGREEMENT CLEARANCE

FOR:

Desirae Moorer, Chief, Budget Section
Bureau of Economic Analysis

FROM:

Barbara S. Fredericks, Assistant General Counsel for Administration

SUBJECT:

First Amendment to Agreement between the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA)
and National Endowment of the Arts (NEA) (Agreement# RA12NEA757)

ACTIVITIES/COST: Pursuant to an agreement between BEA and NEA, BEA performs
statisticarwork for NEA to produce an "Arts and Cultural Production Satellite Account" that will
describe the industries producing and providing goods and services to assist in the production
of arts and culture. Under this amendment, NEA will transfer an additional $500,000 to BEA for
services performed during fiscal year 2013. NEA's funds are no-year funds that remain available
for obligation until expended.
DURATION OF AGREEMENT: The amendment becomes effective when signed by both
parties and covers performance through September 30, 2013. NEA will provide future funding
by amendment to the underlying agreement. Each amendment will require separate review and
clearance bv this office prior to execution.
PROGRAMMATIC AUTHORITY: BEA is authorized to perform the activities contemplated by
this amendment pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1516, which authorizes the Secretary to control the
gathering and distribution of statistical information naturally related to the subjects confided to
the Department. NEA is authorized to perform the activities contemplated by this amendment
pursuant to the National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965, as amended,
20 U.S.C. §§ 951 and 954(0).
OTHER COMMENTS: A Determination and Finding Statement is attached. The amendment is
entered into pursuant to an agreement cleared by this office on September 5, 2012. The
underlying agreement terminates on September 30, 2014.
REVIEWING ATTORNEY: Ronda J. Brown, 202 482-1102
Attachment
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ORDER FOR SUPPLIES OR SERVICES

a. NAMEOF CONSIGNEE

ED-011-13-J-0004

3. 0RDER NO.

3

6.SHIPTO:

(lfanyJ

2. CONTRACT NO.

SEP 16, 201 3

PAGES

1

IMPORTANT: Mark all packages and papers with contract and/or order numbers.
1. DATEOF ORDER

OF

Tawanna Coles

4. REQUISITION/ REFERENCE NO.

b. STREET ADDRESS

See Schedule

(Address correspondence to)

S. ISSUING OFFICE

OllTC
Tawanna Coles, US Department of Education/Oii, 400 Maryland
Avenue, SW, Room 4W330
Washington, DC, 20202, USA
I . I V:

a. NAMEOF CONTRACTOR

00001766 TIN: 123456789

<:. CITY

rSTATE

f.~ n l r V l1'

UUN::>: 928276468

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS

8. TYPE OF ORDER

b. COMPANY NAME
c. STREET ADDRESS

l2Si

1100 PENNSYLVANIA AVE NW
d. CITY

le. STATE

205060001

9. ACCOUNTING AND APPROPRIATION DATA

See Schedule

0

a. PURCHASE

REFERENCE YOUR:
Please furnish the followln~on the
terms and conditions spec11ed on both
sides of this order and on the attached
sheet, if any, including delivery as
indicated.

If.ZIP CODE

DC

WASHINGTON

b. DELIVERY ·· Except for billing
instructions on the reverse, this
delivery order is subject to
instructions contained on this side
onlhof this form and is issued subject
tot e terms and conditions of the
above-numbered contract.

10. REQUISITIONING OFFICE

Obligated Amount: $332,500.00
Check appropriate box(es)

11. BUSINESS CLASSIFICATION (

D
D

le. ZIP CODE

a. SMALL

~

b. OTHER THAN SMALL

d. WOMEN-OWNED

D

e. HUBZone

D c.
D

14. GOVERNMENT B/L NO.

I

b. ACCEPTANCE

ITEM NO.
(a)

(b)

16. DISCOUNT TERMS

15. DELIVER TO F.0.B. POINT ON
OR BEFORE (Date}

0% O Days Net 30

SEP 30, 2013
17. SCHEDULE

SUPPLIES OR
SERVICES

Destination

DISADVANTAGED

f. SERVICE-DISABLED VETERAN-OWNED

13. PLACE OF
a. INSPECTION

12. F.O.B. POINT

)

(See reverse for Re1ect1onsJ

QUANTITY
ORDERED
(c)

UNIT

UNIT
PRICE

AMOUNT

(d)

(el

{f)

QUANTITY
ACCEPTED
()

See Continuation Page For Line Item Details

18. SHIPPING POINT

19. GROSS SHIPPING WEIGHT

20. INVOICE NO.

21. MAIL INVOICE TO:
SEE BILLING
INSTRUCTIONS
ON

REVERSE

a. NAM

Tawanna Coles

b. STREET ADDRESS

$332,500.00

<J

$332,500.00

<] ;~~~~

Washington

pages}

(or P.O..Box)

US Department of Education/OJI
400 Maryland Avenue, SW, Room 4W330
c. CITY

17(h)TOT .
(Cont.

17(i)

d. STATE

DC

e. ZIP CODE

20202
23. NAM

ype 1

Tawanna C. Coles 202-205-4505
TITLE: CONTRACTING/ORDERING OFFICER
AUTHORIZED FOR LOCAL REPRODUCTION
PREVIOUS EDITION NOT USABLE

OPTIONAL FORM 347

(REV. 1012010)
Prescribed by GSA/FAR 48 CFR 53.213(e)

sOPPLEMENTALiNVoiCINGiNFORMATioN
If desired, this order (or a copy thereof) may be used by the Contractor as the Contractor's invoice, instead of a separate invoice,
provided the following statement, (signed and dated) is on (or attached to) the order: "Payment is requested in the amount of
$_ _ _. No other invoice will be submitted." However, if t he Contractor wishes to submit an invoice, the following information
must be provided; contract number (if any), o rder number, item number(s), description of supplies or service, sizes, quant ities, unit
prices, and extended totals. Prepaid shipping costs will be indicated as a separate item on the invoice. Where shipping costs
exceed S10 (except for parcel post), the billing must be supported by a bill of lading or receipt. When several orders are invoiced
to an ordering activity during the same billing period, consolidated periodic billings are encouraged.

RECEIVING REPORT

D inspected, D accepted, D received by me

Quantity in the "Quantity Accepted" column on the face of this order has been:

and conforms to contract. Items listed below have been rejected for the reasons indicated.
SHIPMENT
NUMBER

I PARTIAL
I ANAL

TOTAL CONTAINERS

IGROSS WEIGHT

DATE RECEIVED

SIGNA TU Rf vr AU 1MORI ZED US. GOVT REP.

RECEIVED AT

TITLt

!°ATE

REPORT O F REJECTIONS
ITEM NO.

SUPPLIES OR SERVICES

UNIT

ED-0 11-1 3-J-0004

QUANTl1Y
REJECTED

REASON FOR REJECTION

OPTIONAL FORM 347

CREV. 1012010)

BACK

SCHEDULE Continued
ITEMNO.

SUPPLIES/SERVICES

QUANTITY

UNIT

UNIT PRICE$

AMOUNT$

Contracting Officer: Tawanna C. Coles, 202-205-4505,
tawanna.coles@ed.gov
Primary Contracting Officer Representative: None
Alternate Contracting Officer Representative(s):
None
Primary Technical Point of Contact: None
Alternate Technical Point of Contact(s):
None

0001

This is an interagency agreement between the
Department of Education and the National Endowment
of The Arts. The purpose for this agreement is to
strengthen arts education as integral part of the
elementary and secondary school curriculum, to
help ensure that all students meet challenging state
content standards, to assist in the development and
implementation of assessments, and to support the
national effort to enable all students to demonstrate
competence in the arts.

1.00

Accounting and Appropriation Data:
0204A2013.B.2013.EUOOOOOO.UAD.2530A.000.351.
0000.000000
$332,500.00
DELIVERY DATE: 09/30/2013
SHIP TO:
Tawanna Coles
US Department of Education/Oii
400 Maryland Avenue, SW, Room 4W330
Washington DC 20202
FOB : Destination
Pricing Option: Firm-Fixed-Price
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SE

NTE
332,500.00

NTE
332,500.00

INTERAGENCY AGR EEMENT
BETWEEN THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA TTON ANO
THE NAT I ONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
2013 - 2014
The U.S . Department of Education (ED) and the National Endo"vment for the Arts (Endowment)
enter into this interagency agreement for a joint project to support the activities of the Arts
Education Partnership (AEP).
T he purpose of the Arts Education Partnership is to strengthen arts education as an integral part
of the elementary and secondary school curriculum, to help ensure that all students meet
challenging State content standards, to assist in the development and implementation of
assessments, and to support the national effort to enable a ll students to demonstrate competence
in the arts. The passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) made the arts
one of the ten core academic subjects. This provides an important opportunity for the arts to
become a part o f the core curriculum for all students. While ESEA holds schools accountable for
reading and math, the arts arc recognized as an important part of the core experience for all
children.
Under this agreement, ED through its Office of Innovation and Improvement (OII) will provide
$332,500 to the Endowment in FY 13 for the Arts Education Partnership. The Endowment will
enter into a cooperative agreement with the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) to
ma nage the Arts Education Partnership and will provide the Arts Education Partnership with
$665,000 ($332,500 from NEA and $332,500 from ED) in FY 13.

AUTHORITY
Th is agreement is authorized by:
The National Endowment for the Arts - The National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965. 20 U.S.C. Sections 954(0) . The United States Department of Education - Section
4 I 5 (a) of the Department of Education Organization Act, 20 U.S.C. Section 3475: Section 555 I
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, 20 U.S.C. 7271 .
Section 430 of the General Education Provisions Act (GEPA) (20 U.S.C. 1231 , (et seg.)
authorizes the Secretary of Education to enter into arrangements with other Federal agencies lo
jointly carry o ut projects of common interest, to transfer such funds appropriated under any
applica bl e prog ram consistent with the statutes authoriz ing the appropriations of such funds. and
to use the administering agency' s procedures to award contracts or grants.
The Secretary shall provide notice to the Education and the Workforce Committee of the House
of Representatives and the Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee of the Senate of
this joint funding agreement not later than 60 days after the effective date of this agreement
Page 1of5

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
The Arts Education Partnership was formed in 1995 through a cooperative agreement between
the United States Department of Education and the National Endowment for the Arts, the
National Assembly of State /\11s Agencies, and the Counci l of C hief State School Officers. Over
.150 national organ~.1..at~~ms committe--0 ·t-0 promoting arts-edueafi-eft tn elementary. secondary
schools and institutions throughout the country have joined AEP to help states and local school
districts integrate the arts into their educational improvement plans under federal, state, and local
initiatives. AEP works closely with state teams composed of representatives from the state
education agency, state arts agency, and the state alliance for arts education. AEP is not an
advisory body to the Endowment or the Department of Education.
The National Endowment for the Arts and the United States Department of Education, with the
support of the private sector, wish to support the continuation of the Arts Education Partnership
to fac ilitate planning, communication, research, and collaboration among the national
organizations. government agencies, foundations, and businesses that share the goal of making
the arts part of basic education, consistent with the AEP strategic plan and goals.
Under thjs Agreement, the Department of Rducation shall:
•

Transfer $332,500 to the National Endowment for the Arts to fund the Arts Education
Partnership. Funds transferred by ED for this purpose will be provided through Title V.
Part D, Subpart 15 (Arts in Education) of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

•

Monitor the cooperative agreement with the AEP.

•

Meet with the NEA and a representative of the A EP for quarterly discussion and review
of completed activities. planned aclivitics, and coordination of activities among the
entities; and review of documents supporting those activities.

•

Participate in the AEP, including its Governance Committee. which wil l transition to a
non-governing. collabora tive body during the course of this agreement.

The National Endowment for the Arts shall be the lead agency for this project. The
cooperative agreement shall be governed by established Endowment procedures. The
Endowment shall:
•

Receive from CCSSO a budget and narrative aligned to AEP's goals and objectjves for
the fiscal year.

•

Provide CCSSO with $665.000 ($332,500 from the Endowment and $332,500 from ED)
in FY 13 funds to support the Arts Education Partnership for the tenn covered by this
agreement.

Page 2 of 5

•

Administer and account for ED funds in accordance with applicable statlltory and
regulatory requirements.

•

Participate in the A11s Education Partnership, including itc; Governance Committee.
which will transition to a non-governing, col laborative body during the course of this
agreement.

•

Enter into a cooperative agreement with the CCSSO to facilitate and coordinate the
activities of AEP, including:
•

Monitoring and supervising the cooperative agreement and AEP through the Arts
Education Director and assigned program staff;

•

Ensuring that ED's designated representatives are notified of aJI meetings of AEP. iLs
Governing Committee/Advisory Council, and meetings with public and private
funders noted previously in this document;

•

Ensuring that ED is provided a quarterly performance report;

•

Ensuring that ED is provided a quarterly budget status report;

•

Ensuring that ED is provided with a forecast of upcoming printed materials and
substantial electronic resources on a quarterly basis; and

•

Ensuring that ED is provided with a copy of AEP 's final report no later than 90 days
after completion of the project.

The Executive Director of the Arts Education Partnership will facilitate planning,
communications, and collaborative actions by participants in the Arts Education Partnership. f n
continuing the Arts Education Partnership, the Executive Director will:
•

Develop, coordinate and share AEP planned annual operations by the effective date of
this agreement.

•

Develop and implement specific measures that are clearly defined and carefully
integrated into AEP's strategic plan. Progress on these measures shall be described in
detailed quarterly reports and a more substantial end-of- year report including a detailed
budget.

•

Facilitate periodic meetings and subcommittee meetings of AEP's participanls.

•

Include at least one session at the national forum that focuses on models that have
promising arts education practices focusing on one or more of the NEA Chainnan and
ED Sccretary·s priorities.

Page 3 of 5

•

Continue the focus on research and evaluation, with at least one session at each forum on
either one or both topics.

•

Work with participating organizations to create a commitment to AEP's mission among
their state and local officials and constituents.

•

Provide a speaker or topic for the annual Arts Project Directors meeting.

•

Maintain regular communications with participants of the Arts Education Partnership and
disseminate information through the ArtsEd Digest listserv to include but not limited to
announcements of upcoming grant competitions and abstracts and/or other relevant
information on ED Arts-in-Education grants and initiatives on the AEP's website,
listserv, and other means of communication to AEP's members.

•

Serve as a catalyst by continuing to encourage partnerships among state and local
participants to further promote and support scale-up capacity and sustainability.

•

Assure additional resources are secured to implement the priorities outlined in the Arts
Education Action Plan and annual work plan.

•

Analyze promising practices of ED and NEA arts education grantees that are successfully
increasing equitable access to arts education and disseminate resulting case studies to key
audiences.

•

Proactively solicit successful NEA research and ED arts education grantees to provide
counsel on research and evaluation, ensuring the development of evidence-based
research.

•

Incorporate findings from ED arts education grants and NEA research grants into the
ArtsEdSearch.

•

Develop Communities Practice to support ED and NEA arts education grantees,
through webinars, meetings, or other means.

or

TRANSFER OF FUNDS
Upon execution of this agreement. the Endo""ment shall initiate the transfer of$332.500 from
ED through the Intra-Government Payment and Collection (IPAC) system. ED will provide
$332,500 to the Endowment and include the ability for either entity to adjust the dollar amount.

TERM OF AGREEMENT
This interagency agreement shall become effective on the date of the last signature herein.
This agreement may be modified or amended only upon wTitten request of either party and with
the concurrence of the other party.
Page 4 of 5

EFFECTIVE DATE AND DURATION

The effective dates of this Interagency Agreement will be September I, 2013 through August 31,
2014.
S1W~!ORIES---·

-----· - -

----~

- - - · - -- - --

-----~~="~..._

~I~
ate

Joan Shigckawa
Senior Deputy Chairman
National Endowment for the Arts

Date

Page 5 of 5

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
between
THE JAPAN-UNITED STATES FRIENDSHIP COMMISSION
and
THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS

I.

PARTIES AND PURPOSE

The purpose of this Memorandum of Understanding is to coordinate an effort between
the Japan-United States Friendship Commission (JUSFC) and the National Endowment
for the Arts (NEA) to support artist residencies through the U.S./Japan Creative Artists'
Program. The purpose of the residencies is to enable U.S. artists to explore elements
in Japanese culture that are relevant to the art they create and to contribute to cultural
understanding and dialogue between the U.S. and Japan.
The residencies are open to professional creative artists who are already established in
their fields and show clear potential to become prominent members of their professions.
The program is not open to persons who are primarily historians, scholars, or critics of
the arts.

11.

LEGAL AUTHORITY

JUSFC : 20 U.S.C. §2905(8)
NEA: The National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965, as
amended (20 U.S.C. § 954(0)).

111.

STATEMENT OF WORK

JUSFC shall:
•

Solicit and receive applications from American artists in the following fields:
-,. Architecture including city planning, garden/landscape design, or any of the other
design disciplines supported by NEA;
>- Dance for choreographers ;
'r Visual arts for artists wishing to pursue calligraphy, painting, print making, crafts,
photography, sculpture, or other genres;
'r Theater for playwrights, solo performers who create original work , professional
company artistic directors, and stage designers;
'r Folk arts for artists wishing to pursue the art of paper making, textile design,
pottery, or other traditional arts;
? Literary arts; and
; Creators in other fields of artistic activity considered by the selection committee
to be in the spirit of the program.

•
•
•

•

Transfer the applications and all application support materials to the NEA to
organize for the selection committee meeting;
Convene a selection committee for the program that includes former participants in
the program as well as one representative each from NEA and JUSFC;
Award funds to cover travel , housing, living and professional expenses for up to five
residencies for three months in Japan to American artists in the fields listed above;
and
Monitor residencies.

NEA shall:
•
•

Disseminate information about the funding opportunity and promote the program.
Assist with the administration of the review process including :
,., Receiving the applications and all support materials from the JUSFC subsequent
to the yearly deadline;
~ Creating a database of the applications;
'r Reviewing applications for completeness;
'r Identifying panelists to comply with JUSFC requirements ;
..,_ Organizing and distributing application materials to the selection committee; and
.r Assisting JUSFC with planning and management of the selection committee
meeting.

IV.

EFFECT OF AGREEMENT

This Memorandum of Understanding is an internal Government agreement and does
not confer any legal right upon any private person or private entity.
This Memorandum of Understanding does not restrict JUSFC or NEA from participating
in similar activities or arrangements with other entities.
V.

AGENCY CONTACTS

The JUSFC contact for this Memorandum of Understanding is the Associate Executive
Director. The NEA contact is the Director, International Activities.

VI.

TERM OF AGREEMENT

This Memorandum of Understand ing shall become effective on the date of the last
signature herein and shall remain in effect until terminated by either party at any time
upon thirty (30) days' advance written notice to the other.
This MOU may be amended by written agreement between JUSFC and NEA. .

VIII. AUTHORIZING SIGNATURES

National Endowment for the Arts

Japan-United States Friendship Commission

7C\A.-t,(·Ct~-s:: "~
By: Joan Shigekawa
Acting Chairman

Date

I

/

By: Paige Cottingham-Streater
Executive Director

Date

U.S . Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Pri on.

Wa.111i11gru11. D. C. 2053./

October 31, 2012

Joan Shigekawa
Senior Deputy Chairman
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20506
Dear Ms. Shigekawa:
Encl osed is fully executed Interagency Agreement 513-13 between
the National End owment for the Arts and the Federal Bureau of
Prisons.
This Agreement provides funding for the Artist-inResidence program during Fiscal Year 2013.
If you have any questions, please contact me or have your staff
contact Thomas G. Dufort, Chief, Property and Construction
Branch, at (202) 307 - 0954 .
Sincerely,

Bradley T.
SS
Acting Procurement Executive
Enclosure

INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT (IAG) 513-13
between the
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
and the
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS

The Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons, Washington, D.C. (hereinafter
referred to as "BOP") enters into this lnteragency Agreement (hereinafter referred to as
the "Agreement") with the National Endowment for the Arts (hereinafter referred to as
the "Endowment" or "NEA") to provide an Artist-in-Residence program in the Federal
Prison System .

1.

2.

AUTHORITY:

A.

Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Prisons ; Section 601 of the
Economy Act of 1932 (31 U.S.C. § 1535).

B.

NEA: National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities Act of 1965, as
amended , 20 U.S.C. Section 954(0).

THE ENDOWMENT SHALL:

A.

Work with local arts agencies to recommend artists for selection by the
federal correctional institutions and monitor the programs in conjunction
with the Central Office liaison .

B.

Obligate and subsequently reimburse up to a total of $30,000 to the BOP
for the purposes of this Agreement. Payment will be made from the
Endowment ALC Code : 59-00-0002 to the BOP Trust Fund ALC Code :
15-10-0459. Funding will be utilized by the BOP Trust Fund Branch to pay
$96 ,000 ($66,000 from the BOP and $30,000 from the Endowment)
toward the cost of the artist (total of six sites) through a BOP contract with
the artist.

C.

Make every effort to complete the necessary advance work to ensure that
the local contract can be awarded at the onset of each Fiscal Year.
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3.

THE BOP TRUST FUND BRANCH SHALL:
A.

Submit bills to the NEA Finance Office and initiate JPAC reimbursement(s)
at least quarterly by the 22nd of the month when expenses are incurred.

B.

Select, per the advisement of the Education Branch, the federal
correctional institutions at which the artists will be located. Provide the
name of the institutions earmarked for the programs no later than
December 1, for the ensuing Fiscal Year.

C.

Provide consultation, space, equipment, materials, guidance and support
services at the selected institution.

D.

Provide funding in the amount of $96,000 ($66,000 from the BOP and
$30,000 from the Endowment) through the Budget Execution branch to
the participating BOP Regional office (for allocation to the participating
institution). Funds will be used toward the cost of the artists' contract for
six sites (totaling up to $96,000) .

E.

Assure the award amount of the contracts established between the
selected federal corrections institutions and the artists is awarded each
Fiscal Year for a combined total of not more than $96,000. The artist is
required to spend a minimum of 7.5 hours per week conducting the
program (i.e., teaching and working with inmates). In addition, 2.5 hours
will be made available to the artist to work in a studio-type space to
prepare for class (for example, 10 total hours per week for a period of 48
weeks per year) .
If the institution cannot provide proper studio-type space for class
preparation, the artist will be permitted to telework for the 2.5 hours off
site. The artist will invoice the correctional institution on a monthly basis
for the services performed . The institution will issue payment (Electronic
Funds Transfer) to the artist.

F.

The BOP will make every effort to complete the necessary advance work
to ensure that the local contract is awarded at the onset of each Fiscal
Year. For specific guidance pertaining to the advanced work
requirements, please refer to the BOP Education Branch.

G.

Artists will be subject to the BOP's regular security procedures for
contractors, such as background checks and attendance of any required
institution contractor/ vendor training .

H.

Report quarterly expenses to the NEA Finance contact to reconcile funds
not later than June 22, 2013.
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I.

4.

Submit to the NEA Project Director no more than 90 days following the
end of the period of agreement a report on the Artist-in-Residence
program, including locations of correctional institutions participating,
number of artists employed, type of art form and classes offered, and
number of participants at each location.

REIMBURSEMENT OF FUNDS:
The statement of federal financial accounting standards (SFFAS) 30 requires that
un-reimbursed or under-reimbursed costs of the performing agency be
communicated to the recipient of services. Each entity's full cost should
incorporate the full cost of goods and services that it receives from other entities.
The entity providing the goods or services has the responsibility to provide the
receiving entity with information on the full cost of such goods or services either
through billing or other advice. Recognition of inter-entity costs that are not fully
reimbursed is limited to material items that (1) are significant to the receiving
entity, (2) form an integral or necessary part of the receiving entity's output and
(3) can be identified or matched to the receiving entity with reasonable precision.
Broad and general support services provided by an entity to all or most other
entities should not be recognized unless such services form a vital and integral
part of the operation or output of the receiving entity. This lnteragency
Agreement reflects full cost recovery.
Reimbursement without Advance: The NEA agrees to obligate and subsequently
reimburse up to $30,000 to the Federal Bureau of Prisons for the purposes of this
Agreement.

5.

TRANSFER OF FUNDS:
For each Fiscal Year in which this agreement is in effect, and a transfer of funds
is planned, a transfer of funds document must be initiated at the onset of each
Fiscal Year and be finalized before the collections can be made (a finalized
transfer of funds document is a new IAG).
The BOP will initiate one or more reimbursement transfers of funds for up to
$30,000 no later than June of each Fiscal Year from the NEA through the Intragovernmental Payment and Collection System (IPAC) billing . The NEA Finance
Office requires a status of funds report from the BOP to be able to timely apply
expenditures against this transfer. The IPAC billing document that the BOP
prepares shall contain the following information:
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BOP

NEA

ALC: 15-10-0459

AL C: 59-00-0002

Appropriation : 15X8408
Fund Type: X Year

Appropriation: 59X0100
Fund Type: X Year

Coding: 22J

Coding:
00350 00000. 2013.OOF0320000.0070390
000.25110

SGL Accts @ Signing:
4221/4210 [TC A-304]
Document Ref#- N/A

SGL Accts@ Signing:
4610/4801 [TC B-204]
Document Ref# - G13-28

SGL Accts@ Billing :
1310/5200 [TC A-714]

SGL Accts @ Billing:
6100/2110 [TC B-302]

SGL Accts @ Collection:
1010/1310 [TC C-186]

SGL Accts @ Collection :
2110/1010 [TC B-110]

DUNS: 87-8435213

DUNS: 92-8276468

TIN: 01 -5100459

TIN: 52-1098587

TAS: 15X8408

TAS: 59X0100

6.

TECHNICAL POINTS OF CONTACT:
NEA
Beth Bienvenu, Director
Office of Accessibility
Phone: (202) 682-5567
Fax: (202) 682-5715

7.

BOP
Susan Chabot,
Education Administrator
Phone: (202) 305-3800
Fax: (202) 305-7363

PERIOD OF AGREEMENT:
This agreement becomes effective from October 1, 2012 through September 30,
2013.

8.

MODIFICATION:
This agreement may be modified by either party in writing with the written
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concurrence of the other party.
This agreement shall be modified in writing annually to reflect current Fiscal Year
accounting information prior to the collection of funds and any relevant statutory
or programmatic changes by concurrence of both parties.

9.

TERMINATION:
This agreement may be terminated by either party upon 90 calendar days prior
written notice to the other party.
All provisions of this agreement requiring performance after termination of this
agreement shall remain in effect following termination. If any provision of this
agreement becomes invalid or unenforceable, all remaining provisions shall
remain in effect to the extent permitted by Federal law and regulation.

10.

ANTIDEFICIENCY ACT:
Nothing contained herein shall be construed to obligate the parties to any
expenditure or obligation of funds in excess or in advance of appropriations in
accordance with the Anti-Deficiency Act, 31 U.S.C. 1341.

ACCEPTED BY:
National Endowment for the Arts

Joan Shigekawa
Senior Deputy Chairman

Federal Bureau of Prisons

~~

Acting Procurement Executive
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1. EFFECTIVE DATE:

4, Document Request# (ORN):

National Endowment for the Arts
lnteragency Agreement - FUNDS OUT

upon last signature
2. EXPIRATION DATE :

9-30-2013

3.

0

0

New Agnement

G 13-28

!--~~~~--~-----~

5. ESTIMATED AMOUNT:

Amendment

$30,000.00

6. NEA'S AUTHORITY. (This agreement is entered Into pursuant to the following suthority and Incorporates by reference any and all related
implementing rt1gulat/ons and Office of Management & Budget circulars) {Check all that apply):

0

National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 , as amended. 20 U.S.C 954(0)

0

Requesting Agency

Other (specify)

Perfonnlng Agency
1.

- -

CONTACT INFORMATION

a. Name and Address :

a. Neme and Address .

Federal Bureau of Prisons
320 First Street, NW
Washington , DC 20534

National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20506

b Program Office Contact Name and Telephone Number.

Beth Bienvenu
c . Program Office Fax.

D

Economy Act 31 U.S C 1535-1536

b Program Office Contact Namo and Telephone Number:

Susan Chabot

202-682-5567

_
_
202 682 5613

c. Program Office Fax .

d. Email Address:

202-305-3800

202-305-736

d . Email Address

bienvenub@arts .gov

a. FINANCIAL INFORMATION
a Agency
Location Code:
b.OUNS

59-00-0002

92-8276468

TAS

TIN :

52-1098587

59X 0100

c . ORN : G 13-28
BETC:

(Must be provided on !PAC 011/)

0Adv•nu

b DUNS:

DISB

0

Relrntiurumen1

a. Agency
Location Code . 15100459

878435213

TAS :

15X8408

c. ORN

d. Accounting Code(s

015100459

TIN

COLL

BETC

d . Accounling Code(s):

00350D0000.2013.00F0320000.0070390000.25110

X4 FP0902216 CMS
YREGDOC: M2P90001

e Finance Office/Billing Address--please send by FAX:

e. Finance Office!Billing Address:

Finance Office, RM 624
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20506
f Finance Office Conlacl Name and

·r etephone Number·

Brenda Owens

f Finance Office Contact Name and Telephone Number:

Melissa Dobroski

202-682-576 7
202-682-56 79

g Finance Office Fax Number

h . E-rna.i

Federal Bureau of Prisons
320 First Street , NW
Washington , DC 20534
202-514-7863

g Finance Office Fax Number:

owensb@arts.gov

h . E-ma11

202-616-6041

MAOOBROSKl@BOP.GOV

'·AUTHORIZED APPROVALS
Program O ffice Name (printed) & Signalure--1f needed

1

Program Office Name (printed I & S1gnature--1f needed

Date

Firlance Office

I

n/a

n/a

l'i°ame (p~1tedf&Slgna<..'Y::t.

, .).i,l
S and y S tuec kl er

I,,. .

-

__,.

- ;:_,

;.,--- Dale:
- · -·Finance O~ffice
Nam~te
1
.I I /
1CZ),
·
f~ /.?
,_ Me11·ssa

·~Lu. {' (. \11 ,

Ir

I Date :

-·--

J & Signalur

~

1

Date:
l

_.,....

NEA/FIN-121 : Rev. 6/09

INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT
between the

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
and the

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS

2013 National Book Festival
ARTICLE I.

PURPOSE

The Library of Congress (LOC) and the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) hereby enter
into this Interagency Agreement to create a National Endowment for the Arts Poetry & Prose
Pavilion featuring up to 12 authors and up to four state champions from the Poetry Out Loud:
National Recitation Contest at the 2013 National Book Festival, to be held on September 21-22,
2013 in Washington, DC, under the terms and conditions set fo11h below.

ARTICLE II.

AUTHORITY

The Library of Congress is authorized to enter into this agreement pursuant to its authority to
accept gifts (and grants) under 2 U.S.C. 160, and the authority of the Librarian of Congress to
make rules and regulations for the governance of the Library under 2 U.S.C. 136.
The National Endowment for the Arts is authorized to enter into this agreement pursuant to
Section 5(o) of the National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965 as amended
[20 U.S.C. 951, 954(0)].

ARTICLE III.

STATEMENT OF WORK

The Library of Congress shall:
•
•

•

Organize, produce, sponsor, and promote the National Book Festival, providing logistical
support for the festival's pavilions.
Select jointly with the NEA up to 13 authors and up to four state champions from the Poetry
Out Loud: National Recitation Contest to read in the Poetry & Prose Pavilion at the National
Book
the
emcee

'.\1ationaJ Endowment for the Arts

•

.

-

directlv to the Librarv

Poetry & Prose

•
•

Jointly vvith the Library of Congress host and emcee the performances in the Poetry & Prose
Pavilion.

ARTICLE IV.

TERM OF AGREEMENT

This interagency agreement shall become effective on the date of the last signature herein.
This agreement may only be modified or amended in wTiting upon written request of either party
and with the concurrence of the other party.
This interagency agreement shall remain in effect until December 31, 2013. This interagency
agreement may be terminated at any time earlier upon 30 calendar days advance \Vritten notice
by one Party to the other.

ARTICLE V.

KEY OFFICIALS I PROJECT OFFICERS

Amy Stolls
Acting Director, Literature Program
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania A venue, NW, Room 703
Washington, DC 20506

ARTICLE VI.

Robe11a Shaffer
Associate Librarian for Library Services
Library of Congress
101 Independence Ave., SE
Washington, DC 20540-1000

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Support of this project by the NEA shall be appropriately acknowledged in any materials
produced with funds from the Initiative. Materials shall include banners and/or other signage
from both partners to be prominently displayed in the Poetry & Prose Pavilion.

ARTICLE VII.

ADVANCE OF FUNDS

SFF AS 30 requires that unreimbursed or under-reimbursed costs of the performing agency be
communicated to the recipient of services.

service provider
full cost recovery

this

reflects

The service provider will indicate if this interagency agreement does not reflect full cost
recovery.

Cl

No, not full cost recovery

The service provider will provide the recipient of services (NEA) with the amount of
unreimbursed or under-reimbursed costs on a quarterly basis by the
of the end of the
quarter; December 22nd, March 22nd, June 22 11 d, and September 22nd.
The recipient of services will check this box to indicate whether any amounts not fully
reimbursed will meet the above recognition criteria. If yes, both agencies will report their
unreimbursed/imputed costs.

Cl

Yes

Cl

No

Advance
The NEA agrees to advance $50,000 to the Library of Congress for the purposes of this
agreement in accordance with Article III. The Library of Congress will draw down the advance
using the Intra-governmental Payment and Collection (IP AC) system. The Library of Congress
Project Office agrees to report expenses not less than quarterly [by the 22nd of the end of the
quarter; December 22nd, March 22nd, June 22nd, and September 22nd] to the NEA Finance contact
for this Interagency Agreement.

Service Provider

Recipient Of Services

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS

ALC: 03-00-0001

ALC: 59-00-0002

APPROPRIATION: 03X0101

APPROPRIATION: 59X0100

DUNS: 788790434
TIN: 53-6002532

92-8276468
52-1098587

ARTICLE VIII.

RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES

The LOC and NEA will make their best efforts to amicably resolve disputes that may arise
under this Agreement through discussions. If resolution cannot be reached, NEA and the
LOC will solicit the views and mediation of the Agencv Contacts in Article V. If those views
or mediation cannot be obtained, or fail to resolve the matter, the issue will be elevated through
respective management channels for resolution.
~

ARTICLE IX.

.

AUTHORIZING SIGNATURES

NATIONAL ENDO\VMENT FOR THE ARTS
APPROVAL

Acting Chairman
National Endowment for the Arts

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
APPROVAL

Alejandro Rodriguez
Non-Appropriated Team Leader
Library of Congress

Date

4. Document Request # (ORN):

1. EFFECTIVE DATE :

National Endowment for the Arts
lnteragency Agreement - FUNDS OUT

upon sig nature

2. EXPIRATION DATE:

3.

December 31, 2013

0

New Agreement

G 1 3-00 012
5. ESTIMATED AMOUNT:

0 Amendment

$50,000 .00

6. NEA'S AUTHORITY. (This agreement is entered into pursuant to the following authority an d incorporates by reference any and all related
implementing regulations and Office of Management & Budget circulars) (Check all that apply):

0

National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 , as amended , 20 U.S.C. 954(0)

0

CONTACT INFORMATION

1.

a. Name and Address:

a. Name and Address:

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washi ngton, DC 20506

1 0 1 In depe n dence Avenue , SE
Wash ingt on , DC 20540

b. Program Office Contact Name and Telephone Number:

b. Program Office Contact Name and Telephone Number:

Roberta Shaffer

202-682-5771

Amy Stalls

d. Email Address :
rsha@ loc.gov

stollsa@arts.gov

a. FINANCIAL INFORMATION
59-00 -0002

b. DUNS: 92-82 76468
c. DRN : G 13-00012

TI N:

52 -1 098 587

[!)Advance

0

Relmbunement

a. Agency
Location Code : 03- 0 0 -00 0 1
b. DUNS : 788790434

TAS: 59X 0100

(Must be provided on /PAC bill)

TIN: 53-6002532

TAS: 03X0 101

c. DRN :

BETC DISB

BETC: CO LL

d. Accounti ng Code(s):

d. Accounting Code(s
00350DOOOO .2013 . OOF0260000 . 0070520000 .251 1 0

e. Finance Office/Billing A ddress--please send by FAX:

Finance Office, RM 624
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20506

g. Finance Office Fax Number:

e. Finance Office/Billing Address:

101 Independence Avenue , S E
Wash i n g ton , DC 20540-9110
f. Finance Office Contact Name and Telephone Number:

202-682 -5461

Raym o n d A lw i ne

13 - 02X802 - RSC 1313

Li brary of Congress

f. Finance Office Contact Name and Teleph one Number:

h. E-mail

202-707-9825

202-707-6269

c. Program Office Fax

202-682-5481

d. Email Address:

a. Agency
Location Code:

Other (specify)

Performing Agency

Requesting Agency

c. Program Office Fax:

0

Economy Act, 31 U.S C. 1535-1536

202-6 82-56 79

Robert J ames

g. Finance Office Fax Number: 202 - 707-426 1
h. E-mail rjam@loc.gov

a lw i n e @ arts .gov

9.
Program Office Name (printed) & Signature--if needed

AUTHORIZED APPROVALS
Date:

Program Office Name (printed) & Signature- if needed

n/a

Roberta Shaffer

Finance~am:znnte~

Finance Office Name (printed) & Signature

Sandy Stueckler

Alejandro Rodriguez

~ --:r

202- 7 0 7 - 3 9 91

~ ~fy/13

Date:

Date:

N EA / FIN-121 ; Rev. 6/ 09

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD. ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

Date: July 19, 2013
Ms. Joan Shigekawa
Acting Chairman, NEA
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania A venue NW
Room 616
Washington, DC 20506-0001
Re: NSF OA No. 13183
Your Agreement No. G 13-00008
DFM Control No MX26
Dear Ms. Shigekawa:
The National Science Foundation (NSF) accepts and returns herewith 1 copy(ies) of the
above-referenced interagency funding agreement in the amount of $16,010. This agreement provides
$15,000 to NSF"s awardee National Academy of Sciences under NSF award No. 1024012 and includes
$1,010 to cover NSF's administrative cost (based on NSF's established rate) related to undertaking this
activity.
Acceptance is made with the understanding that funds will be made available pursuant to the terms and
conditions of the NSF award and in accordance with the appropriation cited on the agreement.
In accordance with Treasury Financial Manual (TFM) Bulletin No. 2007-03, NSF will bill and collect
the amount of this agreement on a reimbursable basis through the IP AC system citing the agreement
number referenced on the enclosed agreement. In addition, all intra-governmental reconciliations and
confirmations are required to be performed quarterly and differences resolved in a timely manner.

This agreement is entered into pursuant to the authority of the National Science Foundation Act of 1950,
as amended (42 U.S.C. 1861-75).
Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Shirley R Kerchner, at (703)
222-4819.

~=-~

Denise Martin
Grants and Agreements Officer
Enclosure( s)

NEA Agreement# Gl3-00008

INTERAGENCV AGREEMENT
between the
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
and the
NA Tl ON AL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
FY 2013 CORE SPONSORSHIP OF THE
COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL STATISTICS

I.

PARTIES AND PURPOSE
The purpose• of thi~rnemem bet·.vecn the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA)
and the National Science Foundation (NSF) is for core sponsorship of the Committee
on National Statistics (CNST AT) at the National Academies.

II.

LEGAL AUTHORITY
NSF: National Science Foundation Act of 1950, as amended (42 USC 1861-76).
NEA: National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities Act of 1965, as amended,
20 U.S.C. Section 954 (o).

III.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Established at the National Academies in 1972, the Committee on National Statistics
(CNSTAT) convenes expert panels to conduct studies on the data and methods
needed to improve our understanding of the U.S. population. the economy, the
environment, public health, crime, education. immigration, poverty, welfare,
terrorism, and other public policy topics.
Support for the Committee's activities, which include oversight of its panel studies
and the conduct of some special studies, together with semi-annual public symposia
on topics of interest to the federal statistical and research communities, is provided by
a consortium of federal agencies. Sponsor agern.:ies that contribute to CNS TAT core
funding include the 1'\ational Science Foundation. the National Institute on Aging, the
National Institute of Child l!ealth and Human Development. the Bureau of Economic
Analysis. and other agencies that transfer funding to ?'-JSF s core grant to the
Committee. including the U.S Census Bureau. Social Security Administration. and
agencies of the Departm~nt-&of i\grieulture. Defense, E'.dui::arion. Energy. Health and
Human Services. Homeland Security. Housing and Urban Development. Justice.
Transportation. and Treasury

IV.

RECOVERY RA TE
This agreement in the total amount of$16.0JO includes SI.010 to cover NSF's
administrative costs, based on NS F's established rate of 6.31 %, related to undertaking
;t1
f.o_
~
this activity.

X , ,;.

The NEA shall:

•••Znld.
.
•• r-~ ..,.._
.. ~..,....

-· E

nml:.l t•»
•

•

$

p &•.a.ad 1880, 81 """""'-... U.8.0.

.... .

Transfer $16,010 to the NSF.
• Participate in a rotating series of CN~iness meetings to discuss tlie- ,_,_,,.,,.__, ____ --- NEA 's research agenda and interests with CNSTAT members andstaff;_ _
• Participate rn netwofR opportunities witf1 other core sponsor agency officials at
seminars and workshops; and
• Explore the possibility of joint sponsorship of a CNST AT workshop or panel
discussion about arts-specific research topics.
The NSF shall:

•

Transfor $15.000 payment to CNSTAT

• Ec~ain a 6.31 % processing fee of $1,0 I 0. Provide a proof-of-payment report to
\heNEA Point of Contact after payment has been transferred .

...
VI.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND VISIBILITY
Support from the NEA shall be appropriately acknowledged in all materials produced
under this interagency agreement.

VII.

EFFECT OF AGREEMENT
This lnteragency Agreement is an internal Government agreement, and does not
confer any legal right upon any private person or private entity.
This Interagency Agreement does not restrict NSF or the NEA from participating in
similar activities or arrangements with other entities.

VIII.

AGF:NCY CONTACTS
The NEA point of contact for this interagcncy agreement is Ellen Grantham, Program
Analyst Office of Research and Analysis. The NSF point of contact for this interagency agreement is Cheryl L. Eavey, Directorate for Social. Behavioral. and
Economic Sciences Program on ,\frthodology. Measurement and Statistics.

IX.

TERM OF AGREEMENT
This Interagency Agreement may only be modified or amended in writing upon written request of any party and with the concurrence of the other parties hereto. This
Interagency Agreement will b~ome effective on the date of the last signature herein
and will remain in effect until September l. 2014.

X.

SFF AS REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
The Stalemen/ of Federal Financial AccountinK Standards (SFFAS) 30 requires that
unrcimbursed or under-reimbursed costs of the performing agency be communicated
to the recipient of services. Each entity's full cost should incorporate the full cost of
goods and services that it receives from other entities. The entity providing the goods
or services bas the responsibility to provide the rcecivil!g entity withirrformation on
the full cost of such goods or services either through billing or other advice. Recognition of inter-entity costs that are not fully reimbursed is limited to material items that
(1) are significant to the receiving entity, (2) form an integral or necessary part of the
receiving entity's output, and (3) can be identified or matched to the receiving entity
with reasonable precision. Broad and general support services provided by an entity
all or most other entities should not be recognized unless such services form a vital
and integral part of the operations or output of the receiving entity.
The service provider will indicate if this interagency agreement reflects full cost
recovery.
[8J

Yes, full recovery

The service provider will indicate if this interagency agreement does not reflect full
cost recovery.

Cl

No, not full cost recovery

The service provider will provide the recipient of services with the amount of
unreimbursed or under-reimbursed costs on a quarterly basis by the 22nd of the end of
the quarter.
The recipient of services will notify the service provider whether any amounts not
fully reimbursed will meet the above recognition criteria. If yes, both agencies will
repmt their unreimbursed/imputed costs.
XI.

TRANSFER OF FUNDS - REIMBURSEMENT WITHOUT ADVANCE
The NEA agrees to oh!igate $16.0l Oto the NSF for the purposes of carrying out
Section IV of this Interagcncy Agreement. The NSF will initiate the transfer using
the Intra-governmental Payment and Collection (IPAC) system. The NSF will
submit a report of expenditure to the NEA Finance Office point of contact
immediately after expenditure of the funds.

:--N-A TIONAL -SCIENC~----1

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT
FOR THE ARTS

FOUNDATION

I

1--Aw·-·mo~ooo I

IAPPROPRIATION:

ALC: 59-00-0002
--------···

----~------~--~

APPROPRIATION: 59X0100

/ FY 2013 TAS for ACR funds:
4910180 Agency 0 erations & Award
anagemen
FY 2013 TAS for Program Support:
491120100 Research & Related Activiftes OR
49121130106 education & Human Resources OR
49X0100 for non-expiring R&RA OR
Other NSF appropriation, if applicable

' AGENCY ADDRESS:
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Penns Ivania Avenue NW Room 616

FUND TYPE- ear or
un s
2- Year for Program Support funds

I

CODING:

SGL Accts -~(jj Signing:
422114210 [TC A-304J
Document Ref# -

I

I

I

,~1

1

CODTNG:

0035000000.20 I3.00G0260000.0070380000.251l0
($16,010)

---

4610/4801 [TC B-204]
Document Ref# G 13-00008 ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · --·--·
SGL Accts@ Billing:
SGL Accts @ Billing:
13!0/5200 [TC A-714]
6100/2110 [TC B-3021
SGL Accts@ Collection:

/

l--101011310 [TC A-714]
DUNS: 074811803
l_Il!'!.=_ __53-0206152

/

I

--- --1
j

SGL Accts @ Collection:
2110/1010 [TC B-110]

I

DUNS: 92-8276468

I

Denise Martin/Grants Officer
8FA;DG1\ /NSF
~ational Science Foundation

--~-----------~-------~-

Date

I

------------------

SIGNATORIES

~~~------

/

TIN: 52-1098587

--L._

XII.

I
1

·----·----~---

/\/_

--~~

eflk() ~,...,-A..•
-

~

=:___

Joan Shigekawa
Acting Chairman
National Endm.nnent for the Arts

-Ff NANCIAL DATA for INTERAGENCY AGREEMENTS (Transfers TO NSF)
The lntragovernmental Business Rules issued November 30, 2010, under Treasury Financial Manual (TFM)
Bulletin 2011-05 Volume I (http//wwwfms. treas qov/facts1/vol1 /vol1appen1 O.doc) recommends use of the new
standard lnteragency Agreement (IAA) forms (Treasury Form 7600NB) for all intragovernmental transactions
that exchange goods and services (Forms are found onfine at http/iwww.fms.treas.gov/finstandard/forms html)
Page two of this NSF form, once completed by the NSF Program Official, provides the mrnimum data required
from NSF as the Servicing Agency (seller) to complete the standard !AA forms
If the Requesting Agency (buyer) does NOT use the new government-wide standard IAA form, then this NSF form
(page one) must be filled out and signed by the Requesting Agency and provided to NSF (as Servicing
Agency) as an attachment to any agency-specific funds transfer documents.
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1.-~=R=e=q=u=es=t=in=g=A=g=e=n-cy_(_"_bu;~~;N_a_m-e/_O_ff_ic-e-~" ~ATIONAL ENOOWME~ F:R=T=H=E=A::::R::::T=S=====:l
L

____ _/ [Office of Research and Analysis
59-00-0002

<--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

- ·-=================================~

[i~~~-Agency fillQ Trading Partner Code

j

/ Business Event Type Code (BETC)

j Business Partner

~00

_

j DISS

..~-;questing agency)

~====================:::::

===================

~=====================:::

N~twork #(BPN or DUNS#)

// 92-8276468

I~T=r=e=as=u=ry==A=c=co=u=n=t=S=y=m=b=o=I=(T=A=S=)============::=:ll~5=9=X=01=0=0================-· - -

I~===================-~===========
Fiscal Year Funds Appropriated
-~ / 2013

:============================
~========================~
(e.g., one-year, two-year, no-year)
/§~year
:===============::::;-;::::===============;
===========~==============
~
/Fu·~d Can~ellation
j
=======-================, I National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities
Type of Funds

Expiration Date:

I

Date:

Act of 1965, as amended, 20 U.S.C Section 954
(o)

I
j
. _____ L~==========================;
·---J / Telepho~mber

, Statutory Authority & Citation for entering into IAA

!

i

L

.

[c~tact Information:

l

1 Name

& Title

-jI granthame@arts.gov
-6 _

/ Ellen Grantham
·--.
/ Office of Research and Analysis

Agency/Program Official

:::==::============~~:_:'.::: t
Grants/Contracts Officer

(funds approving official)

Email &

...____J

John Sotelo, Budget Officer

202

82 5793

L _____ _
i soteloj@arts.gov

'· 202-682-54 78
~--------..-·-·--·--·------ L..
::::::·=====:.::=-:= =.:==::===.::=·.:::===::-~
Brenda Owens
owensb@arts.gov
; · Systems Accountant

-··--·--------~
r-----··----------i Finance Office
: (payment office)

!.. - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - " - · - ' - - - - - · - - · - - - - - -

202-682-5767

: ' Requesting Agency
, Official Completing Form

Name Sandy Stueckler
'·I

----~-~--~

Date

·5:-c-;---; l---t------·---]

(Signature)

jf. /..(c ( .
::J)(

·---·--------,<-·--·-·-

NSF Form 1611 (page 1 of 2)

·------·

I

- ---------~_J
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FINANCIAL DATA for INTERAGENCY AGREEMENTS (Transfers TO NSF)

~icing ~~~lle;;;}N;,;,-~~- --~- ~] L~na/ Science Foundation•
1

J [

Age_~cy Location Code

(ALC)

____

:r--·

!I Treasury Agency!!!!! Trading Partner Code
r ~·

/ 1

·~11

_]

i 49

Business Event Typ:_ Code (BETC)___________J ~1

Ift:::~~~~~::~~f :~~~~c=ouNs~~ ,: :•:::::s
I

.

Jr4::_'!!!~~~_!!!_

- - - - - ~~----

-

••

~--- ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(as seo<ic 1r=i9

ii~eFle~·)

for ACR funds . -

____

_JI

= == -1 I

i 4930180 Agency Operations & Award Management 11
(NSF's Treasury Account Symbol varies depending on the 1·
'i
program being supported - NSF Program Office must FY 2013 TAS for Program Support
c~~~gnate appropriate account to use)
.J 49131140100 Research & Related Activities
.

J

L

l!National Science Foundation Act of!.!!_~~ amended (42 USC 1861-76)

~~-Authority

j Billing Information~ Reimbursement Basis; Seller Initiated /PAC; Bill'!!!'_ on a monthly basis

·-1 INsF will obligate Requesting Agency's funds within period of a~;ilability

NSF will

I~ii/ and collect for ACR upon obligation of any pottion of the funds and only bill for

I reimbursement for program support portion after expenditures are submitted by the
1

NSF Requirements

1 1 grantee

or contractor.

The period of performance of the IAA must cover the entire anticipated period of the
and/or contract, as appropriate. and any grant,
CA and/or contract will be awarded in accordance with NSF's terms and conditions.

I grant, cooperative agreement (CA),
1

I/9-1-2014

j Performance Period

-]

~'N_S_F_A_d_d_re_s_s_ _ _~/ 14201 Wilson Boulevard, Ar/=in=g=to=n=.=V=A=2=2=2=30=========================1
I
I
11I
/NSF Agency Official JI Jeryl Mumpower. DD/SES
11jmumpowe@nsfgov;703-292-7279
__J

:=:::==============:

j NSF Program Officer
I

I' '

i .__~~~'!_~~avey,

·11

Ij-

I NSF Grants/Contracts
) Officer Contact Info
/ i Mattha Dodson
, , (authorized offiaal to
I : accept funds for NSF)

1

/

!!
~~~--

'

Finance Office
(billing)

__JI teavev@nsfqov. 703-29-2-726_9-----~
1

MMS __

i ! mdodson@nsfgov. 703-292-4834
, I

----····--··-~ L

Alisha Williams
dfm-ipac@nsf gov
(703) 292-4539

NSF Division of Financial Management
Accounting Operations Branch
4201 Wilson Blvd, Room 11-605
Arlington. VA 22230
_______ J !

* to gilgt.JJale .couectAGR amount as., pei:centage-sf-the program support fonds. divioce the program support funds by 0 9369.
which equals the total amount to be transferred (the difference between this calculated total and the program support funds is
the exact ACR amount - MUST be rounded to nearest whole dollar)
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Eavey, Cheryl L.
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Che

Tony Tighe <tighet@arts.gov>
Wednesday, June 19, 2013 9:20 AM
Eavey, Cheryl L.; Ellen Grantham
Ellen Grantham; Sandy Stueckler
RE: FY 2013 NEA - NSF IA for CNSTAT

I

The NEA number for this agreement is

G13-00008.

Tony Tighe
Coordinator, Federal Partnerships
National Endowment for the ArtS
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW1 Room 516
Washington, DC 20506
p: 202.682.5616
e: tighet@arts.gov

ATV

NJ!ioml f:ldf,..vrn('frt fr)[ th<: Art~

From: Eavey1 Cheryl L. [mailto:ceavey@nsf.gov]

Sent: Wednesday, June 19 1 2013 7:48 AM
To: Ellen Grantham
Cc: Tony Tighe
Subject: RE: FY 2013 NEA - NSF IA for CNSTAT
Thanks for the agreement. I need an agreement number. With that information, I should be able to begin the
processing of your agreement.
Cheryl
Cheryl L. Eavey, Program Director
Me1hodology, Measurement, and Statistics
National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Blvd., Room 995.25
Arlington, VA 22230
703.292.7269 (voice) 703 292 9068 (FAX)
ceavey@nsf.gov
MMS home page http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm summ.jsp?pims id=54218.torg=SES&from=home
Beginning March 18, 2013, Fastlane will begin automated compliance checking of all required proposal
sections. Guidance on the required sections is available in Grant Proposal Guide (GPG), Chapter 11.C.2. Fastlane will not
accept your proposal if one of the required sections is missing.
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From: Ellen Grantham [mailto:granthame@arts.gov]

Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 10:42 AM
To: Eavey, Cheryl L.
Cc: Tony Tighe
Subject: FW: FY 2013 NEA - NSF IA for CNSTAT
Importance: High

Hi Cheryl,
Attached please find a PDF of tbe Ic.terageR.'?' wit.A tke W~F for Watieaal EHeewmettt ffir the A1 t~' funding
of CNSTAT signed by the NEA but not yet signed by NSF, per your instructions.

I believe we need Martha Dotson's signature, and then NSF will return a PDF of the completed document
to us?
If you must have a hard copy with original signatures, just let me know and I'll arrange to get that to you,
but I believe we managed the transaction with a PDF last yea1

Thanks so much,
Ellen

Ellen Grantham
Program Analyst
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Ave Suite 616
Washington, DC 20506
T 202-682-5793 IF 202-682-5677
granthame@nea.gov

ARTWORKS.
~
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Kerchner, Shirley R.
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tony Tighe <tighet@arts.gov>
Tuesday, July 02, 2013 4:34 PM
Kerchner, Shirley R.
Ellen Grantham
NEA IA with agreement number and address
FY 2013 NEA NSF IA for CNSTAT signed by NEA.pdf

ShirleyAs we discussed, attached is a PDF of the IA with our agreement number added in the upper right hand corner
of the first page and our address added on page 4 of the interagency agreement text.
I hope this meets your requirements. If not, please let me know what else you need

Tony Tighe
Coordinator, Federal Partnerships
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Room 516
Washington, DC 20506
p: 202.682.5616
e: tighetCruarts.gov

£. TV i-..i~rndowm- ,,,,!he_
Mf'WORl<S.
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Memorandum of Understanding
Between the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) and the Foreign Service Institute
(FSI) on
Supporting the Professional Development of Foreign Se rvice Officers

I.

Purpose

The purpose of this non-binding Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the
National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) and the Foreign Service Institute (FSI)
(collectively referred to as ·'the Participants") is to document the arrangement between
NEA and FSI to establ ish an extra-curricular program designed to familiarize certain
students at FSI, particularly incoming Foreign Service Generalists and Specialists, with
American art and culture, in order to enhance the students· ability to appropriately
represent and promote American culture on overseas assignments.
The Participants understand that only members of the Specialist and Generalist Orientation
classes and , space permitting, their spouses/partners arc eligible to participate in this
program as described below. Participants also understand that participation by eligible FSI
students is optional.
II.

Roles of the Participants

/\. The NE/\, subject to the availability of funds, is expected to:
I. Coordinate with U.S. Government-linked institutions, such as the John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts, the National Gallery of Art, and the Smithsonian
Institution, to arrange three to six events focusing on American art and culture per
calendar year, 'including cultural performances, art exhibitions, lectures, and receptions,
that are intended to provide new Foreign Service generalists and specialists with
educational opportunities. Planned events will be cost-free to the public, and
transportation will be self-arranged by FSI participants.
2. Coordinate with FSI in scheduling these events so that the events do not conflict with
FSI scheduled classes or other events.
3 Serve as liaison with the US Co\·ernment-linl\ed institutions described above in
:1rnmgi11i; the events.

r:~

FSI. subject to the availabil ity offunds, is expected to:
I. Coordinate with NEA on selecting dates for NEA-hosted events, promote maximum
attendance. and convey event information from NE.I\ to the eligible students.
2. Li1cournge eligible FSI students (and spouses/partners when space is available) to
attend NEA-arranged events.

111. Effective Date and Period of Agreement or Termination

This MOU is effective upon the latest date signed until termination is agreed upon by the
parties. The Participants agree to review this MOU annually. Either party may terminate
this agreement unilaterally with 60 days ' advance written notice .

IV.

Funding

A. The Participants to this MOU are expected to cover their own costs, if any, incurred as
a result of this MOU.

B. Nothing in this Agreement constitutes an obligation, commitment of funds, or is
otherwise intended to ob! igate the Participants to expend, exchange, or reimburse
funds , services or supplies, or transfer or receive anything of value.

V.

Changes to the MOU

This MOU may be modified in writing upon the mutual v,1ritten consent of the Participai1ts.
Such consent must be obtained at least 60 days in advance of the modification taking place.
The approval authorities for any modifications to the f\10U arc:
Executive Director, Foreign Service Institute
U.S. Department of State
Washington, D.C. 20522-420 l
Acting Chairman
National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania A venue, NW
Washington, DC 20506-0001

VI.

Staff Coordination: Points of Contact

Points of Contact for this \ '10l' arc:
!·SI \1irernhe N:mtongn

Assuc iatc Dean
SchPu l uf Prot'css ional and .\rea Studies

:\ !:.'\: Pennie Ojeda
Director
l11tcrnatiunal ACfairs

VII.

Terms

NoLhing in this MO U is intended to conllict \Vi th current law or regulation. If' any term
of this l'v10U is inconsistent with such authority, then that term is invalid. but the
remaining terms and conditions of this MOU remain in full force and effect.

VIII.

Miscellaneous

This MOU is strictly for internal management purposes for each of the Participants. It is
not legally enforceable, docs not expand or alter the scope of the Participants' respective
authorities, and shall not be construed to create any legal obligation on the part of either
agency or private cause of action for or by any person or entity. Since this MOU is not
legally binding, the Participants may depart from its tcrn1s whenever it is deemed necessary
or appropriate to do so in the discharge of their statutory responsibilities, except that in the
interests of cooperation. each participating agency, if appropriate and practical , agrees to
advise the other of any intention to depart from the terms of this MOU prior to doing so .
;\II agreements herein are subject to, and will be carried out in compliance with, all
applicable laws, regulations and other legal requirements.

IX.

Signatures

Joan Shigekawa
Acting Chairman

CJ~~~
Catherine Russell
Fxccuti ve Director

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
AMONG THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS,
THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION, AND
THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES
TO
SUPPORT RESEARCH, PRACTICE AND INNOVATION AT THE
INTERSECTION OF ARTS, SCIENCE AND HUMANITIES

I.

PARTIES AND PURPOSE
The purpose of this Agreement among the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA), the
National Science Foundation (NSF) and the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH)
is to facilitate cooperation among the agencies on areas of shared interest.
The NEA, NSF, and NEH, hereby defined as the "Parties," have partnered over the past two
years to convene leaders across cultural, scientific and technological fields and sectors to
examine issues of shared interest. The programs of these three agencies each support
excellence and innovation through merit-reviewed grant-making in a broad range of
disciplines. Across the three agencies, such grants cultivate and promote creative discovery,
economic development, invention, innovation, and the acquisition of cross-sector knowledge.
The agencies anticipate working collaboratively to leverage research and development
(R&D) investments to build an interdisciplinary community of researchers and practitioners
who cross over the fields of art, science, humanities, education and engineering, with a
particular awareness of the new possibilities enabled by digital technology.
The NEA, NSF and NEH recognize that it would be advantageous for the three agencies to
leverage investments and expertise around strategically aligned goals to ensurethat the
agencies' resources achieve maximum impact at the intersection of the arts, science and the
humanities. This tri-agency collaboration will support and assess projects and promote
activities that will continue to enhance understanding of the integral role that science, art, and
the humanities can play to address the most complex challenges and opportunities facing
America's future within these significant realms.
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II.

LEGAL AUTHORITY
NSF: National Science Foundation Act of 1950, as amended, 42 USC l 86let seq.
NEA: National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965, as amended,
20 U.S.C. Section 954 (o).
NEH: National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965, Section (7)(i),
as amended, 20 U.S.C. Section 956 (i).
These authorizations for the organizations, together with the internal policies and procedures
of each, define the authority of these organizations to enter into this Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU).

III.

SCOPE OF WORK
The purpose of this MOU is to outline the broad set of principles to faci 1itate continued
cooperation amongunits of the NEA, NSF and NEH. Each agency will designate
representatives to lead a cross-agency planning group. These representatives, with the
assistance of the appropriate offices of NEA, NSF, and NEH, will develop program plans and
implement activities that advance the goals of all three agencies. These foJJow-on activities
may include specific programs, projects and initiatives; joint announcements of competitions;
evaluations; and/or data collection programs. NEA, NSF, and NEH will ensure joint
activities are managed through appropriate funding authorities and mechanisms.

IV.

AGENCY CONTACTS
The NEA points of contact for this MOU are Bill O'Brien - Senior Advisor for Program
Innovation, and Michael Orlove - Artists Communities, Presenting and Multidisciplinary
Works Director; the NSF point of contact is Alphonse DeSena - Program Director, Division
of Research on Learning in Fonnal and Informal Settings; the NEH points of contact are Eva
Caldera - Assistant Chairman for Partnership and Strategic Initiatives, and Jason Rhody Senior Program Officer, Office of Digital Humanities.
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V.

EFFECT OF AGREEMENT
This MOU in no way restricts the NEA, NSF or NEH from participating in similar activities
or arrangements with other entities.
This Agreement is strictly for internal management purposes for each of the Parties. It is not
legally enforceable and shall not be construed to create any legal obligation on the part of any
of the Parties. This Agreement shall not be construed to provide a private right or cause of
action for or by any person or entity.
This MOU is neither a fiscal nor a funds obligation document. Nothing in this MOU
authorizes or is intended to obligate the Parties to expend, exchange, or reimburse funds,
services, or supplies, or transfer or receive anything of value. Nothing in this MOU may be
construed to obligate NEA, NSF or NEH to any current or future expenditure of resources in
advance of the availability of appropriations. Nor does this MOU obligate NEA, NSF or
NEH to spend funds on any particular project or purpose, even if funds are available.
Specific projects or activities between the Parties must be detailed in writing, such as an
MOU, interagency agreement, management plan, or other documentation appropriate to the
nature of the activity and the agencies' requirements, and signed a~ the NSF Assistant
Director level, NEA Deputy Chairman level, and NEH Deputy Chairman level, or higher.

VI.

RESOLUTION OF DISAGREEMENTS
Should disagreement arise under this agreement, or amendments and/or revisions thereto,
that cannot be resolved at the Division Director level, the area(s) of disagreement shall be
stated in writing by each Party and presented to the other Parties at the Assistant
Director/Deputy Chairman level for consideration.

VII.

TERM OF AGREEMENT
This MOU shall become effective on the date of the last signature herein and shall remain in
effect through September 30, 2017, unless terminated earlier by the Parties.
This MOU may be amended only by written agreement of the Parties. Any Party may
terminate its participation with 90 days advance written notice to the other Parties, who may
elect to continue activities under this MOU. This MOU may be terminated immediately by
written consent of all Parties.
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SIGNATORIES
For the National Endowment for the Arts:

q/2'J It~

Date I

I

For the National Science Foundation:

Date

For the National Endowment for the Humanities:

SEP 2 3 20f3
Acting Chairman, Nat ional Endowment for the Humanities

Date
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